
INSTITUTE F 0 R l) E F E N S E A N A L Y S E S 

March 9, 1967 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE MEDICAL ADVISORY COUNCIL 

FROM: Jesse Orlansky 

SUBJECT: X-27 (AAP 0101) 

"Assessment of Changes in the Sensitivity of the 
Otolith Mechanism and its Central Nervous Connections 
to Linear Accelerations as a Result of Prolonged 
Weightlessness," Ashton Graybiel and Earl F. Miller, 
December 1, 1965. 

X-28 (AAP 0102) 

"Effects upon Semicircular canal Function of Rotation 
of Headl'Body- in Weighttless Environment," Ashton Gray
biel and Earl F. Miller, U.S. Naval Aerospace Medical 
Institute, Pensacola, Florida, December 1, 1965. 

It is obvious that the otolith mechanism is one of the more rele
vant mechanisms which may be affected by the Weightless conditions of 
space flight. As such, this is a natural experiment and we are fortu
nate that the protocol deals directly with this issue. Furthermore, the 
experimenters are widely known ror their competence in this problem. 
It is a pleasure, therefore, to endorse this experiment as a necessary 
one with full assurance that it wtill be conducted in an effective manner. 

There are two qualifications ~ich should be noted and which are 
pointed out by the authors: (1) Unanticipated accelerative or vibration
al forces may constitute an important variable to contaminate the results 
of the experiment. The authors point out the requirement to record the 
presence of such unwanted conditions, if ~hey occur. However, they do 
not point out the way in which the presende of such forces might make 
it difficult to interpret the ~esult$ cf the experiment. This item prob
ably deserves some additional explanation. (2) The authors point out 
that the "Graybiel-Miller Litter-Chair," a necessary device for this 
experiment, must be developed within a time frame of about 24 months in 
order to be available for the study. While there is little doubt that 
this device is technically feasible, it must be pointed out that the 
experiment will obviously be limited if the Litter-Chair cannot be devel
oped to meet the proposed schedule. 

The experiment is well conceived and clearly described. It i s a 
pleasure to endorse it to the MAC. 
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Experiment X-28 is closely related to X-27 and the comments made 
above apply equally well to this one . I also endorse X-28 for the AAP 
program. 

I wish to draw attention to a novel type of arjthmetic which 
was used in costing these two experiments . In X-27, the itemized costs 
total approximately $155,000 while the total in the same table is given 
as $226,000 . On X- 28 the specified items total $312,000 while the total 
is given as $520,000. I don't wish to draw attention to these items in 
a technical review since I suppose that some ac countant can explain it . 
Don 1 t ask me how . I not.:i.ce also that figure 1, which illustrat:es the 
rotating chair, is inhabited by a female. More power to Graybiel and 
Miller for their contribution to space flight . 

Except for these piquant touches, the proposals are excellent 
and I endorse them not only without reservation b1Jt, in fact, with admi
ration, bravo. 

JO :mh 

·1 II 
I ,,.. 
I r,r 
r~~ 

Jes,_f? Orlansky 

I 
{_/ 
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Ladies and gentlemen, I ~ indeed pleassd-...with -t;his opp~y to / ·~·\? 
11 Jl.17 fv t< J 1°PdY , J/h- J1,JJw<f /7# Tl[,~ IS l 

present- '5e-se distinguished a gathe:M:ng-a rev~-ew-ef' a somewhat different I 

\ 

form of medical research, the NASA program of in-flight medical investiga
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~ - r. 
\ tion1/ Space Medicine, like other forms of environmental medicine, differs 

from clinical medicine in that it deals with normal man in an abnormal 

environment. On the other hand, it shares with clinical medicine an abiding 

interest in the distinction between normal and abnormal human responses, the 

study of both, and the prevention and correction of undesirable physical or 

mental changes. It also shares with clinical medical research a commitment 

to the application of the principles of scientific objectivity in the separa-

tion of truth from superstition . I would like to begin this discussion by 

reviewing some of the important general concepts which form the framework of 

the program, then discuss the specifics of the Gemini experiments program, 

and finally describe our present thinking with respect to medical investiga-

tion in the Apollo program and beyond. 
C.o ,rF~ ~PTIJVr r./ J 

The fundamental issue with-uhiGh we !ilre confrantee in launching man 

into space i s the ability of man and machine to support prol onged manned 

space flight missions. The method elected by NASA Manned Space Flight to 
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resolve this issue is what is known as the incremental approach, the extension 

of our manned space flight experience in step wise fashion to progressively 
7/ltE. v/£. 

longer duration and more complex missions. Medical information obtainf!I from 
~ ~ 

flight crews during these missions can be thought of as consisting of two 

types. 

The first provides real time information concerning the welfare and 
Al//1 0 1'~1~f7ll'1 lfV11vf J1 

safety of the crew, and is, t!iexefore, known as medical safety monitoring. 

Medical safety parameters consist of the ECG, respiration, temperature and 

blood pressure (and one should also add voice cormnunication since this is 

recognized as an extremely important medical monitoring device). This type 

of information serves as the basis for irmnediate a;xxd: :;t Wf" Ir I am operational 

decisions on the part of ground based medical monitors, such as go - no go 

and flight abort decisions, and also therapeutic instructions which might 

have to be given the flight crew. 

The second type of medical information is more fundamental in nature. 

Although it may be of less, or even little importance to the successful 

completion of the particular mission from which it is gathered, it is 

essential to the planning of subsequent missions and f'uture space programs. 

It is to the second area that the medical experiments program is primarily 

addressed. It emphasizes the health, welfare, and safety of the astronauts 

on future missions. Its goal is to gain maximum insight into man's physio-

logical and functional integrity as effected by prolonged existence in the 

space environment, and to determine how best his mission in space can be 

extended. Consistent with the incremental approach, it is incumbent upon 

the medical experiments program to take maxinrum advantage of each progressive 

mission to spot potential problem areas, establish quantitative trends, and 
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be prepared with effective preventive measures. 

The investigation of man's responses to space flight has four key 

objectives. These are to determine the human effects of space flight and 

the time course of these effects/ the mechanisms by which these effects 

are manifested; means of predicting the onset and severity of these effects; 

and the most effective and practical means by which potentially untoward 

effects can be prevented ,e,/ffJ/or corrected. 
C-Ort/£: 

These four objectives f~under 

the general category of il;he p!~~~~ information to support man on pro-

gressively longer duration space flights. As our flight program precedes, 
(101{(, J r1' ,t .c 

however, we will be~able to accommodate a second major category of objectives--

that of contributing information significant to scientific disciplines con-

cerned with studies of human function. / 

Perhaps unique to any experiments which are to be accomplished in an I 3 
operational setting is the requirement that it be feasible to accomplish ~ 

them within the constraints of that operational setting , as well as the 

standard requirement that they have sufficient scientific merit. Proposed 

in-flight medical experiments are, therefore, first screened for scientific 

merit, i.e. from the standpoint of relative importance to our goals, validity 

and reliability of experimental design, etc.; and then evaluated from the 

point of view of technical and operational feasibility, i.e. the ability 

of spacecraft, flight crew, ground crew, and mission to accommodate them. 

Mission constraints, upon which feasibility determinations are based, 
Ji; 1 T f/tC: {( 

in general, arrange themselves into t.wG categories: engineering constraints, 

~operational constraints. Among the more important of these are such 

technical or engineering factors as volume, weight, power, and telemetering 
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or tape recording requirements; and such operational factors as ease of 

accomplishment by the flight crew, trai ning requirements, flight crew time 

requi rements, non- interference with other major mission objectives, and 

ground crew support requirements. 

Of all of these, one of the most difficult is the very l ong l ead time 

required for any experiment to be incor porated into a projected flight. 

Except in unusual instances, the deadline for acceptance of an experiment 

for a par ticular flight must precede that flight by approximately two years . 

This important consideration has made it necessary for us to prognosticate 

problems as well as solutions as realistically as possible far in advance 

of each flight . 

Concerning the medical content of this program, this subject @) ) is perhaps 

most clearly outlined by calling upon a technique which we used successfully 

in one of our studies. The technique consists of first defining the gamut 

of environmental factors or stresses to which astronauts are exposed; then 

examining the potential effects of each of these stresses on each of the 

body functions and systems . By examining the interfaces between the two, 

areas of potential difficulty, the degree of l i kelihood of their appearanc~ 

and ~ severity as a function of duration of flight
1

can be identified and 

evaluated with relative simplicity and clarity . 

Upon carefully reviewing a rather comprehensive list of potential 

stresses, one must conclude that virtually the only stress factor of space 

flight which cannot be duplicated in an earth environment is prolonged 

weightlessness. Consequently, the major stress effect problems which warrant 
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in-flight medical experiments are weightlessness, itself, and combinations 

of it with other factors. It may be observed that even with respect to 

such little known conditions as ionizing radiation, magnetic field altera-

tions, and the micrometeoroid hazard, once the environment is defined, these 

questions, complex as they may be, for the most part can be rather thoroughly 

studied on the ground. Upon reviewing a similar list of combined stresses 
S'1'PC~G-1>nc. ·-=---

which may be considered t~ ha~e cmiqueocy Lxoa'blesome effects, all of these, 

at least during the course of our studies, have contained weightlessness as 

one of the factors in question. 

Reviewing now the groups of body f'unctions, it is perhaps safe to say 

that of the possible effects of prolonged weightlessness on man, those most 

seriously anticipated are cardiovascular deterioration, bone demineralization, 

muscular atrophy, and dehydration. With the exception of dehydration, all of 

these are disuse phenomena which have been observed repeatedly during bedrest 

and water irrrrnersion studies, as well as during many years of clinical obser-

vation. With respect to disuse phenomena, the consensus of current thinking 

is that overt manifestations, if they develop at all, would be most likely 

to occur during the multiple G stress of reentry or the sustained one G stress 
fJ/Jcff ov rzA~rw 

_of terrestrial existenee Ieswned-up~, rather than during the period 

<W-
of exposure to weightlessness. The phenomenon of dehydration has been observed 

in all manned space flights to date. Whereas in Mercury it might have been 

due in large measure to inadequacies of environmental control, the same has 

not been true of the Gemini series. Temperature and humidity control in the 

Gemini spacecraft has been excellent. Yet, dehydration continues to be 
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demonstrated. This lends support to the concept that loss of body water is 

probably initiated by the redistribut ion of body fluids in the weightless 

state, and mediated, at least in part , by the Gauer and Henry reflex . To 
-H-a T~< 1..111" ~F-trtrt:f)f.r-w1m--ru:1r lfP-FLr>-1) 

briefly explain this rationale;\ in weightlessness, blood is no longer drawn 

to the lower extremities by gravity . This allows a greater proportion of 

the total blood volume to circulate within the thorax . Stretch receptors 

in the auricl es are then stimulated, which initiate a reflex mediated by 
f,A/j.J1~11 ~ 

the vagus, result~ in a decreased output of ADH by the posterior pituitary. 
A 

Urinary output is thereby increased and total blood volume reduced with a 

resultant compensatory reduction of thoracic bl ood volume. As you will se~, 

however, the Gauer and Henry reflex alone does not completely explain the 

Gemini findings with respect to water balance. 

Although the four effects mentioned have received the greatest emphasis, 

other possible effects cannot be excluded from consideration, despite the 

fact that there have been no overt mani festations of them in any of our 

flights through Gemini 8, our most recent one. Among these are respiratory, 

vestibul ar, metabolic , and perastaltic effects, possibl e effects upon ciliary 

action with particular reference to the respiratory tract, effects upon alert-

ness, and, of comprehensive importance, effects upon total performance. All 

of these warrant attention and study. 

The eval uation of flight experimental data is contingent not only upon 

the accuracy of the in-flight data, itself, but also upon the validity and 

adequacy of the control or baseline data, with which it must be compared. 

For most in-flight medical experiments, the flight crew serve as their own 

r-r 1,_I) 
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controls, and baseline data then consi sts of astronaut information obtained 

during the process of medical selection, during centrifuge runs, pressure 

chamber runs, simulation and trainer activity, numerous physical examina-

tions, and special pre-flight control studies for specific in-flight medical 

experiments. 

An active program of ground based medical experiments involving non-

astronaut subjects serves as an important source of additional baseline 

data. These experiments are designed to parallel some aspect or aspects of 

space flight in order to study their effects, or to distinguish specific 

factors as causative of effects which might have been observed during space 

flight. Some of these are bed rest studies in which absolute bed rest is 

used as a simulator of weightlessness. (At bed rest, the cardiovascular 

system is not required to support the weight of the column of blood, nor 

the nru.sculoskeletal system the weight of the body in the long axis.) Bed 

rest studies provide a great variety of data concerning many of the body 

functions and systems. These studies also enable us to calibrate certain 

testing procedures and preventive techniques prior to their use during an 

t 1 · . o-r1f.1//l iv' rL , ; rv 1/!CS ac ua mission . ' 
tr nuc:. r{ /.(,.) //'1/'Jlf'/{) / 0 .# iJ--

f ,4-1! fll3ocr c ; J ;!'(_ c a4 f' r rrt.-1c11rr. 
A rather unusual, but very pertinent direction of study is the medical 

monitoring of individuals under stress during sports events, such as skydiving, 
j/)r(/U.J1f~I/-{ /Urw-(l-'-'f 

sports car racing, hockey, and even bull fighting. These studies ha~e shown, 

among other things, that heart rates of normal individuals can rise beyond 

levels previously considered by many clinicians to be the top limit of normal 

without ill effect. These studies have also shovm that tilt table responses 

in normal subjects can be a s altered after a 12 hour sports car race as after 

a space flight, a fact which clearly demonst rat es the importance of this t ype 
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of information to maintaining perspective in interpreting space flight 

findings. 
/ C) 

Turning now to the Gemini program, medical safety monitoring consists ! J / 
of the same four measurements which were recorded during Project Mercury, 

i.e. temperature, blood pressure, ECG, and respiration. The equipment, 

however, has been somewhat modified. Gemini bioinstrumentation incorporates 

the use of miniaturized signal conditioners inserted into the circuit, and 

worn inside the pressure suit. These have been shown to result in an improved 

signal and a greater degree of accuracy and reproducibility of the records 

obtained. Shown here are the breadboards and final products of several sig-

nal conditioners. They are, in effect, small amplifiers placed 
· ~~ 

close to the /r 
source of the signal. This illustration is a close-up view of 

(.' 
a typical I ( 

signal conditioner . 

The Gemini biomedical tape recorder is capable of recording seven 

channels of information for a total of 100 hours. It is very lightweight 

compact, measuring approximately 3 x 5 x 8 inches. It is used to record both 

medical experimental data and medi cal safety information. 

The Gemini program consists of a series of 12 flight s, the first two 

of which were unmanned. Among its primary aims are to provide training in 

orbital rendezvous and docking, and experience with extravehicular activit y. 

One of its major objectives was to determine the effects of prolonged space 

existence upon man. This has been accomplished by increments to the maximum 

duration flight of 14 days we saw in Gemini 7. 

The Gemini in-flight medical experiments program consists of a total 
A- (;. l{ ovp or; 

of eight experiments and ~ operational procedure~ formerly Experiment M-2. 

r__.,-~ ... 
, I , 

I I . / 
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cot<JS'1rr.> of f" rvt?1£s 
This :m the tilt table procedure and evaluation~ of body fluid compartments, 

W/L'/{$ 
which, as a:&operational procedur~ was performed on most missions of the 

Gemini series. Of the remaining eight experiments, four are additional 

cardiovascular experiments, two are concerned with bone metabolism and elect-

rolyte balance, one is an evaluation of sleep during flight, and the remaining 

one is an investigation of otolith f'unction. Because Gemini 7 was the longest 

flight of the series, it was heavily medically oriented and carried all of 

the Gemini in-flight medical experiments and operational procedures. -. 

Experiment M-1 is the evaluation of a countermeasure against cardio- ~ ~;/ 
vascular deconditioning as observed by the tilt table and other procedures~ 

1

--

It consisted of the regularly cycled intermittent inflation and deflation 
j,/fltCtl.-

of pneumatic cuffs about the thighs. The cuffs, which~ incorporated into 

the undergarment, were applied to one astronaut and the results of his cardio-

vascular evaluation were compared with those of the other. This method is 

based upon the work of Graveline who in 1961 demonstrated the effectiveness 

of similar cuffs about all four extremities in preventing the degradation of 

tilt table tolerance following water innnersion. While he used an inflation 

pressure of 50 nnn of mercury applied alternately one minute on and one minute 

off throughout the period of immersion ef'-h-is sabjce-t,s, the procedure as 

used in Gemini applied a pressure of 8o mm of mercury, two minutes on and 

four minutes off. The inset photograph is a picture of one of Graveline's 

original subjects. The next slide illustrates the Gemini automatic programmer\_'} 

and oxygen bottle and the location of the inflatable cuffs. The technique 

is thought to mediate its effect by preventing or slowing the redistribution 
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of blood volume within the body, as well as by exercising the venous network 

of the lower extremities to maintain tone . 

The experiment was flown on Gemini 5 and 7. On Gemini 5, a small leak 

developed in the system, and the oxygen supply was depleted after four days. 
C.:.c1,1;fZ(v1Jpr 1.-Y 1 /),v w 4..;-

'¥he system an.Q. method~re improved fur Gemini 7 -a.ad- the equipment ±-a aow 

operated from the cabin oxygen supply system rather than its own source. 

11/ /)a T (( f('t'11'/Vt S- !(.,<rf} 7 .W- Rt 6-11 r 
\I'hroughout Lhe-G~min:i: 5 f±ight, the cardiovascular responses 

.f 

C flun-
of the ~ "' 1 

A-/1./p o 
' 11..t;>r-

astronaut. were not significantly different . I will discuss the post- flight 

evaluations in a moment. ,...,.-~ 

and body ( 1::.-f ) 
fluid studies, were performed pre- and post-flight on Gemini 4, 5, and 7. ""' ~ 

Experiment M-2, the now operational tilt table procedures 

The tilt table procedure alone was performed on Gemini 3 and 6. The tilt 

IJf;U A[ ff 
table study is essenlaal±or a--earcttovascui-a.r provocative test designed to 

bring out incipient changes in cardiovascular responsiveness. A series of 

these tests are done pre-flight and post- flight in a manner somewhat similar 

to that used during the Mercury program for the Cooper flight, MA-9. In 

Gemini, however, the period of vertical tilt has been expanded from five 

..m:i.1:?11-bee to fifteen minutes, the tilt board has been fitted with a saddle
{ ,4 C/ll-1dA1JfJ$(} V/lt.r/J&Vd /7,#PICWr.) 

like seat, and the introduction of the Flack test/\ during tilt has been 

eliminated. This slide indicates how the Stokes litter was used as a tilt 

board during the Mercury program. In this procedure, the astronaut supported 

The next slide illustrates ( j _) __...-himself on his feet during the period of tilt. 

!Hlf:. 
the Flack tester which ie a;. device used to perform a calibrated Valsalva 

/ 

\ 
___ , 

if./ 15 PIJ'111 c..~ 

maneuver. The subject, blowing into ~ with sufficient pressure to match 
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the red line on the piston to the red line on the cylinder exerts a pressure 

of 40 mm of mercury. As utilized during the Mercury program, the Flack test 

was introduced at the fourth minute of vertical tilt and the subject main-

tained the maneuver for 15 seconds to provide an additional 
SlJJ)P l.~ 

cardiovascular 

stressor. The next slide illustrates the J?fi't ef bhc sadd}:e tilt /~ 
table.,~-// t~ 

..:a-bed 1ese st:Qd;if. This is the table used in Gemini to eliminate use of the 

subject's legs for his support during tilt. Recent studies have indicated 
Pt71' Vt' IV 7") .v v. 

that this measure renders the test perceptab~ more sensitive by -~ 

the assistance given venous return by even this minimal activity of 
\ 

J 
• ' c ~ ,, 

lower extremities. v . .J '-'J ) ,.,,..- ·-··- . - · --'-. _-_ __::;;;::==~ 

;"' In conjunction with the tilt table studies performed on Gemini 

I 
I and 7, blood volume, plasma volume, and red blood cell mass determinations 

I
I 

have also been made. 
i 

In all of these, the RISA technique ·utilizing iodine '\ . 
125 was used for determinations of plasma vol ume. In Gemini 4, blood volume 

was calculated from the hematocrit determination and plasma volume. Red 
... 
" \ 

cell mass estimates were made ))y. __ subtraction of the plasma volume from the 

""" 
f 
i 

calculated blood volume. In Gemini 5, t agging of red cells with chromium 

51 permitted a direct determination of red cell mass, as well as a determin-

ation of red cell survival. In Gemini 7, red blood cell tagging with labeled 

DFP was added' in order to eliminate the problem of elution and better identify 

the cause of the diminution of red blood cell mass, i.e., whether based on a 

diminished production or augmented destruction of red blood ce~ ./ 
"-

DISCUSSION 

M-3 is the exercise experiment performed with a bungee cord as in Project 

Mercury. It is an evoked response experiment whose purpose is to measure 
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cardiovascular responses to the same fixed stimulus, as the flight continues. 

As progrannned in Gemini, the M- 3 exercise is not a cardiovascular condition-

ing procedure although this will be explored in Apollo . The force required 

to stretch the cord is approxi:mately~pounds, and the stretch distance is 

limited to about one foot. The work completed per f'ull stretch is, there

fore, approximately f'~foot pounds. Each exercise period has consisted of a 

single stretch per second for 30 seconds. Four such exercise periods were 

performed by each astronaut throughout each day on both Gemini 4 and Gemini 

1711!'( t.refili /l6.IJJL Tr,.hciC. )]-. (l)f7 O"-" k£.rt1µ/ 7. 

5. As shown on the slide, in Gemini the cord is held by means of a l oop 
If 

about the feet rather than attached to the floor of the vehicle, as it was 

in Mercury simply to facilitate storage. This slide illustrates the use of 

the cord by an astronaut in the spacecra~. 

I n Gemini 4, 5, and 7, the flight crews showed no significant change in 

cardiovascul ar response to this exercise as the flight progressed, nor were 

there significant differences between in-flight responses and those obtained 

from similar measurements on the ground . The fact that this method as used 

does not appear to be exceptionally sensitive might render it valuable as a 

predictive device. 

Experiment M-4 is the in-flight phonoelectrocardiogram. By recording ~ ~) 
\.!__ I 

the electrocardiogram, the intervals the phonocardiogram simultaneously with 

between electrical stimulus and a fixed point of myocardial response, as 

indicated by valve closure, are determined for each heart beat. By thus 

timing the events of mechanical systole, an indication of the status of the 

myocardium, and its responsiveness, is gained. Illustrated in this slide 
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~~ 
is the microphone and signal conditioner used for the phonocardiogram. The \-~~ 

next slide shows the approximate placement of this eg_uipment on the astronaut. -

This experiment, whose principal investigator is Dr. Carlos Valbona of 

the Texas Institute of Research and Rehabilitation in Houston, Texas, was 

4 
)JJa,,·r (? rYC.J.}"Y/Ou i?....r[ J?Jt't.#"( r..'/ ..,..,:it.,, 

flown on Gemini , 5, and 7. tJvMno.v ,-.;-- s 1"-, 
- --::::..- . , ,, lJ /' I fl 
-- ,::JU:c~l->N i'Jl'VVI!. I j r 

M-5 is the analysis of body fluids for vario~s,..~ormonal assays and other •-JI .J 
\.. 

'- _, 

determinations. Assays of particular interest, are the steroids, catecholamines, 

and antidiuretic hormone. The experimental procedure calls for the analysis 

of both blood and urine samples pre- and post-flight, and of urine specimens 

obtained during flight. On Gemini 7, 75 cc urine specimens were collected 

from each mixture of two successive voidings and stored for post- flight 

analysis. Urinary output was determined by mixing the urine in the mixing 
t'1flf1TJ,(f/£tJ C/.fi.Tfi 1r. 

bag with a fixed amount of ~before filling the specimen bag. Urinary 

output calculations are based upon the concentration of tritium in the 

specimen. This experiment was flown for the first time on Gemini 7. The 

eg_uipment consists of a valve, tritium container, common mixing bag, and 

specimen bags. The remainder of the urine after sampling was dumped over-

board. The next slide shows a specimen bag. You might find it of interest l2. V 
that even this small item of equipment must be flight g_ualified. Its most 

critical qualification test is its 

environment, for obvious reasons. 

resistence to burst in a high vacuum 

)flf' - v /1 wA/( 'r .fi-""Pl#'(... .. 7 

/ - f/../f//'?Jf rr//~/N~)' 

Experiment M-6 is the measurement of bone density by means of a 

special x-ray technig_ue which is performed pre- flight and post- flight. 

Shown here is the principal investigator of t he experiment and the origina-

tor of the technique, Dr. Pauline Berry Mack of Texas Women's University. 
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Although the technique is highly specialized, it employs standard x-ray 

equipment and a metal wedge densitometer to determine the density of the 

os calcis and middle phalanx of the fi~h finger before and a~er flight. 

A photo-scanner is used to determine bone density from the x-rays, and pre-

and post-flight films are compared. A diminution of bone density was noted 

in both bones of all·~ Gemini 4 J~u~clm-~ astronauts but less promi-
/ 

nently in the Gemini 7 crew. As would be anticipated, all of these values 
y,f) 

return to normal within a few weeks after the flight. 

Experiment M-7 is the calcium balance study, perhaps more accurately 
A /11#'(:/1/IL 

described as -an elecLrolyte balance study. It is a very closely controlled 

total intake and output study designed to identify changes in the mobiliza
;1;;v IC/1,4Lf 

tion and metabolism of calcium and other elee~relytes, under weightless 

conditions. The principal investigators are Dr. G. Donald Whedon, Director 

of the National Institute of Arthritis and Metabolic Diseases, Dr. William 

Neuman of the University of Rochester Medical School, and Dr. Leo Lutwak 

of Cornell University Medical School. This experiment was flown for the 

first time on Gemini 7. Electrolytes which are being evaluated in addition 

to calcium are nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, sodium, chloride, and 

magnesium. As the primary amino acid constituent of bone matrix, hydro~ro-

line output is also being assayed. Pictured here is the plastic fecal recep-

tacle utilized in Gemini. Urine, feces, and sweat were caref'ul~y collected 

and analyses of these specimens and of flight food are currently in progress . 

Experiment M- 8 was also flown ~or the nrst time on Gemini 7. It is an (! ~ 
assessment of depth of sleep during weightless flight as measured by electro-

encephalography. The principal investigator is Dr. Peter Kelloway of Baylor 
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University Medical School. Pictured here are the electrodes and signal 
WEI/£. 

conditioners for the bilateral parieto-occipital leads which -e~e to be-

recorded. The next slide illustrates the leads in position worn by one 

of our laboratory technicians at the Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston. 

As many of you are aware, depth of sleep has been directly correlated with 

a slowing of the electrical 

electrodes were worn by one 

activity of the brain. On Gemini 7, these 
Ah'.1 nJC Fovlf .frll?ICS ~F .IUJ;-17 («f) !;£If~' ~/J/t''r 

astronaut for the first two days of flight1 P~J?o~.rr~Arlt'°P. 

Experiment M-9 is the otolith f'unction experiment designed by Captain 

Ashton Graybiel and Dr. Earl Miller of the Naval School of Aviation Medicine, 

Pensacola, Florida. The otolith mechanism is primarily a sensor of linear 

acceleration. Since this is a gravity sensing and gravity dependent mech-

anism, the question of the possible development of changes in sensitivity 

of the otolith in the absence of gravity has been raised. This experiment 

is designed to evaluate otolith f'unction by means of two methods, which 
/.J ~ JZ_ 

·eonstitttte the two parts of the experiment. The first is the determination 

of egocentric visual localization of the horizontal in flight. The equip-

ment for this measurement has been incorporated into the equipment for 

another in-flight experiment. It consists of a light-proof goggle with a 

rotatable illuminated white line in front of one eye. During flight, the 

astronaut attempts to rotate the white line to what he considers the hori-

zontal position, i.e., the position parallel with the pitch axis o;f the 

spacecra~. 1 His ability to do this is a f'unction of the integrity of 

otolith responsiveness. The position of the white line is read by the 

other astronaut by means of external calibrations on the surface of the 

actuating ring. The second part of the experiment consists of the measure-

ment of ocular counter-rolling pre- and post-flight. This is done by tilting 
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the astronaut to the side in a very precise fashion. With this movement, 

the eyes normally rotate very slightly in the opposite direction in an 

attempt to maintain alignment with the horizon . The degree of counter-

rolling reflects the sensitivity of the otolith mechanism . The a.mount of 

sideward tilt is an exact 50 degrees, hence the use of the frame. The head 

is held very stil l by supporting cushions while the camera which is f i xed 

to the frame in front of the eyes takes a series of still pictures to enable 

the measurement of counter-rolling in minut es of arc. 

frame is shown on this slide, and the next slide is a 

The counter- ro11ing I a 
close up showing a 

better view of the position of the camera with the relation to the head . 

This experiment was flown on Gemini 5 and Gemini 7. The data obtained 

show no evidence of otolith disturbance due to weightless flight of up to 

two weeks. 

I t should be noted that none of the Gemini flight crews to date have 

exhibited any overt manifestations in the form of symptoms or signs of 

adverse effects. The findings which have been discussed in this review of 

PA-r.4 
~Gemini ;i;n fligfi:t medical ~s-have been obtained from specific 

tests and laboratory measurements which have been performed for the purpose 

of obtaining trend information. 

Most of these Gemini experiments will be repeated during the Apollo 

program since Apollo will offer the opportunity of obtaining physiological 

information from flight crew members who are mobil e during their exposure 

to weightlessness . Additional medical investigations planned for the 

-----
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Apollo program are a study of cytogenetic and immunological effects on 

blood elements, the use of exercise as a cardiovascular preventive measure, 

vectorcardiographic studies utilizing the Frank Lead system, in-flight 

measurements of metabolism, evaluation of lung volumes, a continuation of 

the red blood cell survival studies, and, depending upon its level of 

development, the use of the lower body negative pressure device pre and 

post flight. This device, shown in this illustration in a clearly non-

flyable form, is being investigated by the Air Force School of Aviation 

Medicine. As its name implies, the principle involves the application of 

negative pressure to the lower portion of the body to increase the relative 

volume of blood in the lower extremeties. With respect to the circulatory 

system, this can be used as a kind of gravity substitute in flight, and 

therefore can be applied either as an in- flight tilt table test or as a 

cardiovascular preventive measure. 

The flight program currently envisioned as the 

is the Apollo Applications Program. I t entails the utilization of Apollo 

vehicles and technology for more prolonged and varied orbital missions and 
P's ffl/lc /lc lff'•rt:.. J./ll-l- B€ 5e11GvrtFfC • 

expanded lunar exploration. ~ Since this program is presently in the planning 

stage, it would be premature to launch into a detailed discussion of it. 

However, its medical potential as an extended duration orbiting research 

laboratory does bear a few important comments. 

In- flight medical investigation for this flight program has two major 

aspects; on the one hand, a planned R&D program based primarily on a series 

of NASA initiated studies; on the other, medical and behavioral experiments 
]:of?. °Fll61.JT tJ'f f'l'lli ' IM//;t'.rnc-lfiror<.r OF Tl./!£ f C. fµ;A./'1'TFI C Coruv VP Jry 

proposed'1 ~ t;i19 sflilienbi£ie::b:o~ of the United States and friendly foreign 

nations. 
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NASA initiated studies were begun in early 1963 and consisted of the 

work of in-house professional groups, industry, and a group of prominent 

consultants known as the Space Medicine Advisory Group . These efforts led 

to our presently planned research and development program . As currently 

viewed, the medical effort for this program falls into eight categories, 

namely, behavioral, neurological, cardiovascular, respiratory, metabolic, 

endocrine, hematological, and microbiological and inmrunological . Since 

clinical laboratory procedures will be performed on board the spacecra~, 

presently planned research and developmental efforts emphasize the develop-

ment of microtechniques and clinical laboratory techniques which do not 

require the use of wet reagents. In addition, there will be a continuing 

effort toward the development and validation of new physiological measure-

ment techniques and equipment improvement, further studies to define ranges 

of normal physiologic responses of man under dynamic conditions, and continued 
f)ATlt f"ro11/IC-'1: Cl?rtl't'/71:1?.tZ:.A l l <>;I</ T!r/1-~//t/F.)eo..v,, /jA/?J Pl.F/.-'~A-y. 

investigation of tbra use of' ~e computer a.nd tb.e ..::improvenrent of display-systems~ 
( Jv;/ 

i'fi the handling of medieal dat&. ,.,.------------. 
Looking now to the other aspect, the participation in the program by 

\ 
the scientific conmrunity, we have actively solicited this kind of activity 

{ 

on several occasions in the past, but until very recently, responses have 

been quite slow. Lately, there has been a noteable increase in the number 

of proposals received, and it is our intention to encourage this trend by 

continuing to improve our methods of conununication with the scientific 

conmrunity. In keeping with this, I would like to take this opportunity to 

encourage anyone interested in designing and submitting an experiment which 

he considers pertinent, to precede actively to do so. The program of 

) ~ 
I; 

) 
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in-flight medical investigation is a national endeavor. As such, it is 

open to any professionally qualified individual in the United States, as 

well as those from friendly foreign nations. 

Proposals for in-flight medical experiments are received by the Medical 

Science and Technology Division of Space Medicine in NASA Headquarters on a 

form which has been drawn up for that purpose. The review for scientific 

merit is accomplished by the NIH study section system, followed by a review 

from a programmatic perspective by a council of medical consultants t-0 this 

division which is called the Medical Advi sory Council. The appropriat e 

forms and any further information you may require may be obtained by con-
I l'fdJ!r ,4tu .,-Cu Yoe/ Jr T>J IJ /J~;p;- T/f,1/ 

tacting our office, NASA Headquarters, Washington, D. C. 
11

should you wish 

to have a background of medical informat ion obtained from our manned space 

flights to date, you are invited to write to the Deputy Di rector, Scientific 

and Techni cal I nf ormation Di vision, NASA Headquarters, Washington, D. C. 20546--

Attention: Mr . Howard G. Al loway. 

Permit me to conclude by saying t hat it has been my pleasure to present 

to you this account of t he NASA program of i n- fli ght medi cal investigation . 

I sincerely hope that you have found it to be of interest, and, even more, 

that it has stimulated some of you able investigators in the audi ence t o 

profound thoughts, and active participation in the program. 

/~ 
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ARrICLE FOR 
U. S. MEDICINE 

S. P. VINOGRAD, M.D. 
DECEMBER 19, 1966 

Nineteen sixty-six was a year of significant advancement toward our 

national goal of landing man on the moon within this decade. While 

the unn1a.nned Surveyor and Orbiter flights returned startlingly detailed 

photographic reports of the characteristics of the lunar surface, NASA 

Manned Space Flight complet~d the Gemini program with unqualified success. 

As the final precursor to the Apollo series and its target manned lunar 

landing mission, the Gemini program had as its m.9.jor objectives the vali-

dation of man, machine, and supporting technology :for long duration flight 

in excess of the requirements of the lunar landing mission; rendezvous 

and docking of two vehicles in earth orbit; the developnent of operational 

proficiency of both flight and ground crews; the conduct of experiments in 

space; extravehicular operations; on-board orbital navigation; the active 

co~trol of the reentry flight pa.th to achieve a precise landing point; 

and the investigation of operational variations and applications of 

alternative navigational backup modes. All of these objectives have now 

been achieved. All of them, too, bear out the importance of man as a 

highly skilled :f'unctional unit in this man-machine complex. 

In Gemini, no overt signs or symptoms of physical or performance 

deterioration have been encountered. Yet, the careful measurement of 

specific body. systems and :f'unctions has brought out subtle changes whose 
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time courses and preventive requirements are the subject of continuing 

research since they have an imp~'t"'tant bearing on the planning of very 

long duration manned flights of the future. 

Although Gemini 7, the 14-dey- flight of Col Frank Borman and Lt Col 

James Lovell, took place in December 1965, the evaluation of the medical 

data derived from that flight was an important 1966 space medical effort. 

Because of its long duration, this flight carried the full. complement of 

medical experiments and medical operationa1 procedures scheduled for the 

Gemini program. It was the first mission in the history of manned space 

flight which was designated a medical flight. Its successes are a memo

rable reflection of the cooperation, interest, and conscienciousness of 

its f'light crew who carried out their heavy schedule of medical investi

gations under the severely constrained operational conditions of space 

flight, a far cry from the conveniences of an earth-based laboratory. 

Its successes are also a tribute to the principal investigators and 

associated scientific personnel from both the scientific community and 

NASA who planned and worked so carefully to derive valid data. Comparison 

of the Gemini 7 flight data with that obtained from Gemini 4 and 5 (the 

4- and 8-dS\Y" missions, respectively) has resulted in considerable clari

fication of the physiological occurrences which might be anticipated on 

longer duration space flight. Although the flights of Gemini 4 and 5 

were less heavily endowed with medical experiments, we are similarly 

indebted to their flight crews, Astronauts McDivitt, White, Cooper, and 

Conrad , for their important roles in this effort. 
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Gemini was the first flight series to carry a pre-programmed group of 

in-flight medical experiments. This medical activity is now established 

as a program, called the program of in-flight medical experiments, whose 

present activity is currently centered about the planning and developnent 

of medical investigations for Apollo and beyond. It consists of a series 

of in-flight and pre- and post-flight medical measurement protocols 

designed to gain insight into raa.n's physiological and f'unctional integrity 

as affected by prolonged space flight. 

In contradistinction to the medical operational effort, which emphasizes 

the welfare and safety of the flight crew during the actual mission, it 

places emphasis on the welfare and safety of the astronauts on future 

longer duration missions. During Gemini and Apollo, the objectives of 

this program are primarily operational in nature. They consist of the 

determination of the effects and time course of the effects of space 

flight on man, the mechanisms by which these effects are manifested, 

means of predicting their onset and severity, and the identification of 

the most effective preventive or corrective measures. Beyond Apollo, 

the medical experiments program will be able to accommodate a second 

category of objectives, the support of medical research which might be 

advanced by weightlessness or any of the other unique conditions of 

space flight. 

This program is an open one which now includes and continues to encourage 

the participation of competent medical scientists throughout the country. 

Proposals for in-flight medical experiments and their associated ground

based research are reviewed for scientific merit by the NIH study section 
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system followed by a second review by a group of outstanding consultants 

who are familiar with manned space flight, called the NASA Medical 

Advisory Council. Although the groundwork was begun more than a year 

earlier, the activity Of the NIH study sections in rendering their highly 

competent and cooperative support to this program was another major land

mark of the year 1966. 

Gemini blood volume studies were carried out on the 4-, 8-, and 14-day 

flights . RHISA and Cr51 techniC:.,,'.es were used pre and post flight f or 

plasma volume and red cell mass determinations, respectively. Following 

flight, the red cell mass was decreased in all flight crew members . 

Although this decrease measured only 7% in one astronaut, the five other 

individuals showed losses ranging from 12-20%. The Gemini 4 and 5 results 

showed a good correlation with duration of flight. In Gemini 7, one astro

naut showed an equivalent change to the 8-day crew measurements, while the 

other showed only the 7% change. Plasma volume measurements we:re slightly 

decreased following the 4- and 8-day flights with a resultant decrease in 

total blood volume in these two flight crews. Following the 14-day mission , 

however , both crew members showed an increase in plasma volume which com

pensated almost exactly for the red cell mass loss so that the blood volume 

showed no change over pre-flight measurements. It is currently held that 

the most probable reason for these changes in red cell mass is the hyperoxic 

environment (100% oxygen at 1/3 sea level total pressure), with decreased 

physical activity as a secondary factor. The blood volume changes are 

less well understood. The increase of plasma volume seen in the 14-day 

flight but not in the two earlier flights is explainable either as a 
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compensatory response which took place as the duration of flight was 

extended, or by virtue of the a1 teration of certain of the human factors 

aspects of the Gemini 7 f'light. Most notably, the Gemini 7 flight crew 

did not wear their preasure suits during most of their orbital flight 

with a resultant significant lessening of thermal stress. Of further 

interest is the fact that all of these flight crew members showed evi

dence of dehydration following flight as indicated by the post-flight 

weight loss which was in all instances almost innnediately regained, or 

nearly so,, with the imbibition of water after recovery. This and other 

indications of dehydration are of particular interest in the Gemini 7 

flight crew whose blood volumes were unchanged and whose plasma volumes 

were increased. These blood volume and red cell studies are a team 

effort whose members include Dr. Craig Fischer, NASA Manned Spacecraft 

Center, Houston; Dr. Philip Johnson, Baylor University College of Medi

cine; and Dr. Charles Mengel, Ohio State University Medical School. 

Related ground-based research activity is a continuing NASA effort in 

these and other laboratories. 

Pre- and post-flight tilt table studies, which utilize the tilt table 

as a measurable stimulus for the measurement of cardiovascular responsive

ness, have been carried out pre and post flight during most of the Gemini 

missions. Until Gemini 7, a trend appeared to be emerging in which the 

degree and duration of alteration of tilt table response seem to correlate 

quite well with duration of flight. Following the 14-day flight, there 

was again an alteration of tilt table response which in one individual was 
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less pronounced than those seen following Gemini 4 and 5, but which in 

the other individual was distinctly more pronounced. On the other hand, 

both Gemini 7 astronauts returned to their pre-flight levels in an 

uD.usuaJ.Jy short time. Perhaps the most J.ogical expl.a.no.tion for this 

improved recovery time relates to the fact that the blood volume was 

unaltered. The tilt table studies and all medical operational procedures 

were devised and implemented by a medical operations team under the 

direction of Dr. Charles A. Berry, Director of Medical Research and 

Operations, NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston. 

The effectiveness of rhythmically inflated thigh cuffs as a preventive 

measure to reduce changes in cardiovascular responsiveness during space 

flight was carried out as Experiment MOOl aboard Gemini 5 and Gemini 7. 
In both instances, this device was worn by the pilots but not by the 

command pilots in order that post-flight tilt table and other responses 

could be compared. Although this method showed great promise in ground

based water immersion studies, its evaluation during space flight resulted 

in no favorable findings. This technique continues to be studied, in 

particular, the influence of alterations of cycle time ·and cu:ff pressures. 

However, the use of an elastic leotard-like garment currently appears to 

be better suited :for flight . This is scheduled for evaluation in flight 

in the near future. The principal investigator of these experiments is 

Dr. Lawrence F. Dietlein, Chie:f, Biomedical Research Office, NASA Manned 

Spacecra~ Center, Houston . 
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The evaluation of cardiovascular responsiveness in flight using bungee 

cord exercise as a calibrated stimulus was performed on Gemin~ 4, 5, 

and 7. Also carried on these flights was the phono-electroc~rdiogram 

experiment in which the timing of events of myocardial contraction was 

measured from simultaneous recordings of the phonocardiogram and electro

cardiogram. Neither of these experiments demonstrated any changes unique 

to space flight within our maximal 14 days experience. The exercise 

regimen will be i ncreased for this evaluation on f'uture flights. Dr. 

Dietlein is the principal investigator of the exercise experiment while 

he and Dr. Carlos Vallbona of the Texas Institute of Research and Rehabil

itation are co-investigators of the phone-electrocardiogram experiment. 

Blood and urine examinations pre and post flight and the evaluation of 

urine specimens collected in flight were accomplished by Dr. Harry 

Lipscomb, Baylor University College of Medicine, and Dr. Elliott Harris, 

NASA Manned Spacecraf't Center, Houston as Experiment M005. For nia.ey 

r easons, the collection of accurate aliquots of urine in flight is a 

far more difficult problem than was first apparent . However, this 

procedure was carried out on Gemini 7 with sufficient accuracy that 

correction factors based on a presumed constant creatinine output could 

be applied. The calculation of total urinary output from the aliquots 

(by a concentration-dilution technique) was of critical importance to 

the mineral balance experiment as well a.s to M005. In this experilllent, 

electrolyte and water retention were observed immediatezy post flight, 

a further i ndication of dehydration. Plasma 17 hydroxycorticosteroids 
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were elevated post flight but in-flight urinary outputs were normal, a 

finding which is consistent with the increased demands of reentry as 

compared with orbital flight. In addition, post-flight plasma uric 

acid levels were found to be slightly low, perhaps as a reflection of 

the low dietary intake of purines during flight. 

A detailed mineral balance study was performed for the first time on 

Gemini. 7. The principal investigators of this experiment are Dr. G. 

Donald Whedon, Director, NIAMD, NIH, Bethesda; Dr. Leo Lutwak, Cornell 

University Medical School; Dr. William Neuman, University of Rochester; 

and Dr. Paul LaChance, NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston. This 

effort required a complete intake and ou·tput measurement of calcium, 

phosphorus, nitrogen, sodium, chloride, potassium, and magnesium. Out

put of hydro,;yproline, the major amino acid constituent of bone matrix, 

was also measured. This was a highly complex experiment which required 

diligent effort on the part of the principal investigators and their 

team of ancillary personnel as well as the Gemini 7 flight and backup 

crews. The protocol included a ten-day pre-flight and two-day post

flight equilibration period as well as the lli.-day in-flight experimental 

period. Despite all precautions, technical difficulties, such as inaccu

racies in the urine sampling system, did occur. Yet, with the application 

of correction factors, acceptable curves were obtained. A mild negative 

calcium balance and a more pronounced negative nitrogen balance were 

demonstrated to have taken place during flight. This is consistent with 

the findings of the bone density experiment of Dr. Pauline Mack of Texas 

Women 's University. In this experiment, three x-rays of one hand and 
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D RAF T II: May 19 

Dear Colleague : 

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration expects to 

complete, in this decade, a successful manned landing on the 

lunar surface. The Apollo program is designed to provide man 

the capability of operating in space and on the moon. The 

Apollo Application Program ~A, A ~P/) which follows the lunar landing 

will utilize this capability for the benefit of science. 

,For the me4i-eal tese a-R-0pp-e.r.t:uni.t:y_ for 

~n:s-i-ve--a-&a-ly-s-i-s-o~"\f1'R"t:'s-o~he &p,s.G.s-el+\drne-R-t=,-
We (1/t/11e.n ;::-cl<.. AA~ &.PC'cHtP~fft!'.s 

~ ,'£.k-i~ experimental program ,-l:iias two major categories 
~ IS ~ A 

of objectives. The first~ provid~ information to support 

man on progressively longer duration space flights, ~ons+s~s ~ 

1=-he four obj ecti 11es. These are Lu detei'mnre--t'he eff~t ts, mechan-isms.., 

~ __ 
''f-light investiga.t.io.n is expaRded,-arrd-no~an ac~e Tld'(f;. 

j ~ /V 
second m~y- .o.6.o.QJ..ee-t4-ves.:Aiftat;aJ<£ contribu~ infor-

mation significant to scientific disciplines concerned with studies 

HelcLof medicine and-all of its branches as it is to the-crth~ 

b~ologieal and the physieal seienses .--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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~~~ 
This offe~s an excellent 

1 
opportunity to increase the depths of 

~ 
medical understanding and to explore fields s0 fer unaccessible • 

~ ~e medical investigator To fulfill sweh a tas~ satisfacfoi;J;l~1 

<ft- NASA seeks the participation of medica~ investigators in many 

different fields~ 0... ~~ _£...1).A.uV .:J 

~ of the long lead time, proposals for in-flight medica l 

experiments, time is a critical factor. I n-flight medical 
~ 

experiments saeuld be programmed at the earliest possible date. 

If you have an experiment that you believe has merit, NASA invites 

you to submit a proposal. Guidelines and special forms for this 

purpose may be obtained from: 

Sherman P. Vinograd, M. D. 
Director, Medical Science and Technology 
Space Medicine 
Office of Manned Space Flight 
NASA 
Washington D.C. 20546 

Sincerely, 

George E. Mueller 
Associate Administrator 
for Manned Space Flight 



NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION ~- c;__. ~ 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546 rM~ t.~ 

~ ... ~ _ 
~ t: U.,.:, /V 

/"l_,_..l.J f "I ' "Ii; .? 
17j-V-H. .... ~ .-Yr--l- . 

IN REPL y REFER TO: SL ( ifRW: fw) MAY 3 1966 _/~ 

Dear Colleague: 

rThe National Aeronautics and Space Administration expects to compl ete, in 
this decade, a successful manned landing on the lunar sur facej and to have 
samples of the Moon returned to F.arth. The returned samples will provide 
the first opportunity to detennine, through a compr ehensive analytical 
program, the composition of the Moon and evidence related to its origin. 

Because the opportunity to submit proposals for analysis of lunar 
materials may not have come to the attention of some sc i entists, we are 
extending the deadline for submission of proposals to June 15, 1966. 
Eq_ual consideration will be given to both new proposals and those that 
were submitted in response to previous announcements (June 1964, 
January 1965, and July 1965 issues of "Opportunities for Participation 
in Space Flight Investigations"). Proposals previously submitted may be 
amended during this extended period to r eflect any changes in the proposed 
scope of investigations, designated investigators, or funding req_uirements. 
Proposals from laboratories that are prepared to undertake sample analysis 
by the Spring of 1968 will receive preferential consideration. 

Proposals should adeq_uately describe the scientific objectives and merit 
of the investigation, the competence a nd experi ence of the investigators, 
and the reputation and interest in the investigator's institution, 
especiall y from the viewpoint of whether the institution will provi de the 
support needed to carry out the intended investigation. Proposals must 
designate the principal investigator, who will be responsible for the 
conduct of the actual anal ysis of the lunar material, and must incl ude a 
description of his scientific competence and that of his co- investigators. 
In addition, proposa ls should describe the method of anal ysis, data to be 
obtained, type and amount of sample req_uired, and any special req_uirements 
for sample preparation prior to shipment to the l aboratory. 

co 

~~~l\_tl /~~ 
~I\.~ 0 9 \9\ili.,. -

:t-,,, ()~r" , 
/,- ~/, ,u/ {/'V_ \ 

Keep Freedom in Your Future With U.S. Savings Bonds I _:.. ~ 
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Instructions on the preparation of proposals, including requirements for 
funding and management, are contained in "Opportunities for Participation 
in Space Flight Investigations" NHB 8030.1, July 1965. Copies of this 
publication can be obtained from the Superintendent of Documents, 
U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 20402, price 60 ce~ts. 

Twenty-five copies of the proposal are required for submittal to: 

Director, Office of Grants & Research Contracts 
Code SC 
National Aeronautics & Space Administration 
Washington, D. C. 20546 

It is requested that twenty-five additional copies be forwarded to: 

Mr. Verl R. Wilmarth 
Chief of Planetology 
Lunar and Planetary Programs 
Office of Space Science 

and Applications 
National Aeronautics & Space Administration 
Washington, D. C. 20546 

Sincerely yours, 

Homer E. Newell 
Associate Administrator for 
Space Science and Applications 



November 21, 1966 

Report of Ad Hoc Sub- Committee of MAC 
on the AAP Proposal of Dr. W. Dean Chiles, Wright- Patterson AFB 

Dr. G. Donald Whedon, Chairman 
Dr . Jose?h Kubis 
Dr. Jesse Orlansky 
Dr. Edward J. McLaughlin (representing Space Medicine Staff) 

The committee met with Dr. Chiles on November 18 , 1966, in one of the 
offices in Space Medicine Division, NASA, from 9:10 a.m . to 11 : 40 a . r . . 
for a "site visit" discussion of his proposal entitled, "Psychologica..1. 
Status of the On- Orbit Astronaut". Subsequently the committee haci a 
25 minute discussion of the proposal. 

D~. Chiles described his study primarily as an effort to learn from 
simultaneous performance of a series of tasks, more about "alertness" 
and how much of the subject's mental capacity he is able to use or 
muster, at various times of the day and under varying conditions at 
different times during the sequence of a space flight. Since man in 
practical life has many different tasks to perform and has to carry them 
o~t more or less concurrently, much more will be learned from a ~attery 
of tests which are "time shared" than from either single tests or even 
several tests run sequentially. Discussion brought out that in use of 
the tests of the type proposed, in the considerable experience to date 
wi th pilots, reliability from day to day was very good in the 90 to 120 
minute test periods used, particularly for arithmetic , targeting and 
tracking tests, but that reliability had not been established for shorter 
test periods; in fact, shorter test periods of the 30 minute duration 
in the proposal have not been used except for two tests as part of t he 
battery . There is apparently little relationship between the tests usea 
and function as a pilot (validation) . The sensitivity of the test bat~ery 
now in use is reported as good; good and poor performers and good and ?Oor 
performing days in a single subject can be detected. On inquiry as to the 
basis for selection of particular tests, it came out that although there 
had been some development, (that is , from experience certain tests have 
been changed or were discarded) the choice of tests is rather arbitrary; 
one important criterion for test selection is that tests which show 
continuous improvement in performance with training (that is, " do not reach 
an asymptote " ) are of no value. On inquiry with regard to "deterioration", 
under stress certain tests do receive priority over others by the subject. 

The considerable weight and volume (and cost) of on-board equipment is c ue 
to the inclusion of computer equipment which contains the program of tests 
to be given the subject and also collects, stores and provides some 
relatively simple statistical treatment to the subject ' s res?o~se or 

"answers" . ':::'hese results are then to be telemetered to the ground; no 
on-board print-out equipment is planned . 
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In discussion of the budget, Dr. Chiles indicated that all of the funds 
requested for sub-contracts to manufacture hardware, none was for support 
of the research or test- observations to be carried out with the equipment. 
He is requesting one test unit for flight and of the 8 so-called "prototypes", 
two units would be used in training and in ground pre-flight tests, wherec:.s 
6 were intended for loan to other investigators. Dr. Chiles stated tha~ 
the project could be done with one flight unit (Dr. McLaughlin: NASA 
requirement for two flight units, one merely being back- up, resulting i~ 
added cost of 50 - 60% for flight equipment), and one training or ground-
test unit. The units proposed would differ from units currently in use 
only in the addition of a tracking test and in making a somewhat more compact 
and rugged package. A revised hardware cost estimate would be in the range 
of $600 , 000 t0 $800,000. 

The plan of "research" operation, not particularly described in the pro'._)osal , 
is 1) to make a study of pilots, probably at Edwards AFB via contract to 
Douglas or some other company with Dr . Chiles as consultant, some of the 
work being done in his lab~ and later 2) to carry out actual ground training, 
pre-flight testing and in- flight measurements under Dr. Chiles ' direction . 
The budget requirement for the latter would be approximately $50,000 per 

flight, for the Edwards studies approximately $100 , 000 per year for 3 years . 

Ques t ioning with regard to the considerable period of 35 hours pre- flight 
training brought out that it takes 20 to 25 hours to come up to an asymptotic 
level of training and about 10 hours would be needed for collection of 
ground pre-flight data. A considerable part of the training could be done 
up to 6 months before flight but about 15 hours would need to be worked into 
the cr i tical two months before launch. Thirty minutes, three times a day 
each day would provide a good window on circadian relationships, but this 
objective could probably be reached by two times a day two or three times a 
week if the time of day of test is varjed. Dr . Chiles thought that time of 
test period might be cut to 20 minutes, although 30 minutes was much preferable, 

but a l l six tasks would need to be maintained . 

Committee Opinion and Recommendation : The present proposal should not Je 

recommended for approval . The committee felt that the approach of time
sharing multiple tests is sound and that the choice of tests was good, but 
that it was impossible to assume that current experience and conclusions of 
validity with respect to 1-1/2 to 4 hour test periods could be applied to 
test periods of· 30 minutes; studies would have to be made of the usefulness 
and validity of "short" test periods . The committee recommends to MAC that 
Space Medicine staff t ake up with Dr. Chiles the possible submission of a 
proposal for ground-based (only) studies of t he validity of short per ioci 
t esting with the type of testing proposed presently, presumably with pi:ots 
and perhaps students . Such a proposal would probably require 1) $500,000 =or 
fabrication of two ground units suitable fo r the studies and 2) $100,000 per 

year f or 3 years f or support of the research. 

The competence of Dr . Chiles in this field and his capacity to do the work 

was accepted . 
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IDA 

Dr. E. J. MclAughlin 
Secret•ry, Mec::lic•l Advisory Council 
Code Mii 
National Aeronautics ' Space ldainistration 
\i:addr,gio11, D. C. 2v'" 4G 

r Ed: 

Don Whedon has made an accurate report of our discussion 
with Dean Otiles •nd I concur in his recoaaendations. Would 
Don consider adding the following par•graph et the end of the 
report, ~iately preceding the recoaaenct.tion, for explan
atory purpoaea. It does not change the a nae of the report. 

JO:llh 

"It is worth noting that Dr. Chil s' work on a 
performance teat battery for astronaut• is the most 
•dvanced it currently available for this purpose. 
No other experimenter ha• worked on this problem for 
so long a period of ti nor has brought a test bat
tery to his stage of development. Bryce Hartman of the 
lir Force School of Aerospace Medicine developed a 
aiailar battery but Olil•'• bAttery has been more 
thoroughly tested. F-dwin Fleishman of the American 
Inatitute for Research has started a fundamental 
1tudy of the f •ctors which should be repre ented in a 
performance test battery but h has not yet developed 

n actual test. As we know, Milton &. Grodsky of 
Kart in Comt~Y, ba! t ~..er , and -..thc1 ·'- tak .in oppc,~ · n9 
point of view that the astronaut's status should be 
measured on operational tasks rather than on a test 
~ttery. steps have been taken to resolve these 
alternative viewpoint•.• 

Cordially, 

Jesse Orlansky 



WEIGHTLESSNESS J\.ND M.A.l\i'f..1ED SPACE FLIGHT 

MEDICAL DATA 'ro DATE 

.ABSTRACT 

PRFSF.NlJ'A~~ION ·ro INS'I1I'l1UrE OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES 

S . P . VINOGRAD , M.D. 

NOVEMBER 30, 1966 

Med5.ca1 data obtained f rom m2lilled space flight to the end of the Gemini 
program is r eviewed . These data are derived from in-flight medical 
experiments a..l'ld from operational medical procedures . Observations 
include measurements of cardiovascular function, the musculoskeletal 
system, blood and blood volume , f luid and electro:cyte balance, endocrine 
activity, sleep, and vestibular function . 

·Although da·::.a is still meager in some aspects , cGrtain trends appear· to 
be emere;ing . None of t hem ha.ve been associated with overt symptoms or 
sigas of dysfunction in our flight crews . 

Space flight medical data have sho•m a r educt.ion of tilt table tolerance, 
decreased bone density, increased calcium and nitrogen output , dehydration, 
decreased red cell m::i.ss , a.nd al tered plasma volumes . Althoug.Yi. single etio
logical factors are exceedingly d:i.fficult to identify, cardiovasculax- and 
musculoskeletal changes might logically be attributed primarily to a com
bination of weightlessness and relative inactivity . Decreased red cell 
mass, shortened red cell life span ; and. j_ncre2.sed red cell frz.gili ty are 
thought to be most reasonably referable t o both the high oxygen atmosphere 
and,, again, to relative l)hysi cal i nact i vity. Findings i ndicate that 
dehydration and alt ered plasma volume are not necessarily equatable. 
Ther e i s little question that both are r el<>.table to thermal stress . At 
the same t ime , both changes may also reflect the inf luence of weightless
ness on body fluid distribution. 
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MEDICAL ASPECTS OF ARTITICIAL GRAVITY 

IN 

MANNED SPACE FLIGHT 

An i r. tportant proble..-:i confronting space mcdicir.e today is the so-called 

G-Decision. Does man need artificial gravity to fulfill his mission tasks 

while exposed to prolonged periods of weightlessness? The decision is 

important and urgent because it could have very fundamental effects on 

the design of spacecraft for long-du.ration missions . This paper is an 

analysis of known medical factors which must be considered in arriving at a 

final decision. The discussion is arranged in four sections: (1) Vestibular 

Effects, (2) Cardiovascular Effects, (3) Other Problems, and (4) Scientific 

Requirements. 

1. VESTIBULAR EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS: The vestibular or gan 

consists of two parts: (l)the otC"'lith organ which responds to position and 

to linear acceleration* and (2) the semicircular canals, which primarizy 

responds to angular acceleration-Jt-. .Anatomicalzy, the two organs are closezy 

related to having peripheral receptors in the sa~e organ, a common blood and 

*Linear acceleration refers to change of speed, while angular acceleration refers 
to change of direction with or without chan3c of speed. 
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nerve supply and apparently a comrc.on representation in the Central Nervous 

System. However, functionally, the two senses are d.iff'erent . There is 

evidence that angular acceleration may also effect otolith function, but 

the sense of position appears to be limited to the otclith organ. 

OTOLITH ORGA.~ 

This organ consists of gelatinous material at the tip of hair-like cells 

(otolith) in two small fluid-filled cha...~bers (utricle and saccule) of the 

inner ear. Otolith sensation is closely integrated in the brain with 

visual orientation sensations of position and movement from limbs, trunk, 

and neck, and with touch and pressure sensations from the sk:in. 

There is continous tonic input to the Central Nervous System from the 

various receptor areas under earth conditions which is to some degree absent 

under weightless conditions . In Titov and some of the other Russian 

cosmonauts, there were reports of minor vestibular disturbances (nausea and 

• 
disorientation) which may be attributed to the absence of normal otolith 

stimulation. The other cosmonauts and all American astronauts did not show 

signs of significant vestibular disturbances. 
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The possibility of recurrence of these mild vestibular disturbances 

in future space flight cannot be excluded. Apparently some people are 

sensitive to this kind of dicturbance and at this time we have no selection 

methods to exclude them. There are also no reliable training methods to 

pr event these symptoms. However, the symptoms are not incapacitating and 

according to Dr . Graybiel 1 s experience in the slow rotating r oom we may 

expect adaptation within a few days. 

SEMICIRCULAR CANALS (sec) 

Angular acceleration effects the fluid (endolymph) in the semicircular 

canals of the inner ear . These a.re three canals arranged in orthogonal 

pl anes . Ea.ch canal contains a widening (ampulla) in which the r eceptor 

organ (cupula) is located. 

Most disturba....~ces of vestibular function (oculogravic illusion, 

oculogyral illusion, Coriolus effect) are due to angular acceleration 

(A. Graybiel, NASA SP-77, p. 217). These disturbances would not normal:J.s' 

occur i n space flight without effective a.neular acceleration such as spacecraft 

rotation . Therefore, they become important when a rotating source of 

artificial gravity is consider ed as can be seen from the following analysis: 
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Oculogravic illusion is an apparent displacement of the visual field 

(feeling of being tilted back, impression of objects in visual field rising) 

and is likely to occur when angular acceleration and gravity are acting in 

diffe~ent planes. Since the gravity force component is not normally 

present i..~ space flight , this condition is not applicable to the curr ent 

discus s ion . 

Tne oculogyral illusion is related to the oscillatory movement of the 

eyes during angular acceleration (nystagmus) anicauses the illusion of 

fixed objects moving in the direction of the angular acceleration . It will, 

therefore, not normally occur in a non-rotating space vehicle, but it could 

occur if an on-board centrifuge is used or if the spacecraft is rotating 

about a short radius . 

Coriolus effect is the motion sickness which mey occur in a rotating 

field when on turning of the head, a pair of semicircular canals is suddenJ.Y 

brought into the pla.~e of rotation. 

VESTIBULA.r.1 RESPONSE - SlJ11IvLti.RY 

There is no evidence indicating that the absence of gravity in space 

will cause any serious disturbances of vestibular function . Mild disturbances 
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of balance and orientation were observed in the Russian cosmonauts . None 

of thcoe reported dioturbancco, however, ~fcctcd pcrfonnnnce to a de~rce 

that would indicate a medical need of artificial gr avity (NASA SP-77, 1965, 

p. 217). On prolonged space flight (months or yeaxs), the absence of 

positional tonic input could chanBe the sensitivity of the respone to 

vestibular stimulation. such a change of sensitivity would not affect 

astronaut performance in space as vestibular function is not required in a 

normal non-rotating spacecraft. 

There is no reason or evidence indicating a disturbance of semicircular 

canal (sec) function in space flight . However, sec would p.ay a major role 

in the selection of a suitable habitable eravitational environment in a 

rotating spacecraft. In this case, speed and radius of rotation must be 

based upon medical-engineering tradeoffs. 

2. CAADIOVASCUJ_,AR FUNCTION: 

. BLOOD DISTRIBUTION 

On earth, in the sitting or standing position, there is a marked 

gravitational gradient along the long axis of the hu.i.u.a."1 body. This affects 
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blood distribution causing a shift of blood from the hcD.d and trunk to the 

le~s. In tne restine (prone or supine) posi tion, t he gravitational effect 

on blood distribution along the long axis of the body is eliminated . Blood 

distribution during weightlessness is largely equivalent to the earth-

resting positl.on. Therefore, human activity in weightlessness is i :.;posed 

on an organism with a resting type of blood distribution. The physiological 

changes involved are the following: 

VASCULAR TONUS: 

On earth, man changes his poshion frequently (sitting, standing, lying 

down) and each change involves a shift of blood volume. This periodic 

filling and emptying of sectional vascular beds provides a stress factor 

1hich is essential to the maintenance of vascular tonus . The graVitational 

effect on vascular tonus is most pronounced in the leg area due to the marked 

differences of hydrostatic pressure in this area when changing position . 

Under weightless conditions, the clinical effects of loss of vascular tonus 

are enhanced by the loss of muscular tonus due to l ack of activity. While 

in-flight perform::mce will not be af'f'ected by the loss of vazcular tonus, 
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re-ex-posure of the body to an upright position :in a Grnv~tational field 

may cause excessive drainage of blood into the lower part of the body which 

could impair :performance capo.bility. T'ni::; is the :phenomena noted in post-

flight tilt table response. 

ELOOD PRESSURE, BLOOD VOLUME 

The absence of normal gravity in spo.ce will cause a shift of blood from 

the legs to the chest a.nd head. The: regional blood distribution changes 

will be manifested on the arterial side as a pressure change with minimal volume 

change and on the venous side as volume chang~ with minimal pressure change . 

An increase of arterial pressure in the head and neck area due to the 

absence of gravity in space m::cy- a::.'fect the receptors in the great arteries 

(carotid body). 'Ihe result could be an inhibition of heart rate and r espiratory 

rate and possibly an increased responsiveness to cardiovascular stress . For 

example, the increase of heart rate in standard exercise may be greater than the 

increase obtained under corresponding conditions on earth (G.A. Chase : 

Aerospace Medicine, 37(12): 1232, 1966). 

The increased blood volume in the ereat veins of the chest mGi¥ inhibit 

the nonnal relc~se of antidiuretic hormone from the pituHary gland causing 
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an i..'1.creased urinary wo.tcr loss (Henr-.r, Go.uer Reflex), (c.A. Gilbert 

J . Appl. Phys ioloe;y, 21 ( 6) : 1699, 1966) . 

Spa.ce:flight obscrvo.tion o.s well as ground simulo.tion indicate that the 

cardiovascular effects of weightlessness are not progressive, but are 

sel:f- limited adjustment to the new environr.ient. 

PREVENTIVE AND CORRECTIVE PROCEDURES 

If cardiovascular adaptation to space is permitted, performance may 

be impaired immediately after return to earth or when landing on some other 

planet. Elastic pressure on the legs by means of leotards appears to offer 

promise as a good protective device during this critical period thoug...~ this 

is a.temporary protection and not a correction of the underlying condition . 

If it is considered necessary or desirable to prevent cardiovascular 

deconditioning during flight or to recondition the astronaut before re-entry, 

periodic application of negative pressure to the lower part of the body 

by means of a specially designed device nay be adequate (Mccally: Aerospace 

Medicine, 37(12); 1247, 1966). 
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3. OT"rlER EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS: 

RESPIRATION 

Weightlessnesz co.uses some minor chc.n30:;; c-u.ch a.o dizplncement of' 

diaphragm and change of pulmonary blood flow which are not discussed here 

as they will not affect the "G-Decision . " 

MUSCLES AND BONES 

Loss of muscle mass and decalcification of bones are not due directly t o 

weightlessness, but to relative inactivity a..~d can apparently be prevented 

by properly designed exercise . Special exercise equipment is being developed 

and procedures are being defined for use in spaceflight to pr event degener ati on 

of antigravity muscles and of bony supporting structures. 

MUSCULAR COORDINATION 

Traditionally, the sense of position and movement is largely gravity 

dependent, however, muscular coordination did not pose any problems in 

short-duration fligi.~t and is less likely to do so with the prolonged 

adaptat ion during extended space flights. 
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WORK PERFORMANCE 

Wei chtlesznc::: s obviou::;ly facilitates any task ~uch as lifting where 

gravity normally plays a major inhibiting role. On the other hand, gravity 

provides a stabilizing factor for the human operator. In the absence of 

gravity stabilization, artif'icial restraint and support devices must be 

provided . The difficulty of providing completely ad.equate restraint may 

cause a decrease of efficiency (energy expenditure/work performed) in space, 

according to results of GT-XI and XII. However, it appears that the effect 

of weightlessness on efficiency can .. largely be controlled by adequate training, 

planning, and adequately designed restraints. 

CELLULA.."q EFFECTS 

0n prolonged exposure to weightlessness, there may be some effect on 

cellular growth, repair and on genetic function. Tb.ere may also be synergism 

with other stress factors such as radiation. At present, such concepts cannot 

be eliminated nor supported by adequate evidence. 
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DEBRIS, OPERl\.TIONAL PROBLEMS 

Aspirat i on of f ree floating debris i n t he space caoin was once considered 

a serious problem. However, ·no real problems were cncou..~tered in actual 

space flight. 

Operationally, there is a human performance problem in weightlessness 

due to objects floating freely and due t o the difficulty of handling fluids. 

A small gravitational force (0.1 g) could eliminate these difficulties wit hout 

depriving the astronaut of the energy-saving effects of weightlessness . If 

the above become real problems, they might be adequately controlled by improved 

methods of ventilation and filtration. 

4 . SCIENTIFIC REQUIREMENTS : 

Since the prime purpose of this paper is a review of possible operational 

medical requirements for artificial gravity in prolonged space missions, it 

is only secondarily directed to the use of artificial gravity as a research 

tool. 

If long-duration orbital space flights are to be considered as valid 

simulations of interplanetary travel, t he environment should be the same as 
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that planned for use in interplanetary travel. Since rotation requirements for 

interplanetary travel would creat unique engineering design and operational 

problems, (re guidance and control, astronomical observation, etc) precursor 

orbital space flights should be used to define procedures which will assure 

ma.n's safety in a non-rotating, zero-g, interplanetary space vehicle. 

The medical scientist .m8\Y', however, want~ space vehicle with the capability 

of producing by rotation a 1-g gravitational field, with some other habitable 

part of the same space vehicle complex at 0-g. This would permit controlled 

study in depth of the effects of the effects of weightlessness and make it 

I possible to separate other environmental factors fromphe effects of weightlessness. 

There is currently, however, no apparent need for applying these requirements 

to all space vehicles. 

SUMMARY: 

l. Vestibular function will not be a critical factor in making a 

decision whether artificial gravity is required, but it would be an important 

factor in the medical-engineering trade-off if rotation was required. for other 

reasons. 

I ' 
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2. According to presently available lmowledge, the cardiovascular 

effects of weightlessness can be dealth with adequately without the help 

of artificial gravity. However, suitably induced artif'icial gravity could 

be beneficial to the cardiovascular system. 

3. Deterioration of muscles and bones can apparentli be prevented 

by properly designed exercise without the need of artificial gravity. 

4. For ordinary maintenance tasks, a small gravitational force would 

be advantageous but cannot be considered a requirement. 

5. The medical scientist would like t<>-p.revide a precursor orbital space 

flight with the same gravitational environment as the one to be used for future 

interplanetary travel. 

CONCL1JSION: 

,l ) . .,,,.) A-'f nJ 
-According- to presently available evidence, weightlessness does not 

pose ari.y- medical problems which require routine use of artificial gravity. 

The occasional use of artificial gravity as a research tool in a space vehicle 

should be considered. 

:r 
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TI-r.PLICATION FOR FL'TURE SPACE FLIGnT 

If 1nan does not truce a...-1 ea.rth-e;ravity environment along into space, 

it is loeico.l to expect that he will incu7 some phyoiolo3ico.l and/or 

psychological chan~c caused by the absence of gravity. As noted above, 

some of these changes are known and predictable, others may only become 

apparcn ... ., in :::;ome future space :flight. NASA has a well dcfineC: pro..,-· ..... : of 

medical experiments which use:.· an incremental approach to detect and measure 

early changes in man's function or performance. Where necessary, remedial 

procedures will be developed before proceeding to more prolonged space flight. 

Therefore, the conclusion that artificial gravity is not required under 

normal operational conditions is based on confidence in the medical experiments 

program. 
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19th ANNUAt SCIENTIFIC ASSEMBLY 
11.ollL (}JlL THE .RED CARPET 

From The President 

The American Academy of General Practice was the first medical organization to 
recognize that a physician's professionaLqualifo:ati.on does not end wit):i h is diplomacy 
or residency. Doctors can no longer remain status quo. Careful attention had to be 
given to his continued professional growth. One of the mediums open to a physician 
for his continued postgraduate education is conventions. 

A convention is a great school for the study of the thoughts of the leaders in 
clinical medicine. At a convention one gains direction, enthusiasm and momentum. It 
also gives to the physicians an .oppor.tunity to be.come acquainted . and involved in. their 
organization and programs.. . As . a , respite from zealm1s. · attention to the sderttific 
programs, one may socialiu:, :m~ke . new acquaintances'J~nd . ren~w old acquaintdntes. 

As your President and spokesman_ on behalf of the New Yo~k State A2~demy bf 
General Practice, I warmly welcome you to this Convention. 

M AX CHEPLOVE, M.D. 
President 

ANNUAL BANQUET - WEDNESDAY 1 P.M. - TRIANON BALLROOM 
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FROM YOUR EDITOR 

Besides reporting the events and news 
items of the convention, it has occurred 
to us that the membership might be in
terested in getting a cross section of the 
thoughts an.cl ideas that fill the minds 
of many of your A.G.P. members. 
Therefore, in this and in the follow
irig issues of the "Daily Bulletin" you 
will find an .. assortment of articles by 
many of your officers and county presi
dents as well as one by our national 
president Dr. Carroll L. Witten. Dr. 
Joho N . . E_dso~ ar: outstanding._clinician 
and ed~tm, Director c;>f Medicine at 
the Lopg .Island C<!llege .Hospital in . 
Brooklyn has also favored us with an 
article. 

MARTIN MARKOWITZ, M.D. 

N. Y. $. Academy of General Practice 

A most sincere welcome to CONVO 
67. Our convention offers a diversified 
timely, interesting and instructive pro
gram of superior quality aimed di
rectly at the general practitioner. As an 
innovation, it also offers your wife an 
interesting and exciting, long to be re
membered three day experience while 
you are busy at the Convention. 

Check our scientific and social menus. 
I am sure you will agree with your con
vention committee that they are superb. 
With your cooperation, we can make 
this convention, CONVO 67, outstand
ing. Show your wife the ladies pro
gram, direct her to the hospitality rooms 
on the 5th floor and I am sure she 
will be very busy for the duration. 

Doctor, don't just _go to the convention. 
Go to the convention to attend all the 
scientific assemblies, to see all the scien
tific exhibits, to greet and socialize with 
your fellow general practitioners · £rom 
all over N. Y. State and even our neigh
boring states, to attend the G.P.'s prestige 
social affair of the year; the Banquet that 
honors our outgoing president, Max 
Cheplove, and of tremendous importance 
to see and hear all about the presenta
tions of our technical exhibitors. Remem
ber that your cooperation in visiting these 
technical exhibits, in discussing their 
products with the exhibitors and in ex
.pressing a sincere interest in their presen
tations is THEIR IDEA of a successful 
convention. This is a must if we are to 
encourage the year after year return of 

.. these high quality e.xhibitors and is a 
· ... mu1t if our conventions are to continue 

to be·:of- high quality. 
. Please tell me how you enjoyed CON
VO 67 before you leave. 

GEORGE LIBERMAN 
Chairman 

NOYv' ~"ORE THAN E~ER :-- EVE~y G.~. N~JD"S THE A.A.G.P. 
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GREETINGS FROM 

YOUR NEW PRESIDENT 

The greatest honor one may receive is recognition by his peers. It is, therefore, 
with great humility and sincere pleasure that I accept the honor you have bestowed on 
me by electing me to serve as your President this coming year. This year promises to 
be very challenging and exciting and will require the whole hearted cooperation of 
all the officers and members of The Academy. I know I can count on their support. 

I take this opportunity to welcome all of you to this Nineteenth Annual Scientific 
Assembly. From the lectures arranged, I am certain you will absorb a great deal of 
worth-while information which w.ill help you function as good family physicians. 
From our several social functions, you will enjoy meeting friends and return home 
with fond memories of a very pleasant stay in our fun city. 

A great deal of effort goes into the successful running of a meeting of this 
magnitude and many people must of necessity help in its planning. We were very 
fortunate in finally engaging Larry Kennedy as our Executive Secretary and his 
guidance and assistance has been invaluable. 

Special appreciation must be given to Dr. George Liberman as Chairman and 
Dr. Leo Swirsky and Dr. Adrian Lamqs as Co-Ch_:i_jrmen of this Scientific Assembly, 
for a fantastic job well done. · To Mrs. George Liberman and her Co-Chairmen, Mrs. 
Leo Swirsky and Mrs. Theodore Tanenhaus our congratulations for the complete 
educational artistic and enjoyable plans for our ladies. They are certain to remember 
their visit here for a long time. 

To all our sponsors and exhibitors goes our everlasting gratitude for making this 
meeting possible. To our guest speakers who have so generously given of their 
time and knowledge that we may increase our store of information to enable us to 
better serve our patients, our sincere thanks. To the Manager and staff of the Hilton 
Hotel, my great admiration for a job well done with politeness and dispatch. To everyone 
who has helped in any way, my personal thank you. 

Lawrence Ames, M.D., President 
New York State Academy of General ·Practice 

ANNUAL BANQUET _,WEDNESDAY 1 P.M. - TRIANON BALLROOM 
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FIRST DAY SCIENTIFIC SESSION AND PANEL 
MORNING SESSION 

SPACE MEDICINE 
GEORGE LIBERMAN, M.D., Chairman 

G REETINGS: 

HOWARD }. BROWN, M.D. 

Health Service Administrat01' 
for the City of New York 

ROBERT A. MOORE, M.D. 
Medical Directo1· National Fund for 

Medical Education 
Former Dean, Downstate Medical Center 
TRENDS IN MEDICAL EDUCATION 

,...,_......,"'=,__,.,..,...,,,..... 

JOSEPH ROBINSON, M.D. 
Chairman, Education Committee, 

N.Y.S.A,G.P. 
A WARDS TO ESSAY WINNERS 

S. P. VINOGRAD, M .D. 
Director of Medical Science and 

Technology in N.A.S.A. 
IN!lqGH.1' MEDICAL I NVESTIGATION 

INTO MANNED SPACE FLIGHT 

AFfERt~OON SESSION 

NUCLEAR MEDICINE 
SAMUEI. LIEBERMAN, M.D., Chairman 

DAVID CHARKES, M.D. 
Division of Nuclear Medicine, 

Temple University Hospital, Philadelphia, Pa. 
PRESENT PRACTICAL USES OF 

RADIOISOTOPES IN THYROID 
DIAGNOSIS 

LESTER LEVY, M.D. 
Division of Nuclear Medicine, 
Long Island Jewish Hospital, 

New Hyde Park, N. Y . 
OTHER USES IN RADIOISOTOPES 
IN ORGAN FUNCTION STUDIES 

DRS. CHARKES AND LEVY 
RADIOISOTOPES CYNTA SCANNING OF 

LIVER, BRAIN, LUNG, KIDNEY, BONE, HEART, ETC. 
PRACTICAL DEMONSTRATIONS :- QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
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FAMILY PRACTICE 
JOHN N. EDSON, M.D. 

Director of Medicine 
Long Island College Hospital, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Including the Prospect Heights Hospital 
Hospitals with an Integrated General Staff 

Must the modern medical school produce nothing but medical scientists? Where 
are the Generalists of tomorrow that the progressive medical educator has designated 
as the new primary physician? Who is, going to replace the general practitioner 
whose ranks are thinning rapidly? These and many similar questions plague us 
every day. 

Medical educators are aware of the shortcomings of the present program. In 
fact, at such schools as Harvard and Johns Hopkins, new curricula are being tried. 
Accelerated programs with more freedom of choice are now being offered, but 
only to unusually bright students. Actually, the subject material covered by these 
programs is very similar to that in the present curriculum. 

The Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Education for Family Practice of the 
Council on Medical Education of the American Medical Association begins to point 
the way. Each of you should read it, if you have not. Emphasis is placed on pro
fessional excellence along with a more humanistic approach to the family and its 
problems. The Committee implies that there must be excellence of training, including 
a residency in Internal Medicine and Pediatrics at least, and that to such a program 
should be added Community Medicine, Sociology, Social Psychology and Anthropology, 
as wellr The program envisions 3-4 years of intern-residency training after medical 
school. One of the most important statements in the Report appears in the Appendix: 
"However, the crucial consideration is not how many facts the physician knows, 
but rather the principles and concepts he learns, h is ability to find and use new in
formation as it is developed and his skill in problem solving." To that statement 
should be added a skill in recognizing problems beyond his capacity. 

The principles and goals of the Report are beyond reproach. However, it is 
doubtful that many medical students would be interested in such a program. Most 
students recognize the difficulties inherent in attaining excellence in one field, let 
alone two or more as well. 

How can the problem be solved realistically? Here are some guide lines: 1) 
An evaluation should be made of the sociological and psychological motivations 
which turn a physician toward Family Practice rather than Medical Science for a 
career. 2) The patterns derived from such an evaluation should be applied to the 
admission of high school graduates, not college graduates, to a time accelerated 
program-time accelerated, but not fact accelerated, because the students probably 
will not be the "smartest" students according to present measurements. 3) A college 
and medical school curriculum should be devised which teaches science, humanities and 
medicine all together. For example, the conside11J.tion of sodium and potassium and 
the Donnan equilibrium across a semi-permeable membrane in a basic chemistry course 
should be related immediately to the nephron and to hemodialysis; or the conditional 
reflex in psychology should be related directly to family behavior. By such inter
weaving of basic science, huma~ities an<;l~ medicine, the program can be much more 
dramatically taught; and the course can· be shortened to 5-6 years. Such a time schedule 
would allow adequate time for a residency program within an eight year period. 4) 
The Academy of General Practice should be the motivating force toward such a 
program at all levels. You must concern yourselves with the education of your replace
ments as well as with the education of yourselves. 
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THE A.A.G.P. NEEDS EVERY G.P. 

EVERY G.P. NEEDS THE A.A.G.P. 

SIDNEY J. KOHLE, M.D. 
Vice-Chairman of Membership 
Chairman, 1968 Convention 

During the past year the N.Y.S.A.G.P. has increased in size by many hundreds 
of new members and, as Vice-Chairman of Membership and Chairman of the 1968 

Convention, I look forward, with a great deal of pleasure, to meeting many of these 

new members at our conventions. 
The Scientific Program of the 1967 Assembly is an excellent one and a good 

example of one of the many services the N.Y.S.A.G.P. performs for its members. 
For years our organization has been trying to convince non-member G.P.'s of the 

importance of Membership so they could participate in a strong collective voice, pro
tecting their own interests in the medical world. The N.Y.S.A.G.P. has been successful 
in preventing loss of hospital privileges and even restoring some privileges that had 

already been lost. 
It is with mixed emotions that we note that some of our new members have joined 

because they now see the hand writing on the wall. 
A problem has arisen that may pose a financial threat to non-member G.P.'s. 

The Health Service Administration of N ew York City set up the following require
ments for Certification of G.P.'s to treat Medicaid patients, (or at least to get paid 

for treating Medicaid patients) : . 
1. Applicant must hold current appointment in a voluntary or a municipal hospital 

approved for internship training, or 
2. Applicant must be a member in good standing of the American Academy of 

General Practitioners, or 
3. Present evidence of having completed during calendar year 1965, 50 hours of 

post-graduate education approved by the A.A.G.P. or other appropriate professional 

body, or 
4. Present evidence of having completed a total of 100 hours of post-graduate 

medical education approved by the A.A.G.P. or other appropriate professional body 
from January 1, 1961 to October 1, 1966. 

General Practitioners who are not qualified as above will be allowed to treat 
Medicaid patients for a period of six months from October, 1966. If they have not 
qualified b~ t?en they will not be certified to continue treating Medicaid patients. 

Comm1ss1oner of Health Ingraham has accepted these New York City qualifications 
and has endorsed them for the entire State. 

If the above requirements are adhered to it can readily be seen why it would be 
to ones advantage to become a member of the N.Y.S.A.G.P. 

We welcome this influx of new members into our organization, a larger enroll
ment will be most helpful. The G.P.'s posit ion in Medicine is not static and we need 
a strong united voice to protect our interests. Never before was the motto more true, 

"The A.A.G.P. need every G.P. and every 
G.P. needs the A.A.G.P." 

Before I conclude, I would like to take this opportunity to announce that we have 

ANNUAL BANQUET - WEDNESDAY, APRIL 5, 7 P.M. - TRIANON BALLROOM 
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REFLECTIONS ON CONVENTION GOING

FEMININE VIEWPOINT 

PEARL LIBERMAN 

Chairman, Ladies Convention Committee 

It seems to me that in the specialized existence of being a "Doctor's Wife," 
there are dimensions added by distaff involvement with a medical convention. 

Because convention going is relatively a new part of our l ife (some four years), 
I have a definite point of view . 

Of course, there are various kinds of convention going, - in town - out of town _ 
or in town but hotel residence for the duration. No matter which you are involved in, 
there is in all of them a basic rare ingredient - that much maligned thing called 
"togetherness." 

Whether you come by car, or by plane, or even by subway together, there are 
golden, stolen hours - completely out of character to your day in and day out life. 

A sudden confrontation with your doctor in the lobby or in a meeting room -
result: an unexpected invitation to lunch or for cocktails; a few quiet minutes of talk 
between meetings; the theatre on a night normally dedicated to office hours - all these 
have the sweet flavor of the spontaneous and unplanned. 

Then there is the business at hand- togetherness of exhibit visiting and even the 
occasional lecture for two. But when the lecture is beyond the interest or comprehen
sion of the doctor's wife, there is yet another kind of togetherness - the doctor's wife 
to doctor's wife. 

Old friends, new friends, old viewpoints, new viewpoints, professional, social, to 
help in the office, recipes, advice, children, office hours, shopping, gallery hopping, not 
to help in the office, hours of female talk, more hours of doctors' wife talk - the constant 
wonder of the universality of experience, upstate, downstate, all around the state. 

Then, the icing on the cake - black tie, gown, tinkle of ice and more talk, 
dancing, good food and good talk, a little politicking, future dates, farewells. 

Again, the lovely hours of the trip home - the who did you see, what did you 
learn, was it a rest (definition of a rest: any change of activity) , was it worth it? 

"See you again next year." 
Pearl Liberman, Chairman 
Ladies Convention Committee 

a special treat in store for our members. We are holding our next, the 20th, N.S.A.G.P. 
Convention May 5-9, 1968, (Scientific Assembly May 7-9) , at the Concord, the World's 
Largest Resort Hotel. 

We will have an excellent Scientific Program and in addition we can enjoy the 
many facilities of this fabulous resort. Our members will receive a considerable group 
reduction from the regular hotel daily rate. There will be free golf (on two courses) . 
There will be complimentary Cocktail Parties, there will be no extra charge for the 
Banquet, and the food and entertainment at the hotel is unsurpassed. We will all have 
a wonderful time . 

N ote the dates and plan to enjoy a convention and vacation at the same 1ime. 

DON'T BE A WET BLANKET - ATTEND THE PRESIDENT'S BANQUET 
7: 
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When illness strikes, the very presence of the family doctor 
brings comfort . He eases not only the· pain and suffering but also 
:the doubts , anxieties an·d uncertainties . 

Th~ family doctor , ·known a l so as the general practitioner, 
can b e more than a healer . He can .be a medical advisor and personal 
friend· of th e family. It is not uncommon ·for the family doctor to 
deliver a baby whose father or mother he saw through birth a generation 
earlier . . 

Despite the increase in speci alization in this era of complex 
medical sc ience , there are still more than 2 , 000 general practitioners 
in New York State . I t is they who offset any trend t oward fragmented 
and depersonalized medical care . I t is they who serve as the vital 
unifying element in the ov~all spectrum of health facilities in a 
community . •'\: , "'""""Jlf ' · 

Alt hough the famil y doctor may be called upon at any hour.of the 
·day, and although we deeply prize his compassionate care when illness' 
strikes, we are inclined amid the pressures of .normal dai ly life to 
f orget the dedicated service he stands ever ready to provide. 

NOW , THEREFORE, I, Nelson A. ·Rockefeller , Governor of .tpe. St ate 
of New York, do hereby proclaim the week of April 2- 8 , 1967, as 
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can be more than a healer . He can be a medical advisor and personal 
friend of the family . It is not uncommon for the family doctor to 
deliver a baby whose father or mother he saw through birth a generation 
earlier . 

Despite the increase in specialization in this era of complex 
medical science, there are still more than 2,000 general practitioners 
in New York State . It is they who offset any trend toward fragmented 
and depersonalized medical care . It is they who serve as the vital 
unifying element in the _Ov!\l'a1; spec~rum of he~lth facilities in a 
community . 11:1 -. 

Although the family doctor may be called upon at any hour of the 
·day, and although we deeply prize his compassionate care when illnes~ 
strikes , we .are inclined amid the pressures of .normal daily life to 
forget the dedicated service he stands ever ready to provide . 

NOW, THEREFORE, I, Nelson A. Rockefeller , Governor of the State 
of New York, do hereby proclaim the week of April 2-8, 1967, as . 

FAMILY DOCTOR WEEK 

in New Yor k St a te . 

BY THE GOVERNOR 

{!/ilcf !J!~ 
Secretary to t he Governor 

G I V E N under my hand and the 

Privy Seal of the State at the 

Capitol i n the City of Albany 

this thirteenth day of February 

in the year of our Lord one 

thousand nine hundred and 

sixty-seven. 
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BANQUET 
WEDNESDAY NIGHT, APRIL 5TH 

Trianon Ballroom 

Be There - Your Friends Will Be 

Cocktails ... 7:30 P.M. 

Toastmaster ............................................................................................................... GEORGE LIBERMAN, M.D. 
Convention Chairman 

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM 

Invocation ............................................................... RIGHT REVEREND RAYMOND P. RIGNEY 
Superintendent of Schools 

Archdiocese of N ew York City 

Greetings ............................................................................................................... CARROLL J. WITTEN, M.D. 
President, American Academy of General Practice 

Retiring President's Remarks ........................................................................ MAX CHEPLOVE, M.D. 

President's Remarks ............................................................................................. LAWRENCE AMES, M.D. 

Entertainment and Music by: 

LESTER BRAUN & HIS SOCIETY ORCHESTRA 

Dress Optional 
M. THEODORE T ANENHAUS, M.D. 

Banquet Chairman 

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT REGISTRATION DESK 

or from your Banquet Chairman 

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllil 

AN ARMY TRAVELS ON ITS STOMACH - A CONVENTION ON ITS EDUCATIONAL GRANTS 
AND TECHNICAL EXHI BITS 
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PRESIDENT'S BANQUET 

The G.P. Affair of the Year 
M. Theo. Tanenhaus 

Banquet Chairman 

The outstanding "Fun Happening" and Prestige Affair of our Nineteenth Annual 
Convention will be the Reception-Dinner Dance honoring our retiring President, Dr. 
Max Cheplove, and our President-elect, Dr. Lawrence Ames. 

This will be held in the beautiful and lavish Trianon Ballroom on Wednesday, 
April 5th. Cocktails unlimited will be served starting at 7 P.M., dinner and dancing at 
8 P.M., to the rhythmic, tantalizing and gliding music of Lester Braun's Society orchestra. 

We remind all of you, and especially your wives, of the entertaining and delightful 
social evening. 

This is our Prestige Affair - with a multitude of bonuses - which includes a 
gourmet meal - all this for only $17.50 a ticket - dress optional. 

Please contact the Banquet Chairman, Ted Tanenhaus, for your tickets and table 
reservations. 

SCIENTIFIC EXHIBITS 
Your Scientific Exhibits have been 

carefully selected and screened by your 
Scientific Exhibit Committee. They bring 
to you the latest in scientific achievement 
and are a revue of many of the latest de
velopments in medicine, which may have 
escaped your attention while you are 
engaged in your busy practice. Here at 
the Scientific Assembly you will have 
ample opportunity to leisurely examine 
these exhibits and what is more impor
tant you will have the chance to question 
first hand those who are responsible for 
these latest medical gems. 

TECHNICAL EXHIBITS 

Technical Exhibits are the life blood 
of any Assembly; treat them as such. As 
you walk, not run, down the spacious 
aisles, remember that these people are 
here for a purpose. You are here to 
learn; they are here to show and tell you 
all about the products made expressly for 
use in your practice. This is your oppor
tunity to correlate and evaluate the prod
uct and the claims made before you put 
them into practical use. We have made 
"MEDICAL SHOPPING" easy for you, 
by having everything of value under one 
roof, in one place. You can easily say, 
"Thank you for; your support," by stop
ping at all exhibits. 

VISIT AND REGISTER AT A LL SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL EXHIBITS 
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T.V. REPLACES M.D. 
Doctors, listen to my call 
Tear your shingles off the wall 
No need to show off your M.D. 
To take your place ther~·s now T.V. 

If you think my words disturbing 
Turn on your set and hear the blurbing 
You'll find there's not a single ill 
For which they do not have a pill. 

Backache ills,-take Doan's Pills 
Insomnia wrecks,-there's Sominex 
For headaches brethren,-take Excedrin 
Nervous,-Compoz; Sleepy,-NoDoz 
No need sufferin,-just take Bufferin 

If you wish to cough no more 
Rush and get Vick's 44 
Itching, bleeding from the rear 
Relax pals! Preparation-H is here. 

And so on and on it goes 
To cure all ills from head to toes 

Now, Doctor, I'm sure you'll agree 
That there's no need for you and me 
Though our motives are commendable 
It's plain to see we are expendable. 

MARTIN MARKOWITZ, M.D. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
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PAST-PRESENT-FUTURE 
Samuel Lieberman, M.D. 

Bronx, N. Y. 

It perhaps ill befits the youngest? of the Elder Statesmen of NYSAGP to philo
sophize, but pardon my sclerosis. We who are of the Academy these past years have reason 
to- be proud of our accomplishments. To us was bequeathed the laurei of Post-Graduate 
Education, by our founders, and with it the stamp of a Doctor who made every effort 
to keep abreast of the times and deliver to his patients the best possible medical care. 
We have reason to be proud of that heritage for it has placed upon us a badge of 
honor shared by no other Medical Group. We have reaped our reward from the past. 

The present finds us in a rapidly, ever changing stream of Medical Practice, 
with a Fourth Party now involved in our destiny, namely, Government, both Federal 
and State. There has been placed upon our practice certain restrictions, some of which 
we have earned and some which we inherited as a result of our prior co-operation 
with the Third Party in Medical Practice. We may justly be proud that the State has 
recognized that membership in the Academy of General Practice is a mark of dis
tinction and qualification for participation in the Medicaid Program. For the role 
that third parties have played we owe no thanks. As a reward for our participation in 
their plans and for acting as Co-insurers along with them, in providing care to those 
in limited income groups, we have had our co-operating fees submitted as usual and 
customary fees of the area. Perhaps we are indebted to them; for awakened by their 
chicanery we have in a much larger measure refused to participate in their new plans 
for the present and future. 

The present has also brought us a large influx of new members, who here-to-fore 
were not interested in our aims but now faced with the wish to take care of many of their 
patients who come within the Medicaid scope have joined in our post-graduate edu
cation efforts. A hearty welcome to all of these Johnny-come-lately's; may they long 
stay with us and benefit from association with us despite the fact that certain educa
tion restrictions may soon be removed by the State. 

The future? All reports point to a fact which has long been known to us. There 
is to-day a greater need than before for a doctor who can give continuing care to the 
patient and the family. Suddenly it has been discovered that the G.P. is really needed 
even though some have attempted to give him another name, to define the limits of .his 
practice, and to point out that he needs specialization in the field of general practice. 
The PAST and PRESENT have shown, the FUTURE will substantiate, that there is 
and always will be a place for the G.P., no matter what he is called. For sure, he will 
never be relegated to limbo, families wi.1.1 alWa.ys seek him but, - for nobody loves 
him but the people he treats. 

THE A. A. G. P. NEEDS EVERY G. P. - EVERY G. P. NEEDS THE A. A. G. P. 
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N. Y. S. Academy of General Practice 

Do You Need 

Medicare Information? 

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS REGARDING 

MEDICARE PART B, 

DAILY BULLETIN 

WE INVITE YOU TO VISIT THE U.M.S. BOOTH (#20) 

DURING YOUR TIME AT THE CONVENTION 

OR CONTACT ... 

UNITED MEDICAL SERVICE, INC. 

TWO PARK AVENUE 

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10016 

• * * 
TELEPHONE: (212) 340-5131 

VISIT AND REGISTER AT ALL SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL EXHllJITS 
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BULLETIN 

I WE SUPPORT 
THE 

FAMILY PHYSICIAN 

AMFRE-GRANT INC. 
Makers of 

COROV AS TYMCAPS 
and 

NEO-COROVAS TYMCAPS 

Professional Literature and Samples 

Available Upon Request 

AMFRE-GRANT INC. 
924 Rogers Ave. Brooklyn, N. Y. 11226 

FAMOUS CARICATURE ARTIST 

TO SKETCH CONVENTION 

VISITORS 

Joseph Kaliff, caricaturist extraordin

aire, will be available thru the courtesy 

of Sandoz Pharmaceuticals on Wednes

day, April 5, from 10:00 A.M. to 5 P.M. 

to sketch visitors to our convention. 

To give you some idea of the "league" 

in which Mr. Kaliff travels the following 

are some of his credentials: 

He has sketched four presidents -

F. D. R., Truman, Eisenhower, J. F. K. 

Also--Jackie Kennedy, Stevenson, Ein

stein. His work has appeared in Time, 

Life, Look, Saturday Evening Post and 

Good Housekeeping. Arrangements for 

your free caricature can be made at 

the Sandoz Pharmaceutical Booth # 7. 

Somebody sick? Rent sickroom supplies. 
Hertz Rent-All rents hospital beds, wheel chairs, walkers, whirlpool baths, 
infra-red lamps, humidifiers, portable TV sets, ultra-violet lamps, and 

exercise equipment. Name just about anything you need for a sickroom 
and Hertz Rent-All has it. Prompt delivery and pick-up. 

It's as easy as one quick telephone call ..• 

HERTZ RENT-ALL PL 2-1881 

Printers of the N. Y. S. A. G. P. "DAILY BULLETIN" 

Hiller Printing Corporation 
33 Flatbush Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

OL 8-1712 
Specia lists in Organization and Convention Printing 

THE G.P. IS THE ONLY PRACTITIONER OF COMPREHENSIVE MEDICINE 

15 



DAILY BULLETIN N. Y. S. Academy of Genera l Practice 

Which of These Reasons 

Is Most Important 

To YOU? 

~ Participation in GHI means QUICK, 
SURE PAYMENT. 

~ Participation in GHI means DIRECT 
PAYMENT to participant. 

~ Participation in GHI helps preserve FEE
FOR-SERVICE MEDICINE. 

HEALTH .. 
GHI GHDI 

GHHI 
GHl/221 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, NEW YORK, N.Y.10003 • Pho·ne: 1tu,ooo 

DON'T BE A WET BLANKET - ATTEND THE PRESIDENT'S BANQUET 
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~ VII. 
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MEDICAL ADVISORY COUNCIL 

ME:C:TING AGENDA 

22 & 23 September 1966 
San Antonio, Texas 

~nnouncements: S. P. Vinograd, M. D. 

OMSF Experiment Processing Procedures and Requirements.: 
Mr. William Armstrong, Executive Secretary, MSFEB 

Review of Medical Experiment Proposals : 

(.,/ a. MOS 0 - Metabolic Activity 
v- b . MOSl - CardiovascularFunctionAssessment 
/ c. MOS2 - Bone and Muscle Changes 
v d . M018 - Vectorcardiogram 
~e . MOS3 - Human Vestibular Function 
~f. '

1'i'J'o's 44 
~ .... N e\irofog ica 1 Study (EEG) 

,,/ g . MOSS - Time and Motion Study 
c-/h . M023 - LBNP (for AS20S) 

Protocol for October Chamber Study 

Pauline Mack and Cox Coronary Institute Proposal 

Garrett Proposal of Three Metabolic Experiments 

Review of Pre-Proposal by Dr . Hans Zinsser· (Urinary Stone 
Precursors) 

Discussion of Dr. Mueller ' s Two Questions and Letter. Comments 
Following Review of Gemini 7 Medical Experimental Findings. 

<t- 1 <;:>.~ 



1~NASA HEADQUARTERS ROUTING SLIP 
ACTION 

CODE NAME (if nemsary) 
APPROVAL ,.., -

//L 1J/1A~j}/ CONCURRENCE 
1. 

FILE _,,.. . 
("Ile._· I l,..IHfORMATION 

2. 'll~ ~~A -'~i ~ INVESTIGATE AND ADVISE 

I NOTE AND FORWARD 
3. 

NOTE AND RETURN 

"· 
PER REQUEST 

RECOMMENDATION 

5. 
SEE ME 

SIGNATURE 

6. 
REPLY FOR SIGNATURE OF: 

7. 

REMARKS: 

(\ A 

IC9DE: 
FROM: /1.( 7/. INAME: J~ 111 :s i I b ~ 

NASA Form 26 ( Rev. July 19,9 ) U. S. GOVERNMENT PAINTIN10,,ICE : •'St or- 1uoz1 



MM August 29, 1966 

Dr. George D. Zuidema 
Chairman, Department of Surgery 
Johns Hopkins University 
Bal ti!llore, '-laryland 

Dear George: 

At the termination of the Gemini medical experiments review, 
Dr. George Mueller asked two question, namely; 

a. Are we using the best set of measurements of bodily 
functions to determine the degree and kind of adaptation to 
the space environment? 

b. In what direction should we go in our cxperintent 
development to better observe human systems, states, and 
performance? 

As a member of the Science and Technology Advisory Committee 
who attended the presentation, I would appreciate your answers 
to these questions. 

JBollerud:djc:8/29/66 

Sincerely, 

Orisinal Signed By: 
3·ack Bollerud, Brig Gen, USAF, MC 

Jack Bollerud 
Brigadier General, USAF, MC 
Acting Director, Space '-fedicine 
fanned Space Pli~ht 

same letter to: William H. Sweet, M.D. 
Chairman, Department of !~~ Neurosurgery 
Massachusetts General Hospital 
Boston, Massachusetts 



MM August 29, 1966 

Dr. Lawrence F. Dietlcin 
Chief, Biomedical Research Office 
Code: DB 
Manned Spacecraft Center 
llouston, Texas 

Dear Dr. Dietlein: 

At the termination of the Gemini 'Medical experiments Review., 
Dr. George Mueller nskeJ two questions, namely; 

a. Are we using the best set of measurements of bodily 
functions to determine the degree and kind of adaptation to 
the space environment? 

b. In what direction should we go in our experiment 
development to better observe human systems, states, and 
performance? 

As a member of our cxpcrirnents team I would like your ans~ers 
to these questions. 

I also wish to personally thank you for attendinf~ the meeting at 
the Kennedy Space Center and wish to apologize for the numerous 
changes in schedule. Your presence and well prepared presentation 
was appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

!Orig'nal S-ig:'.1ed Bv· 
tjnck J~~\°1ii'bl letu& r.n.-. US!\]' •,JC! 

Brigadier General• USAF, MC 
Acting Director, Space Medicine 
~fanned Space Flight 

The above letter sent to the following people: 

Dr. Robert L. Maulsby 
Dr. Leo Lutwak 
Captain Ashton Graybiel 
Dr. Charles A. Berry 

JBollerud:djc:8/29/66 

Dr. Pauline Beery Mack 
Dr. Harry S. Lipscomb 
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A 60-DAY ATMOSPHERIC VALIDATI ON A.ND 

EXPERIMENTS SIMUIATION STUDY 

usnm l~ 02 AT A PRESSURE OF 258 mm Hg 
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I. Purpm;e 

As the mission duration of United States manned space flight i n

creases, it is necessary t o further verify t he phys i.ological 

suitability of the current spacecraft atmosphere .. Therefore, the 

main purpose of this experiment is to va.lmdate a 60-day human ex

posure to l~ o2 at a total pressure of 258 mm Hg. 

Since many of the physiological parameters necessary f or this 

validation are investigated by inflight biomedical experiments ttat 

have already been designed f or Saturn IVB, this study will make 

use of these biomedical procedures whenever possibl e . Thi s will 

provide a validation of these procedures as well as an additional 

source of baseline data for the evaluation of inflight responses. 

To further aid this evaluation one-half' of the control and on-half 

of the experimental subjects will be exposed to complete bedrest. 
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II. Ezj>erimental design 

A. Overall 

The independent variablPs in this experiment are l~ o2 at 
a pressure of 258 mm Hg and bedrest. The dependent variables 
are a series of biomedical rreasurements d~signed to evaluate 
the physiological response to the two independent variables. 
Control data for the 1C'0'3 o2 atmosphere i s t o be obtained in 
two ways: 1 ) by havine a control group of s ubjects who wlll 
not be exposed to the l OO'fo 0 environment, and 2) by ott aining 
baseline and postexposure da~a on the experimc~ntal sut.,: Pct.s . 
Control data for bedrest is also to be obtainPd in t~o ways : 
1) one-half of the subjects will not be exposed t o bed rest, 
and 2) by obtaining pre- and post-bedrest dat a on the subjects 
who are e}{J>Osed to bedrest. 

A summary of the experimental design is shown in Figure 1. 

B. Subjecta 

A total of 8 subjects, 4 control and 4 experimental, will par
ticipate in this study. Each subject is to be selected by a 
complete physiological and psychological evaluation. Because 

~ - of the necessarily small n, an additional criterion for the 
selection of subjects should be the pairing of subjects be
tween the control and experimental groups . 

C. Experimental periods 

This study will be comprised of 3 experimental periods for botn 
the control and experimental groups: 1) a pre-experimental . 
period of 14 days for training, acclimatization, and obtai ning 
baseline data, 2 ) a 60-day experimental period during which 
the 4 experimental subjects (2 ambulatory and 2 bedrest) wi l l 
be exposed to a 100% o2 atmosphere at a vre ssure of 2'>8 mm H!S 
while the 4 control (2 ambulatory and 2 bedre s t ) will remain 
at normal atmosphere and pressure, and 3) an 8-day post- expe ri
mental period. 

D. Daily schedule 

As .it is des irable to keep the effects of abnormal scheduling 
to a minimum, a normal 16:8, L:D (lights on o6oo, lights off 22CO) 
schedule is t o be used for the duration of the study . In addit ion 
the activity s chedule of each day will remain as comparable as 
possible. The lights-on portion of each.24-hour period will be 
divided with respect = t o 5 major types of activity: biomedical 
measurements, meals, psychological evaluation, and free time. 
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Since the experimental and control subjects will follow identical routines, it i s planned to have the measure~nt of paired control :v: and experimental subjects occur simultaneously. Sub.)ects not being measured would be alla.,.red to pursue t he a ctivity of their choice unless it would interfere with a subsequent measurement. 

The same performance tasks are to be given t hree times every day to each subject. A summary of the daily schedule is shown in 
Figure 2 . 
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Figure 1 I 
SU?+iARY OF EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

Control Graul? 

N = 2 
Normal Atmosphere Normal Atmosphere Normal Atmosphere, No Bedrest No Bedrest No Bedrest 

N = 2 
Normal Atmosphere Normal Atmosphere Normfll Atmosphere - Bedrest No Bedrest No Bedrest 

Experimental Groul? 

N = 2 at 258 zmn Hg, No Bedrest 
Normal Atmospher e Normal Atmosphere 

loo% 02 No Bedrest No Bedrest 

N = 2 
Normal Atmosphere Normal Atmospher e 100% 02 at 258 mm Hg - Bedrest No Bedres t No Bedrest 

POST-EXPERIMENTAL PRE-EXPERIMENTAL EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD PERIOD PERIOD 

14 DAYS 
60 DAYS 8 DAYS 
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Figure 2 5 

Daily I Hours Log Free 
Sleep Meals Medical Perfor. Psych . & Eval . Time ! 

! 

0100 x 
' 

()'?00 x 

0300 x 

d+oo x I 

i 

0500 x 

o6oo x x x ~ 0700 x x x 

o8oo x 

0900 x x x 

1000 x x x 

1100 x 

voo x 

1300 x x x 

1400 x x x 

1500 x x x 

1600 x x x 

1700 x 

1800 x x Y. 

1900 x x x 

2000 x 

2100 x 

2200 x 

23po x . 

2400 x 
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III·. Environmental chambers 

A. Configuration 

A separate environmental chamber must be provided for the 
control and experimental groups, with each chamber of suffi
cient size to accommodate 4 subjects, 2 of which will be 
exposed to bed.rest. Adequate area must also be provided 
in each chamber for equipment needed f or the bi omedical 
measurements and psychophysiological testing. 

One of the environmental chambers must be capable of main
taining a gas atmosphere at outlined in the following section. 
Lighting intensity and control should be the same in both 
chambers. 

B. Gas environment 

During the pre- and postexperimental periods the gas environ
ment for both the control and experimental subjects should be 
of normal composition and pressure. An atmosphere of 100% 
o2 

at a pressure of 258 mm Hg i s to be provided f or the ex
perimental subjects during the 60-day experimental period . 
There should be adequate means of sampling and contr olling the 
atmosphere at this l evel. Atmospheric monitoring for physi
ological purposes will be described in more detail in se cti on 
IV.A. Trace contaminants and co2 should be removed using 
LiOH and charcoal. 

C. Thermal environment 

The 
the 
The 

0 0 
temperature should be controlled at 75 F, +5 F, f or both 
control and experimental &.lbjects during the enti re study. 
humidity should be "controlled at 40- 7C/fo. 

' " 
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IV. Physiological atmospheric validation 

A. Atmospheric monitoring 

In order to evaluate the physiological r esponse to the 
experimental atmosphere, both major and minor constituents 
must be measured. Provision should be made for continuous 
monitoring of the following gases: C02 , 02 , CO, H2 , CH4, 
and N

2
• If continuous monitoring of any of these gases is 

not possible, a grab sample taken no less than every two 
hours would be satisfactory. 

In addition, cryogenic trapping of trace contaminants should 
be done continuously starting 7 days before any subjec t s 
enter the chamber. The sampling should be accomplished 
using two sets .of cryogenic traps changei every 10 hours . 
The generation rates of any trace contaminants are t o be 
calculated. 

B. Metabolic and respiratory function 

To test for any basic changes of metabolism, the basal meta
bolic rate is to be measured. This -measurement i s t o te 
done on fasting, recumbent subjects immediately af te r ar ousa l . 
The following parameters should also be obtained at the same 
time: e~iratory minute volume (V ), inspiratory minute 
volume (VI)' carbon . dioxide produc~ion (VCO ), respiratory gas 
exchange ratio (R), and alveolar gas 2 tensions . I n 
addition, blood pC02 , J>'02 , and pH are t o be determined. 

The schedule for data collection of these variables is: 

Pre-experimental 
Experimental 
Post-experimental 

-7' -1 
J.X/4 Days 
ASAP 

Pulmonary function is to be evaluated with r e spect t o ventil
ation capacities and diffusion capaci t i es . Standa r d spiro~etric 
technique-s are to provide the follOW-ing measurements : f or ced 
vital capacity, ltmg volumes, and maximum expiratory air flows . 
These measurements are to be obtained during the pre- experi
mental period at -7 and -1 days. During the experimen~al 
period they are to be measured J.X/4 days, and during t he post
experimental period at .ABAP, +l, +3~ a.'1d +5 days . 

Diffusion capacity, airway resistance, and pulmonary volume/ 
pressure curves should be measured at -3 and iimnediately befor e 
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the experimental peri.ocl as well as iml'!K·d Lat.!'ly after tht'· 

experimental period and +~ days . 

In addition, chest Xray s (PA and ln.t.r·ra l ) :;~.c:uld be dc•!i'' ·n 

-1 days and ASAP after the experimental 1 ,··~·l c•l. 

C. Cardiovascular 

The cardiovascular validation of the 100% O'"l atmosp:1e r 0 is 

to be determined by hematological parametE:-rs . The ma, i1, !'ity 

of this evaluation is t o be obtained in Saturn IVB exp<"' ri

ments as outlined in sec tion V.A . 3 . In additi ori . :·01( ·: •.'?d 

blood enzyme respons~ is t o be evaluat ed . 

Blood obtained from the subjects by ven ipu11C't.11re is t c' bt: 

analyzed for serum enzymes and LDH isozr.nes . Ir. addi ti t-r! t0 

4 samples each during pre- and post- experi:r.ental r-c:-i od .: ' 

one blood sample per week during the eXJ)erimental peri0d is 

to be analyzed. 

D. Renal and endocrine 

The assessment of renal and endocrine systems will be 

accomplished by the blood and urine chemist ries as part of 

the bioassay of body fluids experiment as ,)utlined in ~ ... ~ ti .)r. 

v.c. 

E. Bacteriologic evaluati on 

Nb.sal,"throat, and samples are to be collected frcm ea~h 

subject during the pre-experimental period at -10 , - 7 , - 4, 

and -1 days; during the experimental period, 2X/cvery week; 

and, during the post-experimental period at +l, +2, and ·7 

days. These samples are t o be subjected to bacteriologi cal 

analyses to determine any significant alterations in the 

aerobic microflora. 
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V. Va.lidaticn of Saturn IVB inflight biomedical experi~nt s 

A·. Cardiovascular 

1. Lower body negative pressure , tilt tabl e , and phonocardi 

cardi ogram 

a. Purpose 

The detection of space flight cardiovas cul a r decondi

tioni ng (alterat i ons in cardiova scular f unction which 

degrade s the performance of the card5.ovascular s~·stero ) 

and t he establishment of a t ime course of event s that 

may be r e lated t o changes i n cardiovascular f unct i on 

during a suited and non-suited space f light const itute 

the purpose of t his type of investigation . 

b. Equipment and ins trumentation r equir anents 

Equipment: 2 Lower body negative pressure device s , 2 

automatic blood pressure cuffs with re cording , 2 car di o

.tachometers, 2 phonocardiograms (20-40 cps bandpass ) . 

Instrumentation of subjects: Respiration, s t andard NASA 

ECG, phonocardiogram. 

c. Requirements and procedures for col l ecti on of data 

1) Tilt table t est s are t o be conducted i n accor dance 

with standard NASA operating procedures. 

2) Lower body negative pressure t es t s are to be conduct ed 

on fasting s ubje cts ·early in the morning . Re spi r at i on, 

phonocardiogram, and ECG are t o be measured continu

ously from 5 minutes pre-expos ur e t o 5 minut es post

exposure . The negative pressure device i s to be kept 

at -30 mm Hg f or 15 minutes. 

d. Schedule of data collection 

Lower body negative pressure: 

Pre-experimental 
Experimental 
Post-experimental 

Passive ti.lt table : 

Pre-experimental 
Experimental 
Post-experimental 

- 9 , - 2 days, -12 h ' urs 
rJ.. /7 days 
+12 hours, +3,+4,+6 days 

-~o , -3 days, - 24 hours 
(None) 
ASAP, +24 hours , +3,+5 days 
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2. Response to exerci se 

a. Purpose 

The purpose of t hi s investiisati on : :; t.o de tenni 1:f' .. he 

crews ' cardi rwascular status by measuring their h :art 

rate increase during a quanti tated ext•!":: ise load and 

and the time r e1uired following exercisP. for their 

heart rate to return t o resting levels. 

b. Requirements and procedures for coll P<:t i on of <lat a 

The se measurr·rn<:>r.ts are to be obtainc-d usin,~ stnnda1·1 

laboratory ercom,,, try techniques. 

c. Schedule of data collection 

Pre-experimental 
Experimental 
Post-experimental 

3. Hematology 

a. Purpose 

-8, - 4, - 2 days 
(None) 
+3 days after t ilt tat,l e . 

+6 days after l ower i.· ody 
negative pressure 

The purpose of this investigation is to delineate the 

alterati ons in plasma voli..une and r ed blood cell mass 

that occur during prolonged space fli vhts. 

b. Procedure and r equirements 

All determinations of plasma volume and red cell mass 

are preceded by a 15-minute recumbent interval. Back

grotmd blood samples are obtained pri or t o e ad. radio

i sotope series to correct for any previous l y in. iecr,e(J 

radioac tivity. All plasma measureme nts are accort P--"hed 

with i odinated hurr.an serum albumin tagged with I r.; . TI ,, 

radioacti'v·e alLumin is diluted wi tl": normal sa] i.ri~ t o a 

concentration of o.4 microcuries p:?"<.>flip.;ht and o.8 mi.crc

curies postfl ight and placed in multiin,1ection r·r:·t t les. 

For i~$ preflight plasma volume determinations, 2 mi cr ocuri 0 s 

of I "' as i odinated human albumin, are in jected whereas 

postflight 5 microcuries are used. Fifteen minutes 

equilibration times are adhered t o t hroughout the se ries . 

All bl ood is dra-wn from antecubital veins into heparini zed 

syringes . The whole blood samples are then centrifuged , 

the plasma removed, and 2, 1 ml aliquots from each sample 
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pipetted int0 counting tubes. St.andnrds are prepared by diluting ~ •)r 5 micr ocur ies of radi on.ct i ve nl tumi n in 1 li t er of tap water. Non-radioacti ve albU'nin ltas been previ ously .1dded t o each s tandari lite r ·10h.une ~ r i c flask to prevE>nt adsorpti on of the rad i oi sot ope by the glass. The s tandard aliquots are im:~ediately pipetted for s ubsequent .:.·uc:!l ting. All I. V. in.ie ctions are ma.de using disposable plastic syringe s , and the same type of syringe is used in preparing all standards . Nearly all red dual radioac ti \'i ty in t he dosP syrin€:es is removed by l rrigating them wi tl 1 2 m.l ,~f wat.~ r ·,,rr. i ..;h is then count r.;l. The infinite, t otal Lody r :i'iiati on exposure per a Rtronaut, f or the entire pl asma volume series, is approximately 2. 5 mrem. 

The red cell mass determinations are pe rformed by addi nt: a 15 ml aliquot of the astronaut's blo1)d t o 5 rnl of ACD solution contained in a Unitag Bag. Tg1this solution, 100 microcuries of sodium chromate (Cr P) ar~ added . After an incubation period of 10 to 12 minutes at r oom temperature, 100 mg of ascorbic acid is inje cted into the bag to terminate the tagging proce ss. After thorough mixing, a 10 ml aliquot of the incubate is reinjected into the astronaut from whom t he blood was drawn. The remaining incubate is retained for the preparat i on of standards. A venous blood sample is obtained after a llowing an in vivo mixing time of exactly 15 minut e s from which a hematocrit is obtained and duplicate aliquots of whole blood and plasma are submitted f or radioisot ope determination. The blood remaining in the Unitag Bag i s nse j for determining the incubate hematocrit and pipetting duplicate 1 ml aliquots into counting t ubes. The remainder of the incubate is then centrifuged, the plasma removed, and 2 , 1 ml aliquots of the plasma pipetted into counting tube s. 

The erythrocyte survival half-times are measured from the disappearance of chromium tagged r ed cells and are corrected for changes in red cell mass. A sample obtai ned 24 hours after the injection of the radioactive ce lls i s used as the zero time for each survival de t e rminati on . This prolonged mixing time is .used t o allow r~moval of cells inadvertently injured during the tagging procedure . The t ota1
5
ladiation dose delivered per astronaut, for the entire Cr red blood cell mass detennination series, is about 84.8 mrem. 
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All srunples are count ed in an automatic scintillation 
well detector us ing a pulse heighr>o/1al yzing scaler 
t o separate t he

5
1nergy peaks of I - ( . 03 '5 - .027)) 

from t hat of Cr (0.323). Sufficient count s ar e col
l ected to r e ducr th~ counting er n 1r tn less than 0 . 5 
percent. For cuch astr onaut t he precii~ted norr.ial red 
cell mass and plasma volume !31 derived from t11e nomo
gram of Hidalgo et al, for I human serum albwuin 
blood volume (B. V.). Preflight weights and heights 
are used in de termining the blood volumes from the 
nomogram. 

c . Schedule of data collection 

B. Metabolic 

1. Purpose 

Pre-experimental 
Experimental 
Post-experimental 

-14, -6, -1 days 
ll/7 days 
ASAP, +7, +14 days 

The purpose of the Saturn IVB experiment i s twof old: 
first, t o determine if man's metabolic effectiveness in 
doing mechanical work is progressibely altered by the ex
posure to the space environment; and, to determine the 
metabolic cost of identical o~rational activities when 
man is deprived of the benefits of earth gravity as compar ed 

to the cost on earth. 

Much is known about the relationships between the rate of 
doing work utilizing muscular effort and the expenditure of 
energy in chemical processes which make possible muscular 
contraction. Thus far, all of this informat i on pertains t o 
measurements done on the surface of the earth and under the 
influence of the f orce of gravity; a force which grossly 
modifie s the requirements f or energy expenditure by actinr, 
on the mass of the body and requiring compensat ory muscular 
efforts t o maintain body posture and mobility in the gravi
tational field. 

When the force of gravity is absent, as during weightless 
flight, it might be presumed that t he rate of expenditure 
of metabolic energy will be reduced. In fact, one mie;ht 
predict that the musc le systems which have developed in 
response t o the gravitational f orce would atrophy and weaken. 

Evidence for this stems fran the well-l:nown observations 
that human subjects who remain immobile and do not use 
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their "anti -gravity muscles" do experi~nce some l oss of 

muscle mass and mus ch' s trength . Crude measurements •)f 

metabolic rates in GP. mini astronauts have suggested t i:n.t 

the rate of energy exp(:'ndi ture is be l ow th<> predi r:-tP<l 2e\ •' l. 

Thus, i t appears that the r e stini:; rne t aboli c rates wi lJ b·.· 

somewhat less under wei~htlessnes s -::ondi tions than !:e r.: L'l1 

eart h. I t follows al so . then, t hat it would be de s ira l·l c 

to measure maI'l' s the rmal e ffi ci ency inflight for r or.1pari snn 

with the corresponding work out puts on earth. 

To obtain this comparison, it would be necessar:,· t n r:-10us1:re 

man's metabolic ratt> as related to thi s work output . ·;'his 

can be done by measuring the metabvlic rate for mar. f , ! ' 

various work outputs using a well calibr ated t-;ork ou t.n .-t 

devi ce such as an ergometer t o provide reproducible l evels 

of work. This relationship of metabolic costs to wor~ 

output could then be compared to a simi l ar curve f o!' l c; 

earth conditions. 

The metabolic costs of doing identical tasks on earth and 

in space will be diffe r ent because t.he effects of gravity 

assist in performing a task by providing fricti0nal con+ r,c t. 

Ta.ke away the gravitational environment, deprive the sub,iec 1 

of his normal relation with fri ctional contact between t i s 

body and his work platform, ana the re s ult is that t he 

effici ency with which useful work may be pP.rformed be,'omes 

problematical. Obviously, the effecti veness with whi c:1 the 

worker is restrained and supported in the space envi.r u;m,' n t 

will affect his efficiency in doing work as compared ~ o 

doing the same work on earth. I t then appears ne C'essary !l l s .. 

that we must measure man's metabolic costs f or doing nor mal 

operational tasks using identical, or as nearly identi~al 

support as pos sible, in both flight and earth conditi ons. 

The metabolic costs of doing these tasks coul d then be compareJ 

to determine whether l arge differences exist. 

In the planning of future long duration missi on s , infor~ntion 

must be obtained r elat i ve to metabolic heat production (an 

index of the rate of conversion of chemi cal energy intc 

mechanical energy) during various phases of the mi ss i on, i . e . , 

during rest, exercise, and required mission activiti e~ . 

This information is essentail from a l ogis tic s re supply view

point and is mandatory for a r ealistic design of cnvironme ni:a1 

control systems. It is reflected in the problems of providinr 

oxygen, carbon dioxide removal systems, and provisions of 

food as the primary source of energy f or the pool of metaboli c 
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products that is converted into mechanical energy by contra. :·· ~ 1r 1 

of the muscle cells and for maintenance of all physi0lo~ical 
functions. 

To date, metabolic measurP.ment durin~ U. S . fli g!1L hns be~n 
limited t o the dete rmination of the total carbon di oxide 
production by the chenical analysis of the amount nf lith:wn 
carbonate f ormed by tr.e reaction between carbon di '.:X ide o.nd 
lithium hydroxide. This method, although of value in deter
mining average heat production rate for crewmen during spu~e 
flight, doe s not provide insight in~o transi tor:: (pea.Y.) 
energy expenditures associated with performancP ·f ·,:~ rJ.. in 
space. 

There has been a continuing ground- based program tr, ascer'.a.i1~ 

the metabolic cost of working under conditions thn.t could no~ 

precisely simulate the environment of space, but could be dor." 
with equipment and work programs resembling thosP. used in 
flight. This program has included studies to determine both 
the metabolic contribution of the pressurized spacesuit s and 
that of subgravi ty environments. The validity <,f the st· 
ground-based studies is not known and cannot l·e dete rnin·:od 
until metabolic measurements are made durins:; an nctual 3Pl- ..:r· 

mission . 

There has been defeloped~ but a.s yet not used inflighl , a 
device to measure the rate of metabolic expenditure b:/ i ndi : ec'" 
calorimetry. This method is based on the principl e tr.at t he 
rate of conversion of chemical energy in metabt1J.i zing cells 
which comprise the whole body may be estimated by men.~ 1 1 :inc 

the by-products of ~tabolism that are ca.used t o occur as a 
result of burning (oxidation) of energy producine sub s tan~es 
taken in the food, namely fa.t s, proteins, and car bohydratE:s . 
For example, the stoichiometric relationship between the oxida
tion of a combination of food products and the }!r educti on of 
carbon dioxide in the expired air can be estimated ·.vi th con
siderable accuracy. Thus, to measure the amount of carbl~ 
dioxide produced in a given peri od of time gi".·03 U..'1 es tir.-.at,, of 
the rate of oxidati on. The apparatus now deveJopeJ i s simiJar 
to the common laboratory device which meas ures the 'roh.:me p c1 r 
unit of time of expired air, and in the same instrument is pro
vided a means of chemically determining the concentration of 
carbon dioxide produced in that period of time . 

The rate of metabolism may also be estimated by measuring tl:e 
amount of oxygen utilized by metabolizing cells in a unit time . 
The energy produced by oxidation of foodstuffs by a known 
quantity of oxygen can be estimated ldth sufficient accuracy . 
Thus, measurement of oxygen utilization and application 0f 
knowledge that one liter of oxygen when burned with a combinat i i. n 
of foodstuffs in a mixed diet results in the liLerati0n of 
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approximatel y 5 kilocalories of energy provide another 

means of estimating metabolic rate. The apparatus described 

above may be used t o make both these measurements di scussed 

and therefore has been proposed f or the experiment . 

2. Equipment and instr umentati on 

a. Equipnent: 2 Calibrated bicycle ergometers, 2 flight 

gas metabolic rate devices. 

b. Instrumentation of subjects: ECG, r espiration , r ectal 

temperature. 

3. Requirements and pro~edures for collection of data 

a. Post-absorptive, same time of day. 

b . Collect 15 minutes resting data, 15 minutes exercise 

data, and Wltil H.R. returns to normal . 

c. Record ECG, respiration, and temperature continuously 

from 4 minutes before experiment t o end of experiment . 

4. Schedule of data collection 

Pre-experimental 

Experimental 
Post-experimental 

C. Bioassay of body fluids 

1. Purpose 

- 6 , -3 days 
ll/7 days 
ASAP 

It is the purpose of thes·e measur ements to determine the met'l

bolic cost of manned space flight by the analysis of b i olc·!~ical 

fluids. Results of the analyses are used as an indicati )~ o f 

astronaut physiological status. Where changes are f o'md to 

occur, efforts are made to elucidate the mechanism~ producin.

these changes and assess their significance relative to spac~ 

flight. 

The measurements are divided into three parts. The fi r st r.ar t . 

consisting of the preflight collection of two timed urine 

samples and two blood samples from each cr ewman, establisner 

the baseline values for the individual astronaut. The seccnd 
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portion of the measurements assesses the phys iological 
status of the crewmen as observed by analys is of the urine 
samples collected during flight . The final portion of t he 
measurements , utilizing a 48-hour urine s~~pling period anj 
b'l.ood samples collected immediately postfli~ht , establishes 
the rate of return to baseline preflight values. 

The biochemi cal determinations may be grouped into several 
profiles, each of which provides information concernin~ 
the effect of space flight on one or more of man 's phys i
ological systems. 

The first profile, wate r and electrolyt0 balance, i s r e lAted 
to an examination of the weight l oss which occurs during 
flight and the mechanisms involved in this loss. To t his 
end the levels of sodium, potassium and chl oride in the 
plasma are measured preflight and postflight, and tLe rates 
of excretion of these e l ectr olytes in the urine are observed 
in all three phases of the measurements. Total plasma pro
tein concentrations, measured b oth preflight and postflight, 
are. used to indicate possible depydrati on. Water int ake and 
urine output are meas ured to determine whether the primary 
loss of weight is due to sweat and insens ible losses or to 
changes in r enal function. 

To support the water and electrolyte bal ance aspects of the 
measurements and to provide an indication of mechanisms in
volved, the hormones vasopressin (antidiureti c hormone ) and 
aldosterone are measured in the urine. The production of 
antidiuretic hormone is responsive to bl ood volume changes 
in the t horax, and it is postulated that ~ as in recumbency , 
zero-G would produce an increase in the th oracic blood volume . 
This in turn would induce a decrease in the secretion of 
antidiuretic hormone and a resultant inc r ease in the ur inary 
output. 

Aldosterone, a hormone produced by the adrenal cor tex, is 
a.lso posture r esponsive and control s the r enal tubular re
absorption of sodium. Its secr etion i s decreased in r ecur:iben-::v 
and increased in an erect position. An increase in i ts 
secretion results in decreased urinary sodium, while decreased 
production results in increased urinary sodium. 

It is implicit in the above that knowledge of t otal urine 
production i s essential to an evaluation of the data. The 
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volume of urine and concentrations of the various com

ponents in it are net constant through the course of a. 

24-hour period . It would be impossibl e, therefore, to 

estimate water, electrolyte or ho·nnone output on the basis 

of a single s ample, even if the t otal volum~ of the srunple 

were known . 

The second profile involves the estimation of the physi

ological cost of maintaining a given level of perfonnance 

during space flight. This could be considered a measure 

of the effects of stress during space flight. To this 

end, two groups of hormones a.re assayed . The first, l'/

hydroxycorticosteroids, provides a measure of l ong term 

stress r esponse . The second, the catecholrunines, provides 

a measure of short term, or emergency, responses. The 

measurement of these parameters will provide us with an 

objective long term evaluation of the cost of space flight . 

With a sufficiently large sample, individual variations and 

responses will be eliminated from the evaluation. 

The . third profile constitutes a continuing evaluation of 

the effects of space flight on bone demineralization. Calcium, 

magnesium, phosphate, and hydroxyproline are measured in 

plasma and urine preflight and postflight, and are measured 

in urine obtained inflight. Changes in the status of bone 

mineralization may- be accompanied by alterations in the 

ratio of bound to unbound calcium in the plasma. Thi s rati o 

can be approximated from an estimate of plasma protein and 

calcium. It would also be anticipated that there would be 

an increase in urinary calcium, phosphate and magnesium with 

deminerali zation . In addition, demineralization of bone is 

accompanied by an increased excretion of hydroxyproline. 

This amino acid is unique to collagen. It is presumed, 

therefore, that the increased excretion of hydroxyproline 

accompanying demineralization results from a dissolution of 

the bone matrix. 

The fourth group, or profile, may be related to protein 

metabolism and tissue status . Urinary urea is prcport i ollal 

to protein intake and tissue metabolism, while alpha ~'1lino 

nitrogen increases may be related to destructive tissu0 

changes. Creatinine excreti on is a functi on of muscle 

mass, and for a given individual is essentially constant 

. over a 24-hour period irrespective of diet, urine vol ume 

or exercise. Decreases of creatinine excretion, however, 

are associated with loss of muscle tone and activity. 
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2. Equipment: Freezers for urine and blood samples~ uri~e 
collection and sample bottles, 2 pH meters, equipment 
necessary to determine specific gravity, protein, glucose 
and ketone bodies. 

3. Requirements and procedures for data collection 

a . Record time and volume of each voiding. 
b. Prior to freezing urine samples, determine pH, specific 

gravity, protein, osmolarity, glucose, and ketone bodies . 
c . Label and freeze sample. 
d. 35 cc blood. 

4. Schedule of data collection 

a. Urine: All voiding pre-experimental, experimental, and 
post-experimental for all subjects. 

b. Blood: Same collection as f or hematol ogy. 

D. Calcium balance 

1. Purpose 

·Assessment of the alteration in muscul oskel etal status during 
orbital space flight is the primary objective of this Satur n 
IVB experiment. Concomitant objectives are evaluation of 
water, electrolyte, and possible steroid changes. 

Investigators have l ong recognized that chronic confinement 
may result in metabolic alterations such as l osses of calcium 
and phosphorus to the point of osteoperosis, urinary tract 
stone formation, and l oss of muscle mass and strength . 
Several bedrest-immobilization studies have shown that in 
healthy young adults urinary calcium excretion increases 
two-to threefold within five weeks after confinement. The 
same individuals may enter into a state of negati ve nitroge~ 
balance (output exceeds intake ) . Quantitative Xra;,· studi es 
of the bones have demonstrated concomitant demi neraJizati on 
with bedrest-immobilization. 

The preceding observations have led some investigators t o pre
dict that prolonged exposure to both confinement and weight
lessness during space flight can eventually produce deleter i ous 
alterations in the physiological and biochemical integrity 
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of the flight crew. As of the time of preparation of 

this form, Gemini pre- and postflight Xrays have susp;estei 

loss of mineral from peripheral bones, and the Gemini M- 7 

experiment has demonstrated a trend f or nqrati ve metabolism 

changc-·s which may have been ameliorated by inf light exercise. 

The proposed experiment is designed to provide data which 

will define more specifically the problem of bone and muscle 

catabolism and its magnitude. The results will provide 

further evidence bearing on the effects of prolonBed ex

posure to combined confinement and weigr:tlPSSr.f:':s . T f 

significant metabolic change s take placP. , they will JJ•' rnit: 

an educated extrapolation 0f thP o.lterations t o be expe~t.ed 

on l onger flights and will stimulate efforts t o devise 

methods or procedures to counteract or amelicrate these 

undesirable effects. The Saturn IVB experiment will examir:e 

changes over periods of 30 t o 45 days of flight and the in

fluence of ope rational and controlled physiological procedur-';· 

(i.e., exercise) on these changes . 

Sever untoward effects are not expected during the Saturn 

IVB missions ; however, it is mandatory that factual d~~a 

on a sufficient population and over increasing fligr.t 

duration be collected if data a!·e to be available t o predic · 

fligh t safety of longer missions and to develop w1d +~st 

.preventive measures which may ameliorate the degr ee a~d 

duration of mineraJ and nitrogen depletion . Theref >re ~ it i~ 

the purpose of this inflight experiment to prcvid(: , ;;i t hin 

the lirni ts of ore rational constraints and without ,ieopard.i:· ir.I'~ 

the safe ty of the crew, data on calcium, ni troeen, l':::.':·ct~ · ..:> 1 yc. . 

and steroid excretion during prolon~ed space missi ons . r:-.c 

information collected will be compared with pre- and post

flight ground based control data collected on the cr ew. 

2. Requirements and procedures for collection of data 

a. Special f ormula food starting 5 days before experimental 

period f or all subjects. 
b. Ea.ch subject to be we ighed daily after emptying bludd ~'r 

in morning. 
c. Complete record of f ood and wate r intake . 

d. All urine samples (see bioa.ssa.y of body fluids, sectirn 

V.D.) and feces to be collected. 

3. Schedule for collecti on of data 

Daily from -10 days to +10 days. 
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E. none demine~alization 

1: Purpose 

(See purpose, section V.D.) 

2. Equipment: Xray machine. 

3. Requirements and procedure s for collection of da ta: Xray 
of hand and f oot . 

4. Schedul~ of data collection 

Pre-experimental 
Experimental 

Post-eXJ>erimental 

-10 , - 3, -1 days for all sub j l' ~ ts 
At 30 days of experimental r er iod 

for all ~ontrol subjects 
+l, +4 days, +2 weeks 
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VI . General requi r ements 

A. Initiation and completion dates 

B. · M:>C assistance 



Wallace O. Fenn 

INTRODUCTION 

4th draft 
7/19/66 

Man can survive in spite of large variations in the composition and 

pressure of the inspired air, the partial pressures of oxygen and 

carbon dioxide being the most critical. The optimum composition is 

not necessarily the same for launch, re-entry, in-flight maintenance, 

or extra· - vehicular activities. The selection of the best mixture is 

( 

also complicated by engineering and environmental factors not directly 

related to the physiology of the astronaut. This chapter will endeavor 

to consider all of these factors, with special reference to the physiology 

of the man himself. The particular problem of the best partial pressure 

of oxygen is considered elsewhere in this report. The Connnittee recom-

mends that for prolonged use the oxygen tension of the inspired gas in 

the space ship should be no higher than that found in air at sea level 

when both atmospheres are saturated with water vapor at 37°C. Starting 

with this as a · basis, the amount and nature of the inert gas to be added 

must be decided. We hope to predict on the basis of the information 

now available just what the physiological risks may be and what 

emergencies might be encountered in a space mission with different 

gases in the various circumstances. 

PHYSIOLOGY OF THE INERT GASES 

Before considering the advantages and disadvantages of adding inert 

gases to the atmosphere of the space capsule a brief review of the 

physiology of the inert gases is in order. Under normal conditions 

the only inert gas of any importance is nitrogen. 

I) 
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Nitrogen gas, when inhaled, can always be recovered as nitrogen 
j 

gas either in the excreta or the expired air. It can, however, have 

some physiological effects even at the concentration found in air. 

In a sufficiently high concentration of 3 or more atmospheres it has a 

narcotic effect . that is well recognized by deep-sea divers and has 

been demonstrated in many laboratorystudies. Synapses are more sensitive 

to nitrogen narcosis than isolated nerves and muscles (Marshall, 1951). 

In Drosophila, at least, high pressures of nitrogen are more narcotic 

in the presence of 1 atm than in 1/5 atm of oxygen. (Fenn . 1965) The same is true 

of xenon and argon but helium has a narcotic effect only in very high 

concentrations. Similarly, the inhibitory effect of the narcotic inert 

gases on the growth of Streptococcus faecalis is greater in the presence 

of 1 a tm of oxygen than in a strictly anaerobic environment (Fenn, 

unpublished observations). Mice and men are more sensitive to nitrogen 

narcosis than paramecia and insects, possibly because the co2 tension is 

higher in mannnals. 

Nitrogen narcosis is attributed to the physical effect of a suf-

ficient number of molecules of N2 in solution in the water, proteins, 

or lipids of the body cells, especially those in the brain. This 

narcotic state develops very quickly, apparently as soon as a threshold 

concentration of nitrogen in the tissues is attained, and without any 

time factor that anyone hasyet measured . There may be secondary 

effects that depend upon the product of time and concentration, but if 

so, they have not yet been identified. Such secondary results might 

even affect the life-span or any of the physiolog ical processes in the 

body, but there is no evidence yet of any such effects . There is also 
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no evidence of adaptation to high concentrations of nitrogen, although 

the development of increased tolerance to some other narcotics has been 

demonstrated. So fa r as we know now, the body reacts to a second 

exposure to high p r essur es of nitrogen exactly as it does to its first 

exposure, with neither increased tolerance nor increased sensitivity. 

There is at present no good evidence that the nitrogen which we 

inhale plays any essential role. At least for short periods of a few 

weeks men and other animals tolerate a nitrogen-free atmosphere without 

any untoward effects so long as the oxygen tension does not exceed the 

normal value. Fruit flies have also tolerated such nitrogen-free 

environments without obvious decrement in their life span. In 

Neurospora, however, Schreiner et al . (1962) have shown that growth 

is accelerated when helium is substituted for nitrogen; the growth 

rates were inversely proportional to the square r oots of the molecular 

weights of the gases. Under high pressures nitrogen was unusual in 

being less inhibitory to growth than helium (Schreiner, 1965). These 

experiments do suggest that even at 0.8 atm pr essure the inert gases 

may have some effect. 

It was reported by Volskii (1960) and confirmed at least partially 

by Allen (1963) that chick embryos do not hatch normally if the nitrogen 

of the air is r eplaced by helium. This conclusion,however, was not 

confirmed by further wo r k in the Soviet Union by Savin (1965), who 

reported that development was normal provided the eggs were properiy 

car ed for. It is doubtful at present, therefore, whether any effect 

of sea-level nitrogen can be deduced from this work. Further, South 

and Cook (1954) reported some inhibition of oxygen consumption and 
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some acceleration of anaer obic glycolysis of marrnnalian tissue slices by 

N2 compared to helium at 0.8 atm, _ but recent efforts by Rodgers (1966) 

failed to confirm these findings. Finally, MacHattie and Rahn (1960) 

have raised a litter of mice successfully at 1/5 atm of 100 per cent 

oxygen without ever permitting any significant amounts of N2 to enter 

the lung. Again, there remains no reliable evidence that sea- level 

N
2 

is physiologically active. 

REASONS FOR AND AGAINST INCLUSION OF INERT GASES IN SPACE CAPSULES 

Advantages of including inert gases are: 

1 . Less danger of fire, 

z:-- Atelectasis of the lung inhibited, 

3. Possible but still unproved effects of low pressures of 

nitrogen for long per iods, 

4. Engineering requirements for the ventilation system. 

rhe disadvantages of including inert gases are: 

1. A double monitoring system needed to stabilize the atmosphere, 

2. Extra cost of carrying a supply of inert gas to replace gas 

lost by l eakage, 

3. Danger of developing the bends. 

These arguments will be considered in turn, beginning with the factor 

considered by the Committee to be of first importance: the danger of 

fire. 

ADVANTAGES OF ADDING INERT GAS 

1 . Inert gases and the haaards of fire. It seems to be impossible to 

rule out comple tely the danger of fire in a space capsule . It i s possible, \ 
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~ 
however, to reduce substa+tially the chances of a dangerous fire 

withou~ seriously incapacitating the astronaut. Unfortunately, for 

engineering reasons, it is desirable to reduce the 

total cabin pressure so that the percentage of oxygen is increased, 

perhaps to 100 per cent, and this increases the fire hazard (Clamann, 

1965; Hall and Fang, 1963; Roth, 1964). In a pure oxygen atmosphere 

at 5 psi, fires have burned with unexpected speed, so that the temperature 

rises very quickly to very high levels. At a sufficient temperature 

even stainless steel will burn (Parker~ al., 1964). Under such 

circumstances the usual fire-fighting methods are useless. In a space 

capsule the process is to some extent self-limiting if the o
2 

supply is 

automatically turned off, because there is a limited supply of oxygen 

and when that is used up the fire will stop. In the meantime, however , 

very high t emper atures and pressures have been genera ted and .. . 

noxious gases may be produced. Event~ develop so rapidly 

tha t there may be hardly time to institute any fire-fighting procedures 

and even less to get into a space suit. It is extremely doubtful that 

an as tronaut could survive if the fire started in a shirt-sleeve 

situation. 

To our knowledge there have been no serious efforts to incorporate 

in space vehic les appropriate methods for fighting oxygen fires, and 

without them, the situation is hazardous for the astronaut. Apparently 

the only method now envisaged is to decompress the whole capsule 

immediate ly (Space Science Board, 1965), and this is a safe procedure 

only if the astronauts are al ready in their space suits. If the 

atmosphere is dumped promptly enough, a single astronaut, in his suit , 
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might conceivably be able to cool the burned location and recompress 

the capsule quickly enough to permit the resuscitation of his anoxic 

comrades, but the chances of success in such a venture seem very slim 

indeed. Several fires have a lready developed in simulated space flights 

despite precautions which seemed adequate at the time. It is perhaps 

impossible to anticipate every contingency; any local heating from 

electrical apparatus, meteoroid impact, inadvertent focusing of the 

I 
suns rays, or electrostatic spark might start a fire. 

In a gravity- free envi ronment the danger of 

fire is somewhat diminished because there is no convection to bring a 

fresh supply of oxygen to the flame, and the available oxygen may be 

largely replaced by carbon dioxide and water vapor. Under such con-

ditions a candle burns with a small, round flame rather than the 

familiar elongated flame (Clamann, 1965). Tests in gravity-free 

parabolic airplane flights have shown, however, that the candle, at 

100 per cent o2 in 5 psi, is not extinguished thereby, at least not 

in the short period of weightlessness (28 sec) avai l ab l e for such 

experiments (Hall, 1964). This gravity-free factor is naturally most 

effective in a completely static atmosphere; it may be supposed that 

in a space vehicle the currents of gas produced by the ventilating 

system, and the movements of the astronauts in their efforts to escape 

--- -·-

from or to extinguish the fire, might stir up the atmosphere sufficiently 

to neutralize the protective effect of the gravity-free environment. 

On the who l e, more studies of fires in such an environment would be 

exceedingly helpful in appraising the fire hazards to be expected. 

Every possible precaution should be taken to minimize the chance of 

ignition, to slow the rate of burning and to insta ll in the vehicle the 
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most effective fire extinguishing measures. One method that might be 

cons i dered is a stream of any inert gas, since even helium is as "heavy" 

as carbon dioxide in a gravity- free situation and much less toxic. 

Quick automatic pressurization of the whole capsul e (up to its maximum 

pressure tolerance) with nitrogen might also permit use of more 

familiar f ire-fighting methods and reduce the conflagration t o 

manageable dimensions. 

An excellent and very comprehensive review of fire hazards and 

methods of ext ingui shing fires has been made by Roth (1964), but 

several fires have occurred more recent l y and the danger of fire 

mi ght now be given even more weight than the author gave it at tha t 

time. Since that report, further studies have been made by Parker et 

.!!l· (1964) and Huggett et .!!l· (1964, 1965) . All of these and other 

authors agree that the presence of an inert gas and a decrease in 

oxygen partial pressure slow the rate of burning and the energy 

required for ignition, a lthough the results vary somewhat with 

different combustible material s . Helium and nitrogen appear to be 

the inert gases of choice, a lthough neon might serve equally well . 

Hel ium requires less ignition energy than nitrogen, but nitrogen 

seems more effective in retarding the spread of fire in spite of the 

higher thermal conductivity of the helium. On the whol e, nitrogen 

seems slightly preferable. A jet of nitrogen gas mixed with water 

could be effec tive by cooling the burning surface and surrounding the 

flame with oxygen-free water vapor and nitrogen. Water shoul d not be 

used for this purpose, however, without due consideration of the damage 

to the lung that results from inhaling hot steam at a temperature which 
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would be innocuous in a dry gas. Pressurization wi th nitrogen could 

be continued to the limit of the pressure tolerance of the vehicle 

without physiological hazards. Meanwhile, the fire itself would 

reduce the oxygen tension if the cabin supply were turned off, and 

the astronauts could use oxygen masks from a separate system. 

Whatever method proves most feasible, this Committee strongly recommends 

that a fire extinguishing system be installed in space vehicles. 

Mention should be made also of the possibility of fire in a space 

suit ventilated by oxygen. One such fire has already been experienced 

from a disable~~' 1965), One 

would conclude that a suit should be ventilated with water or nitrogen 

during an ejection 

rather than a combustible mixture. 

2. Prevention of ate lectas i s by inert gases. The physiology of 

atelectasis is considered in more detail in Working ~aper A4 [Permutt] . 

Here it is only necessary to state that even in normal breathing any 

small branch of the airway may become occluded by fluid or mucus, 

thus trapping some gas beyond that point. If that gas contains only 

o
2 

and co
2 

it is absorbed by the blood within a few minutes, and that 

part of the airway wil l collapse gas-free. If the collapse is suf-

ficiently widespread it can be detected as a decrease in the vital 

capacity, a condition often observed in aviators breathing 100 per 

cent oxygen mixtures (Ernsting, 1960; 1965). This collapse can usually 

be opened up again easily by a few deep breaths, but it may last for 24 

hours in spite of all efforts to correct it (DuBois~~., 1966). 

Trapped gas of this sort disappears more rapidly at high a ltitudes or 

low pressures because there is less gas to absorb . The tendency toward 
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trapping of gas is also favored by breathing at low lung volumes and by 

exposure to high G forces. The presence of any inert gas greatly delays 

the absorption of trapped gas. Owing to its l ower solubility, helium 

provides more delay than nitrogen. In general, trapped gas disappears 

rapidly a t first but soon much more slowly and at a constant composition. 

At this point every gas in the mixture attains a concentration just 

enough higher than that in the venous blood entering the lung so that 

it is absorbed at a rat e proportional to its own percentage concentration 

:r'hus,, the .composition of the trapped gas re):Uains constant 

after this point, until a ll the gas has disappeared (Rahn and Farhi, 

1963). Such a telectatic areas are useless for gas exchange and tend 

to lower the oxygen saturation of the arterial blood. 

A similar situation obtains in the inner ear. Astronauts breathing 

100 per cent oxygen mixtures find it necessary to clear their ears 

frequently, and may even have to be awakened at ·interva ls during the 

night for that purpose. While neither of these effects is usually very 

serious, it is at least an annoyance and can be avoided by even small 

amounts of any inert gas. 

3. Possible effects of low pre ssures of nitrogen for long periods . This 

problem has already been discussed and it is evident tha t further experi

ments are required. To determine conclusively whether any such effects 

exist, it would be necessary to keep animals in a nitrogen-free atmosphere 

at nor ma l oxygen pressures for their full life span, or for several 

generations. It woul d also be useful to carry out this experiment at 

different oxygen tensions to discover whether the life span is longest 

at the oxygen tension of air or at some slightly higher or lower tension. 
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In Drosophila, at least (Fenn, unpublished observations), the partial 

pressure of air seems to be optimum, although there are probably no 

statistically significant differences between 0.1 and 0.25 atm. It is 

well known, however, that nitrogen does have physiological effects at 

higher pressure s and an extrapolation to a pressure for no-effect is 

subject to considerable error. Lacking good evidence to the contrary, 

therefore, it might be wise to include some nitrogen in the cabin 

atmosphere; from this point of view, a non-narcotic gas like helium 

would not be expected to serve the same purpose .. 

4. Engineering reguirements for the ventilation system. It is reported 

that the we ight of the blower needed for ventilation in the capsule 

increases markedly with decrease in pressure. A study carried out by 

Parker et 21_. (1964) indicates that the total required weight of the 

capsule reaches a minimum at a pressure of about 7.5 psi rather than 

3.5 psi. It is thus for weight considerations that engineers have 

reconnnended the inclusion of an inert gas. If other ways of cooling 
I 

could be found to avoid this large weight penalty, the conc lusion might 

be quite different . 

DISADVANTAGES OF ADDING INERT GAS 

The principal disadvantage of including an inert ga s is that it seems to 

be an unnece ssary added expense. It require s a store of nitrogen or 

helium large enough to r eplace all the inert gas lost by leakage, an 

amount tha t could equal 30 per cent of the oxygen consumed by the 

astronaut. Total weight is thus greatly increased and a double monitoring 

system, with an oxygen sensor to keep the po2 cons t ant and a total 

pres sure system to control the addition of iner t gas , is a lso required. 

This, of cour se , can easily be done but it does add to the tota l we i ght 

a nd the tota l cos t. 
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The only real physiological disadvantage to the inclusion of an 

inert gas is the danger of producing bends when the pressure is reduced 

for extra-vehicular activities. This danger could, of cours~, be 

reduced by breathing 100 per cent oxygen for 3 hr before making the 

transition from, say, 7 psi of a 50-50 nitrogen-oxygen mixture to 

3.5 psi of 100 per cent oxygen. One would expect this procedure to be 

reasonably safe since the total pressure is not reduced to less than 

about 60 per cent of the inert gas pressure, but in practice it has 

been found that about 5 per cent of the astronauts do develop bends 

under these conditions (Parker, ~~.,1964). Most cases of the bends 

could be treated satisfactorily by returning the victim to the original 

atmosphere at 7 psi until more of the nitrogen could be removed by more 

prolonged breathing of pure oxygen, but the bends sometimes lead to 

difficulties not easi l y treated in a space capsule. 

It might be pointed out also that with a pressure lower than 7 psi, 

the tendency to develop the bends on launch is increased if the prelimi

nary period of de-nitrogenation by breathing oxygen were not continued 

for the full 3 hours usually considered necessary. This might be listed, 

therefore, as one of the advantages rather than a disadvantage of including 

an inert gas in the capsule atmosphere. 

This Committee believes that the advantages of including an inert gas 

definitely outweigh the disadvantages, and strongly recommends an inert 

gas-oxygen mixture for long term flights . The only problem remaining 

then, is the selection of a suitable gas for this purpose, and the 

determination of the optimum pressure of the chosen gas . 



SELECTION OF BEST INERT GAS FOR USE IN SPACE SHIPS 

There is no apparent reason to use any gas other than nitrogen. There 

are certainly no advantages to argon, xenon or SF
6

, and not enough is 

known as yet about the physiological effects of neon. If absence of Nz 

(as such) is likely to be a hazard for long term flights, then helium 

presumably could not be a substitute. Nitrogen is somewhat better than 

helium in controlling fires. Helium, on the other hand, is said to be 

less likely to cause bends since its low solubility and more rapid 

diffusion should permit more rapid elimination from the body. This 

notion is not borne out in the experience of divers, however. (See 

Roth, 1965, for references.) Helium is certainly non-toxic and has 

been found to be no worse than nitrogen in respect to speech intelli-

gibility at low pressures,and perhaps even slightly better because of 

the lower noise level (Cooke and Beard, 1965). 

Helium is said to be preferable to nitrogen because it does not 

lead to dangerous radioactive isotopes like carbon 14 when bombarded by 

neutrons secondary to cosmic rays impinging on the capsule or its 

contents (Bond, 1963). This, however, seems a minor consideration since 

there is more nitrogen in one adult man than in a cabin atmosphere, and 

there are so many other ways , even in a helium-oxygen atmosphere, by 

which radiation can cause damage to man. Nitrogen also offers a better 

substitute than helium for the formation of ions in the space cabin 

atmosphere . Such ions have been considered beneficial, but the evidence 

is that there will be more than enough at the expected radiation levels 

with either inert gas (Clamann, 1965). 
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It has been calculated that under certain conditions the extra 

weight required to store the necessary amount of inert gas is appre

ciably less for helium than for nitrogen. Apart from such engineering 

considerations) N2 seems somewhat preferable to helium. Since N2 has 

more narcotic effect than He at high pressures) it may well have a small 

effect at low pressures; and since the body is adapted to the presence 

of N2J this small effect might be important. Admittedly) no evidence 

of such an effect has yet been demonstrated in man. 

A preference for helium has been mentioned on the grounds that it 

delays the absorption of trapped gas in the lung longer than nitrogen? 

but either gas provides so much delay relative to 100 per cent oxygen 

that the slower absorption of helium is probably not significant. 

Helium may also be less likely to cause bends . On the other handJ 

nitrogen has been recommended because it provides more protection 

against ionizing radiation. (This is based on the experiments of Ebert 

et al. (1958) who found that relatively high pressures of the inert 

gases protected bean r oots against damage from ionizing radiation~nitrogen 

being more effective in this respect than helium. A similar protection has been 

observed in Drosophi l a (Chang et al . Jl959).) This protection actual ly seems 

to represent an elimination of the potentiating effect of oxygenJ and it is 

supposed that the inert gases act by somehow displacing oxygen from combina

tion on some site where it can effectively enhance the damage from radiation. 

StillJ the protection afforded by either nitrogen or helium at pressures of 

less than 1 atm appears to be negligible and thus provides no basis for 

preference. 

In conclusionJ it is suggested that nitrogen is somewhat better than 

helium as an inert gas to be added to the necessary oxygen in the cabin 

atmosphere. A pressure of 2 or 3 psi is suggested as a reasonable concentration. 
I 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Students and faculty in many departments at M.I.T. are conducting research 
in the areas of interface between the engineering and life sciences. 
Arising from these research interests, programs of graduate study in Engin
eering and Living Systems have developed for students wishing to pursue a 
career in this rapidly evolving field. The spectrum of academic and 
research programs is extremely broad, ranging from basic physiologic 
studies to the development of new medical and biologic techniques, and the 
related engineering analysis and des ign. Each of these programs, although 
strongly interdisciplinary in nature, is firmly rooted in the engineering 
or biological discipline within which it developed. 

II. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 

Presented in the following is a summary of some of the major ELS research 
efforts at M.I.T. These listings are set forth according to the adminis
trative structure under which the research is being carried out, and thus 
include departmentnlly-b<lsed studies as well as those being conducted in 
interdepartmental facilities. From this brief description, whi~h is nec
essarily incomp lPte , it shoul<l be evident that faculty interests have con
siJerable breadth and flexibility. It will also be apparent to the reader 
that virtually all of these studies are carried out cooperatively, with 
active collaboration by faculty of the medical schools in the Boston area 
and the affiliated teaching hospitals. 

A. Departmental Research: 

Aeronautics and Astronautics. The complexity of advanced vehicles 
for transportation on or near the earth's surface, as well as in outer space 
or beneath the sea, places enormous demands on the man-machine interactions 
associated with piloting these vehicles. 

In the Man-Vehicle Control Laboratory, the techniques of control theory are 
applied to analytical and experimental investigations of the biological 
control systems which enable humans to maintain themselves or a vehicle in a 
desired orientation in space. Flight simulators and a hybrid computer are 
used to study the dynamics of man-vehicle configurations and biological con
trol systems. The research is directed by Professors Y. T. Li, Laurence R. 
Young, and Jacob L. Meiry, working with medical colleagues at the Massachu
setts Eye and Ear Infirmary. 

The research may be divided into three areas: engineering descriptions of 
the basic biological subsystems, development of general models for the human 
operator as an element in the control system of multiple-loop, time-varying 
vehicle orientation systems, and finally application of these models to 
selected vehicle control problems. 
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i) Biological Subsystems. 

Our research in this area concentrates on the analysis of human 
sensors as control elements which transmit information to the 
human operator. Earlier research on th e eye movement tracking 
system viewed as a sampled data system has led to further 
studies of details of the visual control system and the sampling 
of visual information. More emphasis lately has been placed on 
models of the vestibular sys tem. Control models for the semi
circular canals anrl. otoliths were based on the subject output 
measurements (subjective sensation or eye movement). Both 
normal and labyrinthine de fective subjects have been tested in 
our rotation and translation motion simulators. 

The physical properties of the vestibular system and its fluids 
are being investigated to determj_ne an analytical model of the 
system. The theoretical response of the semicircular cana.ls to 
caloric stimulation, angular rotation and linear acceleration is 
evaluated and compared to existinr. experimental data. 

ii) Human Operator Models. 

In the deve lopment of models of the hyman operator for use in 
system design, our work has concentrated on descriptions of the 
human as an adaptive controller, multi-loop characteristics, 
optimal control applications, and the effects of vehicle motions 
on the ability of pilots to retain control for a wide variety of 
vehicle dynamics. The non-sta tionary and nonlinear behavior of 
men involved in complex tracking tasks is of particular interest 
to us. A stochastic model of learning behavior in manual control 
tasks has been developed recently. 

iii) Vehicle and Display Applications. 

A number of vehicle control applications problems are studied 
in the Laboratory, all of which bring out some particularly 
interesting aspect of the operator's control, and are intended to 
tie in with the more basic research performed on the biological 
subsystems and human operator models. Our 2-axis flight simu
lator and hybrid computer have been used to study helicopter 
hovering, manual control of a flexible booster vehicle, aircraft 
blind landings, a narrow vehicle for high traffic permeability, 
human and automatic bicycle stabilization, and phase plane dis
plays incorporating optimal switching lines for higher than 
second order systems. Some recent effort has concentrated on 
development of a vehicle "three-dimensional display" on a CRT by 
linking to head movement. 

Chemical Engineering. A series of studies on the properties of 
biological fluids and their interaction with natural and synthetic sur
faces are being carried out under the direction of Professors E. W, Merrill, 
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E. R. Gilliland, T. K. Sherwood, K. A. Smith, and L. B, Evans, These inves
tigations are being conducted in collaboration with staff members of the 
Massachusetts General Hospital, Children's Hospital Medical Center, Beth 
Israel Hospital, and The Retina Foundation. 

i) Rheology of Human Blood, 

A study of non-Newtonian rheology of human blood with reference to 
the interaction of cellular elements and plasma proteins, and the 
physiological relevance of these rheological characteristics to 
mammalian microcirculation. 

ii) Interfacial Phenomena Related to Plasma Proteins, Lipids, and 
Biological Polysaccharides. 

Studies of interfacial tension between saline solutions containing 
proteins, lipids, and/or polysaccharides, and air, immiscible 
liquids, and non-wetting solids. Emphasis on alveolar function and 
its abnormalities, as in hyaline membrane disease, and problems 
related to blood denaturation, as in direct oxygenation, divers' 
"bends," and evolution of cholesterol plaques. 

iii) Membrane Transport/Polymer Structure and Properties. 

Study of permeability of membranes to oxygen and carbon dioxide, 
and to blood solutes as urea, with special references to blood 
dialysis for chronic uremia (the artificial kidney) and to gas 
exchange during heart surgery (heart-lung machines). 

iv) Antithrombogenic Membranes and Surfaces. 

The chemical modification of surfaces, particularly membrane sur
faces, so that human blood in contact with these surfaces is not 
denatured nor incited to clot by activation of either platelets 
or fibrinogen. 

v) Viscoelastic Properties of Hyaluronates. 

Basic study of the hyaluronates in steady and oscillatory Couette 
shear with reference to physiological function of hyaluronates in 
synovial fluid, vitreous humor and body tissues, 

vi) Fluid Mechanics/Mass Transport. 

Application of fluid mechanics to the design of extracorporeal 
circuits for blood oxygenation and blood dialysis. 

Electrical Engineering. The biological studies led by the 
Electrical Engineering faculty have centered around two major areas; neuro
physiology and the communications sciences, and research on biological 
effects of high energy radiation, The first of these inv~stigative areas 
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falls within the framework of the interdepartmental Research Laboratory of 
Electronics, and is summarized in the paragraphs describing that facility. 

i) High Energy Radiation Studies. 

This work is carried out in the High Voltage Research Laboratory of 
the Department of Electrical Engineering under the direction of 
Professor J. G. Trump and ~tr. K. A. Wright. Investigations are 
focused on the engineering of intense sources of megavolt elec
trons and X-rays, on clarifying the physical properties of these 
new forms of energy, and on studying their effects on a variety 
of living and non-living systems. One important aspect of this 
investigative effort involves the treatment, in cooperation with 
physicians of the Lahey Clinic Foundation, of patients with 
malignant disease using new advanced methods of localizing the 
ionizing energy. The preservation of bone, nerve, and arterial 
tissue by radiation is also studied with the coooperation of 
several university hospitals. The Laboratory has unique high 
energy radiation and research facilities, located in a separate 
building adjacent to the M.I.T. campus. 

Mechanical Engineering. Within the Department of Mechanical 
Engineering there is a broad area of research on various topics relating to 
engineering and living systems. These studies involve faculty and students 
in the Divisions of Design, Fluid Mechanics, and Materials. Most of the 
investigations are carried out in the Engineering Projects Laboratory--a 
major departmental facility providing space and instrumentation for a wide 
range of research requirements. 

i) Sensory Aids for the Blind. 

For the past five years, Professors D. M. Baumann, w. R. Ferrell, 
R. W. Mann and T. B. Sheridan have been supervising graduate 
theses in a coherent program of research and development directed 
towards improving the access of the blind (and deaf-blind) to the 
printed page and to enhancing the mobility of blind travelers. 
The communications aspect of the program has included research on 
perception by the blind of variously coded and displayed informa
tion, as well as on the design of experimental apparatus with 
which to conduct the research. Studies thus far have included 
machine coding of typed information into forms, such as Braille, 
which are perceivable by the blind, automated presentation and 
typing of Braille, and translation by computer of English texts 
into Braille. Mobility research for the blind has included a 
number of studies on characterizing and quantifying the temporal 
relationships of the blind traveler to his environment and its 
obstacles as he negotiates it with various existing experimental 
and hypothetical guidance devices, In addition to continued 
development of hand-held guidance aids, much of the current effort 
is focused on various aspects of a proposed mobility aid simula~ 
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tion and evaluation system. Using the data-marshalling power of 
a central digital computer, an instrumented object space is 
planned which will include monitoring devices and t e lemetry for 
the traveler-probes. With this system, various guidance schemes 
and probe characteristics could be easily tested to provide a 
sound basis for the design of actual guidance aids, as well as 
to compare and evaluate existing mobility devices. 

ii) Biomechanics. 

Direct observation of the internal mechanics of skeletal joints 
is obscured by t he sustained, though time varying, forces 
exerted across the joints by muscle groups which, beyond exert
ing those forces necessary for overt limb motion and force 
exertion, must also provide additional connective and stance 
stabilizing forces across the j oint. Improved knowledge of 
these "specific forces" across the joint would contribute to a 
better understanding of the biomechanics of gait and of the 
pathophysiology of the changes occurring in articular cartilage 
in degenerative arthritis. 

In an effort to collect spatial and temporal data on the specific 
force or pressure distribution across the hip joint, a study is 
being conducted on the feasibility of an otherwise physiological 
but instrumented femoral head implant prosthesis. The work is 
being conducted in Mechanical Engineering (Professor Mann) in 
conjunction with the Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Massachu
setts General Hospital . 

iii) Limb Prostheses. 

A cooperative program between the Mechanical and Electrical Engin
eering Departments at M,I,T. (Professors Mann and A, Bose), and 
orthopedic surgeons at Massachusetts General Hospital, led to the 
successful demonstration of a prototype upper extremity prosthesis 
with proportional, force-compensated, angular control of the elbow 
derived from electromyographic signals from the amputee's stump. 
Current e f forts are directed toward introducing appropriate sen
sory detection, processing and display to permit more natural con
trol of the limb, Future work may include similar studies of 
terminal devices (i,e. hand) and for the lower extremity, 

iv) Ultrasonic Neural Surgery. 

In conjunction with neurosurgeons and neurophysicists at Massa
chusetts General Hospital, Mechanical Engineering students, with 
Professor Mann, have studied aspects of a technique for creating 
"trackless" lesions deep in the brain or spinal cord, without 
direct surgical intervention, Ultrasound is generated externally 
to the body; at internal foci reversible or irreversible lesions 
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are created. The procedure may be of value in the relief of 
spastic diseases such as Parkinson's and also can eliminate 
the pain a patient associates with an amputated or "phantom" 
limb. Prior work has included experimental studies of improved 
and varied sound-focusing schemes and optical devices to 
assist surgery. Current work is directed towards an understand
ing of the process by which cellular matter is destroyed upon 
absorption of ultrasonic energy, including a study of the 
acoustic properties of living grey and white brain tissue. 

v) Human Control Characteristics. 

Professors Sheridan and Ferrell and their students are engaged 
in a variety of investigations in the Man-Machine Systems Labora
tory to further quantify the behavior of man in controlling 
vehicles and dynamic processes. Current and past work includes: 

1. Study of adaptive behavior of the human operator to 
sudden and secular changes in vehicle dynamics; use of variable
parameter describing equations. 

2. Quantitative description of manipulation; study of 
direct human control of remote manipulators with long telemetry 
delays; supervisory control of manipulators having primitive 
touch or visual sensors and computation capability to execute 
simple subroutines automatically; development of touch sensor 
transducers. 

3. Experiments and mathematical modelling of control 
systems in which the input may be previewed by the human con
troller; use of optimal control theory and two-time scale algor
ithms. · 

4. Study of simple and semi-ballistic muscle response; 
correlation with electromyograms and physiological indices, 

5. Development of techniques for simulation of automobile 
driving and piloting of air, space and undersea vehicles. 

6. Methodological investigation of man-machine risk
taking and decision-making using on-line digital-analog hybrid 
computation, 

vi) Biomedical Fluid Mechanics, 

A major activity of the Fluid Mechanics Laboratory is in the 
general area of biomedical fluid mechanics, The group working 
in this area, under the direction of Professor A. H, Shapiro, 
currently comprises Dr, Colin Clark, Mr. Mark Schoenberg, and 
three graduate students, Recent and current topics of investi
gation are as follows: 
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1. Arterial Hemodynamics. Studies of the way in which 
pressure and flow vary with time and position throughout the 
arterial tree. Nonlinearities in pulse wave propagation result
ing from the mechanical properties of an elastic tube and non
linear terms in the equations of motion. Wave reflections 
resulting from mis-match of impedances associated with gradual 
and rapid longitudinal changes in cross-sectional area (including 
junctions) and the mechanical properties of the arterial wall. 
Wall friction in pulsatile flow for conditions of laminar flow, 
turbulent flow, and mixed laminar and turbulent flow. 

2. Intra-aortic Balloon Pumping. Studies of a technique 
for assisting individuals in heart failure, not involving major 
surgery, to reduce ventricular work. A balloon at the end of a 
catheter is inserted into the aorta via a major artery. It is 
inflated and def lated in such relation to the cardiac cycle as 
to assume part of the work load of the left ventricle. Current 
investigations are directed toward determining the relationships 
between the balloon motions, the pressure and flows in the sur
rounding blood, and the cycle of operation, so that the import
ant parameters and their effects are well enough understood to 
optimize a complete design before experiments with animals are 
undertaken. 

3. Peristaltic Pumpine. Studies of the mechanism by which 
material is transported by peristaltic waves in the intestines, 
in the ureter, and in mechanical pumps used for blood oxygena
tion and other purposes. A theoretical and experimental inves
tigation of the mechanism of pumping at low Reynolds numbers 
leading to means of predicting accurately the characteristic 
curves of pressure versus flow, Current studies of the mechan
ism of ureteral reflux and the manner in which bacterial infec
tion is carried from the bladder to the kidney countercurrent 
to the direction of net urine flow indicate fluid mechanical 
explanations of both reflux and retrograde diffusion of infec
tion. 

vii) Studies at the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital. 

Two studies currently underway in the Department of Surgery at 
the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital are being conducted in collabor
ation with the Department of Mechanical Engineering, This work 
is under the direction of Dr, P, A. Drinker, working with stu
dents from M.I,T, and the Harvard Medical School, 

1. The design of equipment for respiratory support of the 
critically ill or postoperative patient. In most of the deaths 
due to non-malignant disease in hospital Intensive Care Units, 
the terminal sequence usually involves a significant respiratory 
component, Design studies are being directed at the physiologic 
needs of these patients to develop equipment and techniques for 
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administering and controlling respiratory gas mixtures. These 
problems include mechanical ventilators as well as devices for 
precise mixing and humidification of gases. A self-regulating 
gas proportioner, developed as an undergraduate design project, 
is undergoing clinical trials. 

2. Flow-induced transformation or injury to the blood. 
Over the last few years there has been a rapid increase in the 
use of artificial cardiovascular devices for implantable pros
theses, as well as in extracorporeal gas exchange and dialysis 
applications. To date, most studies have been design-oriented, 
and although the hematologic disorders arising from these 
devices have long been recognized, only recently has attention 
been focused on the limiting properties of the fluid itself. 
Current studies are directed at the hydrodynamic behavior of 
the formed elements of blood, and the types and intensities of 
mechanical stresses causing damage or destruction of these 
cells. 

viii) Mechanisms of Brain Injury. 

Professor c. A. Berg has initiated research on the mechanisms 
of brain damage produced by impact on the skull. There appear 
to be three aspects of research in this area: (1) the rheology 
of the brain, (2) the mechanics of impact on the brain skull 
system, (3) the local mechanism of damage to the brain tissue. 
The first question which needs to be settled is description of 
the rheological properties of the brain, and it is on this 
question that attention will initially be focused. Microseis
mological experiments to determine rheological properties in 
vivo are being formulated, Later, the mechanics of impact and 
the local damage criteria will be taken up. 

Nuclear Engineering . A number of activities centered around 
the M. I. T. reactor form part of the Engineering and Living Systems re
search activities under the direction of Professor G. L. Brownell. For 
example, the reactor has been directly used in efforts to treat brain 
tumors by neutron capture therapy. Two students received their Ph. D. 
degrees for theses in Nuclear Engineering as a result of studies on 
neutron spectra at the medical facility and other students have partici
pated in various ways in this activity. In addition, the reactor has 
been used for activation analysis of biological samples and for the pro
duction of special isotopes to be used for biological purposes, 

A number of graduate students have participated in activities at the 
Massachusetts General Hospital Physics Research Laboratory dealing with 
uses of radioisotopes in medicine. These studies have covered a wide 
range of topics from radioisotope techniques for measurement of brain 
blood flow to studies on a medical cyclotron planned for the Hospital, 
It is likely that these cooperative efforts will increase in the future, 
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Nutrition and Food Science, A graduate program of study and 
research in Biochemical Engineering, which is jointly sponsored by the 
Departments of Biology , Chemical Engineering, and Nutrition and Food 
Science, is administered by the latter Department under the supervision 
of Professor R, I. Mateles. 

i) Microbial culture. 

One area which has been of long-term interest is continuous 
culture of micro-organisms. Recent theses on continuous cul
ture have dealt with a theoretic~! and experimental analysis 
of dynamic behavior, the kinetics of simultaneous utilization 
of several energy sources by pure culture and natural popula
tions, the measurement of unsteady state growth rates of bac
teria, and computer simulation of microbial systems, 

ii) Fermentation, 

Another area receiving increasing attention is the production 
of protein by growth of micro-organisms on suitable hydrocarbon 
or carbohydrate substrates, Work in this area deals with the 
effect of growth conditions on protein yield and amino acid 
composition, the use of thermophilic organisms to minimize 
cooling requirements, measurement of heat production during 
fermentation, determination of the mechanism by which hydro
carbon substrates are assimilated by micro-organisms, and cor
relations between gas transfer and power input in agitated 
vessels at high power inputs, 

iii) Enzyme Technology. 

While growth and fermentation problems occupy a central posi
tion, problems of enzyme purification and product recovery are 
also considered, Work in these areas at present deals with 
membrane processes for purification of macromolecules and cen
trifugal collection of small particles. 

B. Interdepartmental Laboratories and Research Centers: 

Center for Sensory Aids Evaluation and Development, While 
academic and research laboratories have demonstrated competence in the 
definition, research, and feasibility study of devices and systems to 
ameliorate the deprivation of blindness, it is clear that much psycho
physical evaluation, engineering development and redesign, and systems 
integration must be successfully accomplished if such ideas as are devel
oped are to be put to wide use for and by the blind, 

The function of the Center for Sensory Aids Evaluation and Development 
is to prosecute the delineation of genuinely useful approaches and to 
develop them until widespread utility is demonstrated, To discharge its 
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responsibilities the Center is staffed with full-time engineering and 
psychological personnel (directed by Mr. J. K. Dupress). Graduate stu
dents and M.I.T. faculty work with Center staff at the interface between 
research on ideas and processes and their evaluation and development. 

Current work includes evaluating and extending computer progranuning sys
tems and hardware by means of which retrieved type-compositors-tape is 
machine-translated to and presented in Braille. This work is designed 
so that audio outputs, when demonstrably effective, can be used. 

Experiments on several existing mobility devices are proceedin~ to iden
tify their merits and deficiencies, to develop a methodology of mobility
device evaluation and to build up the specialty instrumentation capa
bility essential to such a program. 

Clinical Research Center. The Clinical Research Center of the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology offers the opportunity for members 
of all departments t o conduct clinical investigations on normal subjects 
or patients with disease processes. The facility is administered by the 
Department of ~utrition and Food Science, and is supported by the Public 
Health Service. At present, ten subjects can be accommodated in a small 
hospital, complete with 24-hour coverage by physicians and nurses, an 
excellent diet kitchen, a laboratory capable of performing a wide variety 
of clinical examinations, a number of specialized procedure rooms, and 
supporting research laboratories. Subjects are admitted on research pro
tocols developed by any member of the faculty , in collaboration with a 
qualified physician. 

Since the Center was opened in October, 1964. a wide variety of problems 
have been investigated. Dr. Nevin S, Scrimshaw has studied protein and 
amino acid requirements of men with Drs, V. R, Young, T, J. Moore and 
J. B. Das. Interest is focused on the effect of muscular exercise and 
stress of psychological and infectious origins on protein and amino acid 
requirements. Professor H, L. Teuber and associates have studied the 
effects of brain injury in children and adults on subsequent neural 
function, Chronic radium and mesothorium poisoning has been studied by 
Dr. Robley D. Evans and associates at the Radioactivity Center. 
Professor w. A. Rosenblith and staff of the Research Laboratory of Elec
tronics are investigating the effect of behavior and sensory stimuli on 
the spectral quality of the electroencephalogram. 

Drs. s. J. Gray and s. A, Adibi have studied intestinal absorption of 
amino acids and amino acid transport across the jejunim in normal men, 
The effect of environmental lead intoxication on mental function of 
children has been studied by Dr. H, L, Hardy and associates, Dr. J, B, 
Stanbury, Director, and Dr. L, J, De Groot, Associate Director, of the 
Clinical Research Center, study endocrine physiology and inherited 
defects in hormone formation and action, 
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The goal of the Center is to offer members of the M.I.T. community faci
lities in which to develop clinical research projects related to the 
basic studies being pursued in the various departments. The Center also 
serves as a training facility for graduate students and postdoctoral 
fellows interested in metabolic diseases or other aspects of experimental 
medicine. 

Research Laboratory of Electronics. The Research Laboratory of 
Electronics provides a research environment in which faculty and students 
from eleven academic departments participate. One major aspect of the 
activities of the laboratory involves studies of communication in living 
systems. These activities are pursued in groups centered around six 
major areas of interest: communications biophysics, cognitive information 
processing, neurophysiology, linguistics, speech communications, and 
artificial intelligence. 

i) Communications Biophysics. 

The principal concern of the Communications Biophysics Group is 
a better understanding of the mechanisms and logical operations 
that underlie sensory communication, In this task the group, 
under the direction of Professor W. A. Rosenblith and W. M. 
Siebert, combines electrophysiological and behavioral (including 
main psychophysical) experimentation with data processing by 
computers and analytical methods that are related to communica
tion theory. 

A major effort of this group is directed toward studies of cod
ing and recoding of stimulus information in the neuroelectric 
activity of single units and populations of units at various 
levels of the auditory system. These studies involve descrip
tions of the statistical characteristics of firing patterns of 
units in the auditory nerve and the cochlear nucleus. In addi
tion there are continuing studies of efferent pathways, of the 
relation of firing patterns to detailed anatomical studies, of 
the mechanisms of cochlear transduction, and of inhibitory 
mechanisms in the auditory nerve. 

Psychophysical studies of hearing and of the skin sense in the 
past few years have been focused around the equalization and 
cancellation model of "bilateral unmasking." 

Several experimental programs study the ways in which potentials 
evoked by sensory stimuli are affected by an organism's state, 
In man, the variables involved range from the influence of vari
ous stages of sleep to performance on information processing 
tasks that are undertaken simultaneously with the recordings. 
In rats, aversive conditioning paradigms seem so far most mana
geable in producing replicable results, These studies have led 
to an increasing concern with the behavior of the motor system, 
and quantitative and analytical studies of the behavior of this 
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system and its componentry are being planned. Electrophysio
logical studies of conditioning in the rat have been concerned 
with changes in sensory-evoked potentials correlated with condi
tioned changes in behavior. 

This group works in close cooperation with the Eaton-Peabody 
Laboratory for Auditory Physiology at the Massachusetts Eye and 
Ear Infirmary and with neurologists at the Massachusetts General 
Hospital. 

ii) Cognitive Information Processing. 

The primary research interest of this group is in the real-time 
acquisition and processing of visual information for display to 
the visual and the nonvisual senses, and in the psychology of 
human utilization of such information, for both corranunication 
and control. The research, under the direction of Professors 
s. J. Mason, M. Eden, W. F. Schreiber, F. F. Lee, and D. E. 
Troxel, is motivated by an interest in human capabilities for 
information processing and in human information requirements. 
Applications include sensory-aid systems for the blind and the 
blind-deaf, picture transmission systems, and special informa
tion-display systems for enhancement of human performance under 
conditions of stress. 

Major projects now in progress include studies on reading 
machines, mobility aids, digital and optical picture processing, 
pattern recognition, and biological image processing. 

A reading machine system has been developed that will serve as a 
facility for further research on character recognition, special
purpose picture processing, tactile pattern perception, and 
auditory displays, including artificial speech. In its present 
form the system is capable of book-print character recognition 
and generation, at real-time rates, of an auditory "spelled 
speech" output. A later version is aimed at artificial "con
nected speech" as an auditory output and also tactile displays 
of visual material not susceptible to character recognition. 
Man-machine studies with this system will help us develop real
istic criteria for useful reading-aid systems for the blind and 
blind-deaf. 

Work on mobility aids is directed at the development of a system 
capable of simulating, in real time and space, the operation of 
a large class of mobility-aids devices. The purpose of the re
search is to determine human information requirements and human 
capabilities, as a basis for the design of useful systems, 

The picture-processing research is concerned with the digital and 
coherent-light optical processing and encoding of image informa
tion for efficient or economical transmission, subject to 
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criteria of subjective picture quality. The problem of band
width compression for image transmission, without appreciable 
loss of s ubject ive visual quality, and t he problem of picture 
processing for tactile display to a blind subject, involve 
some of the same considerations of human pattern perception 
and also some of the same techniques of processing, such as 
edge extraction. 

General pattern-recognition work involves studies of human 
visual, auditory , and tactile perception and also studies of 
automatic pattern identification. Current projects include 
studies of depth perception and optical illusions, reading 
and writing of transformed text, apparent motion, automatic 
extraction of information from printed sheet music, automatic 
p~inted-character recognition, and growth algorithms for the 
generation of complex structures, such as leaf-vein patterns. 

Biological image processing deals with the acquisition and 
analysis of visual patterns that are important in medicine and 
biology. The picture processing facilities described above 
are being used to explore the feasibility of using fully auto
matic techniques or machine aids to human classification of 
such obj ects as white cells, chromosome counting, particle 
counting, micro-autoradiographs, three-dimensional visualiza
tion of micro-anatomic structures. 

iii) Neurophysiology. 

The principal research goal of the Neurophysiology Group, work
ing under the direction of Professor J. Y. Lettvin, Professor 
P. D. Wall, and Dr. w. s. McCulloch, is to develop testable 
descriptions of sensory processes and to enlarge our under
standing of the underlying physical mechanisms. 

Several of the sensory processes have been studied intensively 
for a number of years, These include research on the physical 
and coding mechanisms of the olfactory system and analysis of 
the stimuli and firing patterns of single fibers in the frog 
optic nerve. 

The development of the Wall-Melzack theory of pain has led to a 
number of predictions concerning pain control in man which are 
now being studied, The activity of cells in the dorsal horn of 
the cat spinal cord with the animal in several different states 
has been studied and this work will be extended to the rat, 
Other related research on dorsal horn activity is being pursued 
and similar investigations of the ventral horn are planned to 
begin in a short while. 
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Physical studies of natural and synthetic membranes, based on 
a set of chemical predictions made during the last year and a 
half, are being pursued with a view to discovering the mechan
isms of nerve membrane activity. 

As a supporting activity for the research mentioned above, a 
variety of instrumentation projects have been undertaken in 
order to provide low-cost, but accurate, data processing 
devices for looking at neural events in several different ways. 

Professor B. H. Pomeranz and his students in the Department of 
Biology are conducting studies directed at neural feedback 
mechanisms involved in the control of kidney, liver, and car
dio-vascular function. Their principal research centers around 
the following electrophysiological investigations: 

1. Studies of afferent fibers from the kidney, liver and 
heart to the spinal cord and brain stem, to determine the 
physiological stimuli which produce the input of the feedback 
loop. 

2 . Studies in the spinal cord and brain stem of the inter
neurons responsible for integrating all the feedback loops with 
information from higher centers (cortex, hypothalmus, etc.). 

3. Measurements of the sympathetic nervous output of the 
autonomic nervous system, responsible for control kidney, liver 
and cardiovascular function, 11lese studies also include record
ing from the organs themselves in order to correlate neural 
output with end organ effects (e,g, blood flow to the kidney and 
liver, blood pressure, kidney concentrating ability, liver 
glucose output, etc,). 

4. Effects of stimulation of renal and cardiac efferent 
nerves in conscious dogs over periods of several years, to 
attempt to produce hypertension of heart attacks and hence test 
the hypothesis that these diseases (which cause 65% of all 
deaths) are a result of increased nervous activity d~ring 
stress. Chronic animal studies are being carried out in col
laboration with the Department of Physiology, Harvard Medical 
School. 

iv) Linguistics. 

11le Linguistics group, working under Professors N, A, Chomsky 
and M. Halle, has !on~ maintained an interest in problems that 
are common both to linguistics and to the psychology of language, 
the acoustics and physiology of speech and the study of language 
disturbances, Studies in these areas are conducted jointly with 
members of the Department of Psychology or with other groups 
within the Research Laboratory of Electronics. 
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Current studies are being conducted on the physical correlates 
of speech, on the child's acquisition of language, on bilingual
ism and its relations to the psychology of language, and on 
mathematical models of reading and writing, 

v) Speech Comnrunication. 

The general objectives of speech communication research, led by 
Professors K. N. Stevens, D, H, Klatt, A, V, Oppenheim, and 
Dr, Bernard Gold, are to further our understanding of the pro
cess of human speech generation, In particular, experimental 
studies of speech lead to a delineation of the capabilities of 
man to generate sounds that are used in language, and also to 
perceive and interpret these sounds. The goal of the research 
is to determine the inventory of the distinctive features that 
are used in the languages of the world and to understand the 
mechamisms whereby these segments and features are encoded into 
articulatory activity. 

Research is being conducted in the physiological mechanisms 
that underlie the production of speech, These are examined 
through cineradiographic studies of the supraglottal system, 
through measurements of air flows and pressures in the respira
tory system and through acoustic analysis of the sounds of 
speech. 

Inseparable from the study of how segments are encoded into 
sound is the problem of decoding the sounds of speech by a 
listener. These are being actively studied by means of simula
tion experiments, sophisticated signal processing techniques 
and psychological experimentation. 

vi) Artificial Intelligence, 

The purpose of this work, under the direction of Professor M, L, 
Minsky and Dr, s. A, Papert, is to find ways to make machines 
solve problems that are considered to require intelligence. These 
problems are usually attacked by programming computers to deal 
directly with the necessary abstractions, rather than by simu
lating hypothetical physiological and psychological mechanisms, 

Processes for recognizing visual objects by computer programs 
are being studied, These processes involve analysis of the 
visual field into objects and background. Objects are to be 
recognized by generating hypotheses and confirming them or modi
fying them by the results of selective attention to parts of the 
field and of the proposed objects, These processes will entail 
use of stereopsis and color, as well as the construction of 
abstract symbolic three-dimensional representations of the scene 
within computer memory. 
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A system that combines a computer-controlled arm and hand with a 
real-time computer-controlled visual system is bein~ constructed 
in order to study the problems involved in visual-motor co
ordination in complex manipulation tasks. This project is being 
sponsored by the Advanced Research Projects Agency with the goal 
of developing practical manipulation s ystems. It seems likely 
that some results of this work will open up avenues of more 
purely scientific interest. especially in clarifying the mechan
isms of human postural coordination. 

III. COURSES OFFERED IN ENGINEERING AND LIVING SYSTEMS 

Presented in the following is a partial list of courses given on topics 
associated with engineering and living systems. Not included here are 
the general · courses in areas such as biology. biochemistry, or physiology 
which are offered in various M.I. T. departments. For more complete in
formation the reader is referred to the General Catalogue. In addition 
to the subjects presented at M.I.T., courses at neighboring institutions 
are readily available to the graduate student. by cross-registration 
arrangements aMong the various schools. 

Department Name 

Mechanical Engineering 

" II 

Electrical Engineering 

" " 
II " 

" II 

" " 
" II 

II " 

II " 
" " 

Chemical Engineering 

Course 

2.18 

2.181J 

6~36J 

6,37T 

6.372T 

6.544J 

6,59 

6,592 

6.594 

6,595 

6 , 694J 

10,56 

Title 

Man-Hachine Systems 

See Course 16.43J 

Speech Communication 

Sensory Communication 

Introduction to Neuroelectric 
Potentials 

Heuristic Programming and 
Artificial Intelligence 

Bioelectric Signals 

Analytical Models for Human 
Processing of Sensory Inputs 

Cognitive Information Pro
cesses 

Communication Sciences Seminar 

Laboratory in the Physiology, 
Acoustics, and Perception of 
Speech 

Chemical Engineering in Medi
cine 

(continued) 



(continued) 

Department Name 

Aeronautics and Astro
nautics 

Nutrition and Food Science 
II II II II 

Nuclear Engineering 

II II 
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Course 

16.43J 

20.43 

20.47 

22.20 

22.81 

IV. GENERAL INFORMATION FOR STUDENTS 

Title 

Life Support and Human Perform
ance in Manned Systems 

Industrial Microbiology 

Biochemical Engineering 

Biological Effects of Nuclear 
Radiation 

Selected Topics in Radiation 
and Radioisotope Applications 

Graduate education at the Institute is extremely flexible, Whether a stu
dent is seeking a Master's degree, an Engineer's degree or a doctorate, he 
is permitted and encouraged to design an educational program, in consulta
tion with his faculty counselor, which will build on his educational founda
tion toward his specific goals, In the case of doctoral study and in 
special cases, for Master's degree programs, a student may request the ap
pointment of a special interdepartmental faculty committee to supervise his 
program of study and his thesis. We feel that this mode of study is parti
cularly well suited for students wishing to gain an education in ELS, It 
provides the opportunity for an optimum arrangement of subjects of instruc
tion and for the joint supervision of research work by appropriate members 
from both Engineering and the Life Sciences faculties, 

Admission to the Institute as a regular student may be gained only through 
one of the academic departments, and students usually apply to that depart
ment which most closely identifies their field of major interest and demon
strated competence , In some cases, a student considering graduate study 
may find that his interests fit equally well in two or even three M,I.T. 
departments. 

To serve as an advisory body to students in Engineering and Living Systems, 
the Dean of the School of Engineering has established a Steering Connnittee 
drawn primarily from the engineering faculty, with representatives from 
other Institute departments and academic centers. In addition to its ad
visory functions, this Committee provides an effective mechanism for inter
departmental and interorganizational communication through meetings, 
invited lectures and seminars, 

Although most opportunities for financial aid for graduate students in ELS 
are now--and will continue to be--handled through departmentally adminis
tered assistantships and traineeships, a major activity of the Committee 
is the development of additional sources of fellowship support, Specifi-
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cally, these fellowships are designed to permit study between departments 
or even institutions in areas which are not covered by other research 
funds . 

It should be evident from the foregoing that the program at M.I.T. in ELS 
is one designed primarily for graduate study . This is not to say that 
the undergraduate has been neglected or is excluded from participating. 
Rather, the undergraduate years can provide through elective courses, 
special projects and the senior thesis, many opportunities for an intro
duction to problems which may then become the focus for later graduate 
study. 

Applications for admission to the Graduate School, together with copies 
of the Institute's General Catalogue, which contains descriptions of all 
Institute requirements and subjects of instruction, may be obtained 
either from the Director of Admissions, Room 3-108, M.I.T . , or from the 
head of the department to which the student intends to apply. 

Prospective students desiring further information on the M.I.T. program 
on ELS, and those seeking special courses of graduate study which are not 
oriented towards a degree, are invited to write directly to: Dr. Philip 
A. Drinker, Executive Officer, Committee on Engineering and Living 
Sys tems, Room 3-457A, M,I.T., 77 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Massa
chusetts 02139. 
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V. THE COMMITTEE ON ENGINEERING AND LIVING SYSTEMS 

Murray Eden, Ph. D., Chairman 
Professor of Electrical Engineering 
Lecturer in Preventive Medicine, Harvard Medical School 

Philip A. Drinker, Ph. D., Executive Officer 
Lecturer in Mechanical Engineering 
Associate Staff (Surgery), Peter Bent Brigham Hospital 

Paul E. Brown, Sc. D. 
Executive Officer, Center for Advanced Engineering Study 

Gordon L. Brownell , Ph. D. 
Associate Professor of Nuclear Engineering 
Head, Physics Research Laboratory , Massachusetts General Hospital 

Leslie J. De Groot, M. D. 
Associate Professor of Experimental Medicine (Nutrition and Food Science) 
Associate Director of the M.I.T. Clinical Research Center 

Harriet L. Hardy, H. D. 
Assistant Medical Dir ector 
Head, Occupat ional Medical Service 

Robert W. Mann, Sc. D. 
Professor of ~~chanical Engineering 
Chairman of the Steering Committee, Center for Sensory Aids Evaluation 

and Development 

Edward w. Merrill, Sc. D. 
Professor of Chemical Engineering 
Consultant i n Chemical Engineering, Massachusetts General Hospital 

Erik L. Hollo-Chris tensen, Sc. D. 
Professor of Me teorology 

Bruce H. Pomeranz, M. D., Ph. D. 
Assistant Professor of Physiology (Biology) 

Walter A. Rosenbl i t h, Ing. Rad. 
Professor of Communications Biophysics (Electrical Engineering) 
Research Associate in Otology, Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary, 

and Harvard Medical School 

Albert o. Seeler, M. D. 
Professor and Head of the Medical Department 

John G. Trump, Sc. D. 
Professor of Electrical Engineering 
Committ ee on Research Policy, Lahey Clinic Foundation Inc, 

Emily L. Wick, Ph. D. 
Associate Professor of Food Chemistry (Nutrition and Food Science) 
Associate Dean of Student Affairs 
Chairman, Premedical Advisory Committee 

Laurence R. Young, Sc. D, 
Assistant Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
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1967 San Diego Biomedical Engineering Symposium 

Spomored b11: 

AIAA, San Diego 
Bio<utronautiu Section 

American Nuclear Society, 
San Diego Chapter 

California W utern 
Univer.tittl 

Human Factor1 Soclet11, 
San Diego Chapter 

IEEE, 
San Diego Section 

EMB GToup Chapter 
Computer Group Chaptn 

lmtitute of Comparative 
Biolog11 

Salk Imtitute for 
Biological Studie• 

Scrlpp• Clinic and 
Research Foundation 

San Diego Biomedical 
Re•earch I n1titute 

San Diego Counffl 
Heart A•sociation 

San Diego State College 

Simulation Councils Inc. 

U.S. Navy 
Electronic$ LaboratMIJ 

U.S . Nav11 Ho1pital 
(San Diego) 

Unlvenlty of California 
San Diego 

Socleffl of · 
Nuclear Medicine, 
So. Calif. Chapter 

Dr. Sherman P. Vinograd 
Medi cal Science &~Technical Director 
Office of Manned Space Flight, NASA 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Dr. · Vinograd: 

In reply, please address: 

Michael Hlavin 
5829 Haber Street 
San Diego, Calif. 92122 
April 14, 1967 

Just a reminder that the f'our-'page summary of the 
paper that you will present at the San Diego Bianedical 
Engineering Symposium should be in the mail by May 1. 
The summary should be in photo-ready form on the special 
model paper that was enclosed in my letter of March 13, 
1967. 

Please contact me if' you need further information 
or more model paper. Phone 277 -8900 ext . 2189. 

Sincerely, 

JMH:fkw 

Enc. 
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SIIETIMAlll P. VINOG'RAD, i·I .D. 

)irector, il·iedical Science & Technology, Space 
Medicine, Oi11SF 

niversity of ilisconsin (Zoology) -B . ~ . 
-niversity of Hisconsin Medical School-11f.D. 
,ouro Infirmary, New Orleans, La . (Internship) 
3t. !-Ia.ry's Hospital & University Hospitals, 

19lc2 
191:.6 
191:-6-4-7 

.:adison, Wis ., Residency, Internal J.;edicinP. 19'.:i0- 53 
.c.N. '"'chool of Aviation Medicine - Navy Flicht Surc;co::1 ,'.)62 

• Vinoa;rad was appointed to NASA in November 1961 o.;, c:r.ici', 1.Jiirc::-.ccd 3ic-
1edical Technological Dcvclop~ent Division . In tn~s pos.:.t~o~ !1c !1c..:l ye::;~c~
·- ibility for developing and monitorir13 biotech..'1ical r e::;cc.rcl: i::1 ::;ur;po~ o-=: 
t-he over-all aerospace medical proerom for Apollo . 

January 1963, he was made Chief, T<'li~ht Crew Medical Qr:.cr<..t.:.o::ls E:r-8.:'.".c!l 

~
·rhere, as flieht surgeon, he was rcs:;?onsiblc for review 8.."ld recc::::.endatio:::s 
n procedures concerning astronaut sclcc~ion, care, :prepc.Yatio::1, c:-.d 
nscrtion; the development of mission rules; in-flight ~cdica:.. ~onito~i~~; 

~ d nedical do.ta collection. In June 1963, he w.:::.s mo.de Assistnnt DirectcY, 
rew Systems Development; and in Nove:::nber 1963, he beco:.:e Chief of the ?r-o-
~ossional Services Branch, Directorate of Spa.cc ~.:cC:.ic::X.c. Ir. bo";;h this ar.d 
iis pr-esent capo.city, he is concerned ilith r.J.cdical c..."ld :.,~02.o:;ical f'c.c~o::::-::; 
·nvolved in mGn ' s exploration of space. He is also re~:-o~~:.n:e for t~e 
ionedica.l experiments to be included on manned space f~i~~ts •. Dr . Vino;rc.d 
ssumed his present post in July 1964. 

rior to his affiliation with NASA, Dr. Vino~rc.d. was in the IJrivate ?~c..ct:.ce 
f medicine, specializing in internal medicine . L'1 1953, he oeca:::e ~:'..recto~ 
f Intern mucation at St. Mary's Hospital in r.:adison, Wisco::-.::;i.'1 . Fro:i 
955 to 1961, he was an Assistant Professor of Clinical Medicine at the 
niversity of Wisconsin Medical School. 

.1.1.A., American Academy of Allergy; Hospital staffs; University E:ospitZ.:. 
eaching staffs; State and local medical societies. 
.e is the author of several professional lectures and papers in the 
ield of Space Medicine . 

• S. Navy, 1942 to 1946; MCR, USNR, July 1947 to July 1949 

Persona l Data orn on January 24, 1921, in Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
:arried to the former Martha Reed 
,esides at 6529 Sothoron Road, McLean, Virginia 

Date Prepa red July 1964 
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IN REPL y REFER TO: MLA 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

JUN 12 1967 

MSC/Assistant Program Manoger, Apollo Applications 
Program Office, Robert F. 'Ihompson 

"'t!SFC/Program. l-hnager, Saturn Apollo Applications 
Program Office, Leland F. Belew 

KSC/Act'l:ng Program Manager, Apollo Applications 
Program, Robert c. Hock 

ML/Director, Saturn Apollo Applications 

MPTF 

... 
As a result of the material presented at the 67-4 MPTF meeti...~g 
at MSFC on June 1 and 2 and the discussions which followed, I 
believe we are now in a position to pull tosether a presentation 
for Dr. Mueller and the Center Directors on our studies of the 
low earth Orbit missions now scheduled for CY 1970 (Ref ML-6) . 
T'ne purpose of this letter is to summarize the guidel ines for 
preparing this presentation and to confirm the plans discussed 
in the meeting of the Steering Committee on June 2. 

With regard to timing, I would like to plan a dry run for 
review by.Messrs. Belew, Hock, and Thompson and myself at the 
MPI'F meeting 67-5, to be held in Washington during the second 
week in July . We will arrange the schedule for presentation to 
Dr. Mueller and the Center Directors at a later time . 

In the presentation itself, I would like to focus attention on the 
basic issues and to minimize the potential distraction introduced 
by non critical secondary matters. To do this, we should describe 
baseline plans for two mission concepts which are consistent with 
the present planning schedule, ML-6, showing quantitatively the 
O.egree to which these baseline missions can achieve the program 
objectives. Incremental changes to the baseline to more :f'ully 
achieve the stated objectives should be shown separately. It is 
also important that we have factual backup for the conclusions 
we present. 

; . 
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'E1e attached outline and uction r~signments and the statement 
of goals, guidelines, and assu.:.1ptions will, I believe provide 
the framework for a good wrap up of this set of missions. Mr. 
Green will be in touch with you:r representatives to work out 
further details over the next month • 

/ I I • I .. ·" /' - . I .. 'i a {1; r£ 
, I . ' / ' 
l.. j i i.. l''- c 11<--/~ ~;..._.-. 
Charles w. Mathews 



.•· Goals, Guidelines, and. Assur.<ptions 
for ~P':.'F Presentation of the Second Year AJU! Earth Orbital Missions 

Attachment 1 

1. Goals 

1.1 To achieve, insofar. as possible, continuous manned 
operation of an orbital workshop for a period approaching 
one year , using a series of manned and unmnnned vehicles. 
Where there is conflict between continuity and maximum potential 
duration, continuity should take priority. 

1.2 To demonstrate economical operation by reuse of the first 
Orbital Workshop cluster, maintaining program flexibility to 
establish a new workshop whenever circumstances or program decisions 
dictate . 

1.3 To conduct further solar observations using the ATM while 
operations with the original cluster continue. 

1.4 To conduct earth observations in support of meteorology and 
earth resources (APP-A, APP-B) preferably at inclinations achieving 
or approaching 50°. 

2. Gui delines and Assunwtions " 

2 .1 Tae presentation should cover the feasibility of increasing 
CSM duration (to approach 90 d~s) in revisiting the original cluster . 

2.2 To maintain program flexibility, CSM 's should be capable of 
operating either with the original cluster or with a new cluster . 
Performance penalties, if axiy, should be brought out, together with 
configuration changes or modifications to avoid them. 

2.3 An integrated systems engineering analysis of the CSM to support 
these missions should be provided . This should use the CSM as defined 
for the AAP 3 mission as a baseline and show, subsystem by subsystem, 
the improvements needed. It should also show the continuity (or lack of 
it) of this development with the spacecra:ft needed to support the 
missions later in the program (i .e. extended lunar operations, synchronous 
earth orbit, early space station operations). 

2.4 A similar analysis of the second workshop (OWS/AL/MDA) should 
be provided, using the first as a baseline . 

2 .5 'lhe baseline mission sequence should show alternating pairs 
(manned and unmanned) and single manned flights , spaced to allow 
reasonable overlap . If additional unmanned supply or experiment 
carriers are needed to attain the objectives they should be shown as 
increments to the baseline. 

2. 6 In presenting the reuse of the original cluster , we should Jeave 
open t.11e question of when to initiate a new cluster; hardware to support 
a new cluster should be available to start in the f irst ~uarter of CY 70 . 
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2.7 The new cluster should be shown c..t about 250 n,m, with inclina
tion as high as possible, assur.1in13 launch vehicle performance bused 
on the use of four solid strappeu-on rockets on the SIB. 

2 .8 We should not i nclude artificial G experiments in the baseline 
profile. 

2.9 We should review both spacecraft and launch vehicle check out 
procedures to assess the feasibility of shortening the pad turn around 
time. 

2.10 We should show how useful fall -back missions co.n be flown using 
the hardware developed for the baseline missions . 

2 .11 We should identify areas needing further work to resolve critical 
questions and our plans for such work. 

2.12 We should prepare cost and schedule do.ta for spacecraft and 
launch vehicle development and procurement as a basis for definitive 
evaluation of our ability to ~arry out the necessary activities . 

2 .13 Ten sets of paper copies of material presented and the reports to back 
it up should be prepared for distribution at the dry run. 
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Attachment 2 

~~tline of the Presentation and Action Assignments 

ACTION 
MLA 

MLA 

?!JSFC with 
MSC support 

MSC 

1'1.SFC with 
MSC support 

l. Program Goals for the second year of A.A:P operations 
in Low Earth Orbit 

l.l Extension of Manned Space Flight Capability 

- Operations 
Long Duration 

1.2 Experiment Activities 

2. Assumptions and Constraints 

3. Baseline Mission Profiles and Performance Summary 

3.1 Launch Vehicle Performance 

3.2 Mission sequences and variations 

3.3 Gross weight sunnnaries 

3.4 Altitude vs. inclination vs. duration trade off summary. 

4. CSM Configuration and Subsystem Performance. 

4.1 Baseline CSM for A.A:P-3 

4.2 Summary of requirements f or f\lture missions 

4.3 Im.pact of Workshop features on CSM Performance 

4.4 Subsystem performance analysis 

4.5 Failure mod.es and effects 

5. ~rbital Workshop Configuration and Subsystem Performance 

5.1 Original Workshop (ows/AL/MDA) 

5.2 I.mprovements in Second Workshop 

5.3 Subsystem Performance 

5.4 Reusability analysis including shut down for storage 
operations 

5.5 Failure modes and effects 



MSC 

MSc .: 

KSC 

M3C 

6. Experiments and Peyloud Carriers 

6.1 ATM 

a. Objectives 
b. Reuse of AT'i.4 7~1 
c. Backup use of flight prototype 

6.2 APPs A,and B 

a. Objectives 
b. Experiments 
c. Carrier 

6.3 Medical Experiments 

a. Reuse of Workshop #1 
b. Experiments and Monitoring f or long duration 
build up "' 

6.4 others 

7. Crew Factors 

7.1 Time line Analysis 
7 .2 EVA 
7.3 Training 

8. Launch Operations 

9. Mission Operations 

9.1 Planning and Software 
9.2 V.d.ssion Control 
9.3 Recovery 

MLA 10. Contingency Modes 

Each Center ll. Costs and Schedules 
in i t s area of 
responsibility 

2 
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MEDICINE & BIOASTRONAUTICS 

A. H, Schwicht•nberg, M.D. 

Deno11m en1 He"cl 

E. M Roth, M .D. 

l T. M . FrouH. M 0 , 

S. finkehlein, M .0 . 

D. E. Bu•by, M.D. 
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I . 

LOVELACE FOUNDATION FOR MEDICAL EDUCATION AND RESEARCH ; 

5200 GlllAOil Hou l c·vnr<I , Southen~t 

Mr. H . S. Brownstein 
Code MM 
NASA Headquarters 
Washington, D . C . 

D ear Mr. B r ownstein: 

Albuqu<.•rqu<.•, !"cw MPXl<'o 87JOA 

May 22 , 1967 

Enclosed you will find a critique of the "Phys iology 
in the Spac e Environment. Volume II. Respiration" 
by the NAS -NRC Space Science Board . 

EMR: dt 
Enc . 

, s~;f~-
E . M. Roth, M. D. 

P . S . Nitpicking rn the text of each chapt e r will foll o w . 
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Introduction 

Physiolo gy in the Space Environment 

Vol. II. Respirat ion 

The reviews presented in this document appear to be up - to - date 

discussions of respirato;y physiology as it relates to the space program. 

The major criticism is a lack of discrimination between those study areas 

which appear to be obligatory for development of safe and efficient space 

programs and those which are of secondary scientific importance. Several 

of the papers appear to contain misinformation wit h errors of both omission 

and commission. The recommenda tions of each group will be reviewed 

and an attempt made to dissect programmatic requirements from basic 

scientific curiosities and to indicate the relative role of ground - based vs . 

in - flight experimentation ·in attacking the problem . 

A basic criticism extending to sever al of the chapters is the use of the 

term deconditioning. The cardiovascular and muscular adaptation to zero g 

are not always parallel. The adaptations th ems elves must be dissected from 

the significance of these adaptations to secondary stress imposed by subse 

quent EVA, planetary operations, or return to earth . It appears that skeletal 

muscular changes can be easily countered by appropriate exercise regimens . 

The cardiovascular effects, however , require further analysis and appe.ar 

to be more resistant to change . Since the changes appear as an adaptation 

to zero g, one must consider consequences of any in - flight training program 

to operational capability during flight as well as to post-flight operations . 

- ('\ 2 1 ···· 
~...A'-: ~~--=' c> ""- ~ . t..-,.....,..,:,....~~ y- , :......L t:-c.. . A/;• ': ,;~ : ,, ~· - ....J 

1 . Structural Changes in Lung and Thorax (cl.t,1 i-U< 
" 

General ' 

There is .no reason to believe that .with appropriate exercise 

of thoracic muscles during flight , there will be any alteration in 

mechanics of breathing. The term "general deconditioning of the 

1 



body" is not appropriate. Muscular 11 dccondition~ng 11 is specific 

to rnusclc groups inadequately used during zero g flight and there is 

no reason to feel that the muscles of respiration need be ina:dcquately 

used. 

Rccon-'lm endations 

1. Histological changes in the lung arising from 'elevated p o 2 

can be and are being studied in ground-based chambers . Marked 

spc1..ies specificity invalidates many of the conclusions drawn from 

animal work (WADD TR 66 - 120 and 1967 Conference) . This recom -

mendation falls into the basic science class and has no immediate 

programmatic significance. 

2 . Damage to the lung at high g loads has been found in animals 

exposed to g levels with 11 g 11 x time profiles much greater than required 

for normal.operation in humans . Howeve r, contingency modes or 

emergencies may impose such loads on astronauts and so the basic 

mechanics of damage should be studied. Since high g loads of reentry 

may follow zero g operations , and since adaptation to g will probably 

change the vascular reactivity and volume changes in the thorax , such 

work should include overloads imposed on animals reent~ring from. 

orbit. This recommendation is of basic science variety but does have 

some significance to the treatment of human emergencies in all pro 

grams. (Air trapping and atelectasis will be covered below). 

3. There is not even indirect or theoretical evidence that the 

lung is a significant target when exposed to expected levels and rates 

of external space radiation. Since the marrow, GI tract, and skin 

are so much more important , I would c onsider this recommendation 

to fall into the basic science· class and to be given the lowest priority . 

d-
2. Respiratory Mechanics (Chapter/) 

General 

I agree with the summary but feel 'that there will be little change 

in cough since the kinetic energy of the gas stream will be unchanged . 



There arc probably secondary factors which may .alter foe efficiency 

of the cough. 

Recommendations 

1 . These measurements will no doubt b e alte red by facto rs 

discussed in chapter (3). The small changos expeCtQd and minim al 

operational significance places this in a basic science category 

which requires in-flight study. 

2. Cough mechanism is of great importance and should receive 

more study under r educed pressure. Since there is little or no 

theoret~cal effect of zero g on the cough mechanism other than greater 

ease of moving particles up the respiratory tree, ground-based study 

should be adequate. Since experi ence in chambers and in flight have 

shown no obvious change in coughing ability, this recommendation 

should fall into the basic science category. 

3. In view of emergency g loads fac tors discussed in chapter (3), 

this recommendation appears valid, requires only ground-based study 

and would fit in a basic science category. Validation of data from 

cadavers must be confirmed in primates before human limits can be 

set from cadaver study alone . 

4. This recommendation has programmatic significance in that 

DuBois has shown that human susceptibility to atelectasis can be pre 

dicted by air - way conductance studies (DuBois 1966 reference in 

chapter 4) . I feel that air - way conductance at specific lung volume 

should be used as an astronaut selection test in order to weed out those 

candidates who will be susceptible to atelectas is. More g round -based 

studies correlating individual air-way conductance patt erns with 

susc eptibility to subsequent h i gh g envi ronments followed by 100% o
2 

at 5 psia are required. If inert gases are used in the cabin gas mixture, 
. . 

such studies will probably not be necessary, since only 5% of inert 

gas can counter the atelectatic tendency in susceptible individuals (DuBois 

1966). 
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5. The predisposit ion to infection produce~ by atclcctasis in 

animals should be studied as part of the basic science program. This 

issue is continually raised but not answered by concrete work. Hurnan 

data is usually from post - anesthesia experience and not especially 

pertinent. Ground-based studies should be adequate. 

3. Preliminary Gaseous Diffusion (Chapter 5) 

General 

I agree with the summary . 

Recommendations 

1. As part of the basic science pro gram, such studies appear 

justified. Both ground-based and in-flight studies are required. 

Oxygen at 5 psia in past ground-based studies has not produced 

significant diffusion changes in humans. Species specificity is so 

significant that animal studies will probably provide very little more 

useful data for the manned program than has .already been obtained 

(WADD TR 66 - 120 and 1967 Conference). Other than giving a general 

view of functional capacity of the lung, I doubt that the diffusion 

capacity can predict more exactly than simpler functional d<:1.ta that 

"reentry is dangerous". For in-flight human experimentation, 

diffusion studies should be.included as background information in case 

cryptic symptoms arise. 

4. Pulmonary Circulation and the Distribution of Blood and Gas in the Lungs 
(Chapter 6) 

General 

This is an excellent, logical review of this subject. 

Recommendations 

Most of the recommendations fall into the basic science category 

with very little effect on specific flight programs . They will help . . . 
in 'evaluating alteration of response to subsequent environmental 
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stresses imposed by the pulmonary and systemic. vascular adapta 

tion to weightlessness. Rat.ional planning for treatment of cm e r -

gcncies requires that such data a re available. 
c 

1 . The firs t six r ecommendations require animal and human 

experimentation in an orbit ing laboratory. They represent the most 

critical basic science data to be obtained in the flight programs and 

must be backed up with appropriate ground-based controls . They 

should be coupled with re~pons es of the peripheral circuit to similar 

environmental stresses. 

2. Recommendation No. 6 appears to be somewhat naive in that 

more p recise data are needed in central venous and left atrial pres -

sure that .can be obtained by external observation of neck veins. The 

current study o.f Lawrence Young for Dr . Vino grad would be more 

pertinent than this recommendation . 

3. Recom mendation No. 7 has already been c o vered in Chapt er · 

5 . 

5. Regulation of Breathing {Chapter 7) 

General 

I a g ree with the summary. 

Recommendations · 

1 . I do not see where these in - flight data would be of help during 

launch ·and reentry. Response of ventilation to g load is well known 

from g round-based s tudies and in-flight data should be no different . 

During weightlessness such data would h elp to evaluate the 

. exercise problems encountered during EVA. These studies should 

be part of the in - flight human .experimentation with ground-based 

controls. 

2. Much of the ground - based work has already been performed 

at the USAF SAM. The. combined effect of increased C0
2 

and hyper

oxia on ventilation during exercise should be performed on the .ground 

and in flight as part o f the human experiment pro gram and receive 

top priority. 
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6. Exchange of Fluids in Lungs (Chapter 8) 

General 

I agree with the scientific points m ade in this chapter but 

find the applications most impractical. I cannot fantasy fluid 

in lung or pleural spaces ever being requi red d~ring nominal or 

contingency oporn.tionG. 

Recommendations 

1 and 2. These are basic science studies requiring in - flight 

and ground - based data. No specific programs depend on the find

ings, but the data may be of value in optimizing the treatment of 

medical and surgical emergencies in future space flights . 

· 3. This is a far-out basic science type of study which should 

be given low .priority. 

4. Much more should be known about surfactant in the lung 

during exposure to different gas mixtu res. The treatment of pulmonar.y 

edema and other lung emergencies depends on knowledge of this 

factor. Ground-based animal and possibly human experimentation 

will be required. 

7. Respiratory Tract Clearance Mechanisms (Chapter 9) 

General 

I agree with the summary. 

Recommendations 

1. There is a potential problem of sinus clearance in long 

duration space flight. Ground-based work on the problem has already 

been done. Thought might be given to improvement of sinus drainage 

by mechanical means in zero g environments. Animal studies of 

mucous clearance in zero g paralleling ground-based controls may '2 
give some insight into future problems especially when respiratory 

infections are superimposed on the normal mocosa. Such studies 

would have to be placed in the basic scien.ce group , in-flight, with 

moderate priority. 
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2. Ciliary prepa rations have been hard to interpret even 

in ground -based studies. It is difficult to foresee any effect of 

zero g on ciliary movement. As a basic science item, it should 

probably be given low priorit y . 

8 . Diffusion of Gases in Peripheral Tissue (Chapter 10) 

General 

This good revie w oLdiffusion problems indicates the difficulty 

of measurement on the ground and the paucity of critical data. Much 

more data are needed on the ground before data in - flight would be 

inte r pretable . Evidence of tis sue hypoxia in flight has not ·been 

seen . Alteration of interc apillary distance in the periphery 

would be expected during the systemic vascular re sponse t o weight 

lessness, but dynamic mea~urement is t oo difficult . 

Recomm endation s 

1 and 2. These are basic science problems of ground - based 

variety with n o programmatic signific ance. They should be given 

moderate to low prio rity . 

3 . This problem is o f greater significance in interpreting 

peripheral vas c ular response to weightlessness and in medical 

handling of emergencies . In - flight studies in animals are requir e d 

but will be difficult to accompli sh. Moderate t o high priority sh.ould 

be given to the problem. The s tudies of Oberg of Goteborg, Sweden, 

would be a good model (Oberg, B . , Effects of C ardiovas c ular Reflexes 

on Net C apillary Transfer , Acta Physiological Scandina-vica, V . 62 , 

Supplement 229, 1964) . 

9. Temperature Regulation (Chapter 11) 

General 

This author betrays throughout the chapter a general naivete 

regarding the subj ect . Helium, fo r instance, will increase·not 
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decrease respiratory heat loss. Also the decrease in plasma 

volume during adaptation to weightlessness should have a ddinite 

effect on thermal tolerance during such emergencies as ECS 

thermal failure on the lunar surface . 

Recommendations 

1. There is a theo retical grativational effect on evaporative 

heat transfer which should be included in respiratory loss calcula

tions. The relative effec~. on total water transfer will be altered 

by many secondary factors such as forced flo w in the tract. Empirical 

study will be required. In-flight data could be obtained in human 

laboratory programs but only moderate priority given to such studies 

in view of the small potential factor expected from theoretical 

considerations. 

2. This could be a ground - based study to· supplement the data 

already available. 

3. This is an important point, especially in the EV A situation. 

Combined ground-based and in -flight studies, i n the presence of 

exercise, may help to dissect the thermal and H
2

0 problems experienced 

in EVA. The effect of zero g on vascular response to heat is also a 

problem requiring active study . These should be given top priority 

in program planning. 

4. The minor changes expected would shift this to a low priority 

effo rt with ground-based and possibly in-flight data . 

5 . In view of the constant p 0 2 on earth it is not clear why 

periodic alteration of oxygen is required. The decrease of tempera

ture at night may have significance to circadian rhythm in field 

animals , but not nearly as much to humans . Since clothing alters 

the microtemperature during day - night changes, this recommenda-
' tion should be on moderate priority and relegated to a study of 

temperature-clothing preferences in flight during different operational 

conditions. 
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10. Oxygen Pressure at Near-Normal Partial Pressures (Chapter 12) 

General 

The author appears to be out of touch with many of the 

physiological considerations in the space program . For example, 

sensitivity to radiation is not significantly altered by ·5 psia o 2 or by 

the levels of hypoxia one would allow during space operations. The 

choice of 5 psia 0 vs. 3. 5 psia was not 11predicated largely on heat 
2 

exchange of the astronauts and of instruments''· Prime factors were 

reduction of decompression sickness in early· phases of the mission 

as well as reduction in atelectatic tendency during the flight. The 

5 psia choice also facilitates emergency suit operations and inc:::-e~ses 

the survival time after cabin puncture. The acceptability of partial 

pressures of oxygen lower than normal have been well studied in 

aviation medicine where chronic exposure to 8, _000 to 10 , 000 ft 

equivalents without prior acclimatization i s the a ccepted threshold 

level. 

Recommendations 

1 and 3 . These recommendations are fine exc ept for the fact 

t hat the total mission reliability must be considered and not just 

physiological respons e s. 

The relationship between blood to c opher ol levels 5 psia o
2 

and red blo.od c ell destruction s een in the ast r onauts of the Gemini 

program should get top prio r ity work in ground - based animal and 

human study and followu p in the Apollo. Rec ent studies of Mengel 

at Ohio State University point out a good experimental model. The 

different adaptiv e cnanges i n the tissu es' of animals (WADD AMRL 

TR 66 - 120 and 196 7 Dayton Conferenc e) suggest that spec ie.s diffe renc E.~ 

preclude adequate evaluation of human response by simpie animal 

exposu res . One method o f no r mali z i ng the response of animals to 

that of humans would be to make the animals toc opherol deficient 

to the point where they lose a red cell mass equivalent to the human 

loss seen in elev ated 0 2 environments . Even this approac h d o es n o t 

guarantee that other organs will behave in parallel fashion . 
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In any case, use of elevated p o
2 

in space missio;is requires at 

least equal time of exposure in simulators of at least 2 and 

preferably 4 or more humans prior to space use . 

2. This recommendation has been discussed above in the 

summary where it is suggested that adequate data on chronic 

exposure to low p o
2 

are p1·obably already available . What is 

required is an optimum curve for acclimatization rate up to 19, 000 

ft equivalent altitudes above which chronic adaptation is not possible . .• 
The data of the Everest Hillary Expedition point out the adaptation 

problems. The use of drugs to speed adaptation during emergency 

periods of low p o
2 

should be studied. Preliminary findings of 

Albrecht and Albrecht suggest the Swiss drug Solcoseryl may increase 

the adaptive response under such conditions. 

There are many gaps in our knowledge of response to acute 

hypoxia which should be filled to optimize therapeutic methods . 

Acute hypoxic emergencies have already occurred at NASA Houston 

and elsewhere in the space program. The following areas require 

further study: 

\ 

1. Effect of various work loads on time of useful consciousness :; 

at various hypoxic levels of ambient oxygen . 

2. Optimum emergency decompression modes for cabin purging 

or oxygen conservation t o maintain an astronaut usefully 

conscious during controlled decompressions in space . 

3 . Most effective drugs and drug regimes for the resuscitation 

of an hypoxic astronaut. 

4. Further studies of the pathophysiologic mechanisms of 

reversible and irreversible brain cell damage from hypoxia. 

5. Further empirical study and clinical assessment of the 

effectiveness of cerebral dehydrating agents and/ or hypo -

thermia for treating so-called post-hypoxic cerebral edema . 

In view of the importance of hypoxia in space emergencies , these 

studies should be given high priority. Ground-based simulation will be 
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adequate. Details may be found in the recent st.u~y of Busby, D. E., 

Clinical Spa."ce Medicine - A Prospective Look at Medical Problc.:m·s 

from Hazards of Space O;.)erations, l 967 . 

4 . This is, of course , a necessity just for control purposes. 

5 . The minimal effect of 5 ;:.·· ia o
2 

on radios ensitivity of mice 

may be dose rate - sensitive with x-rays (Benjamin, F . G. and 

\.... 

Peyser, L . , Effect of Oxygen on Radiation Resistance of Mice, Aero -

space Med., 35: 1147 - 1149, 1964. Kelton, A. A. and Kirby, J. K., 

Total Oxygen Pressure and Radiation Mortality in Mice, DAC-P-2030, 

Douglas Missile and Space Systems Div~sion, ·Santa Monic·a , Calif., 

1964). Little work has been done on proton-02 relationshi?s . From 

other studies, the o
2 

sensitivity would be even less than that for x-rays 

(Roth, ' E. · M . , Space-Cabin Atmospheres. Part I. Oxygen Toxicity , 

NASA S?-47, 1964) . Studies are now unde rway at Berkeley on this 

question . Proton effects under reduc ed p o2 have not been adequately 

studied . From x - ray data, frank tis sue hypoxia is required for 

significant effects . Moderate priority should .be placed on such 

ground - based s tudies . Chronic low level exposure to p roton radiation 

is another moderate to low priority requirement. Much work has 

already been done with x-rays and gammas and can be extrapolated 

to protons which have an equivalent RBE. 

11 . Considerations of Carbon Dioxide Concentration (Chapter 13) 

General 

The acceptable C02 levels of spacecraft cabins have nothing 

· to do with 11t h ermal exchange. n The power penalty for C0
2 

absorb -

. tion required to maintain lower levels of co2 begins to climb beyond 

reasonable levels at lower c abin pC02 . Much work has already been: 

done on low level exposure. Effects at 7 . 6 torr or less have not had 

adequate controls out of the chamber or simulator environment . 

Data of Schaefer and recent studies a~ USAF SA1v1 indicat e current 

levels are reasonable for long duration flights (Busby, D. E. , 

Clinical Space Medicine - A Prospective Look at Medical Problems 

from Hazards of Space Operations, 1967). 
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Rccon"' n.1. cndations 

1. Time -conccntrat .:.o~ curves for emergency exp osure arc 

available with conversion to low pressure environment . Addition of 

5 psia 0 2 to these C02 
levels must still be accomplished. This can 

bo cone on tho g:nn1nd . l..itt;l~ d i i£o•oncc is oxpoctod from co;?. in 

air exposure and low priority can prob ably be bivcn to this effort. 

2. These should be measured for baseline values during wake 

fulness and sleep in orbiting laborawries . 

3 . In view of the general rem arks, thi s could be a low priority 

effort . Past space flights indicate .no progressive difficulties from 

co2 e:<m in the 14 day flight. 

There are many other C0
2 

studies not mentioned which should 

be considered. These are; 

1 . Man Is response to low level chronic co2 exposure· in 

various possible space atmospheres . 

2 . Effects of co2 
on man while asleep ; evaluate the possibility 

of his suffering the clinical manifestations which can 

accompany co2 withdrawal when he awakens . 

3. Further studies on the com bined effects of heat and co
2

, 
("" 

an tj. cold and co2 on man; could co2 increase an astronaut1 :_; 

susceptibility to heat and cold. 

4 . Effects o f co 2 
on work capacity and/ or psychomotor task 

performance . This is most important fo r evaluation of 

EVA problems . 

5 . Effect o f C0
2 

on orthostatic intolerance . The vasodilat<:>ry 

response may be an important factor . 

' 6 . Search for practical measures to enhanc e the total body 

buffering capa~ity on exposure to co2. 

7. Further studies on C0
2 

withdraw! - the operational defects 

brought on b y sudden removal of subject from high to low 

co2 environments . 
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8. Drugs for treating symptoms of C0
2 

toxic:ity . 

9. Response of C0
2 

-acclimatized man to ·an acute exposure at 

higher co2. 
10. Diu:::-etic response to C0

2 
with exposed individuals perform -

i·ng at variable workloads and gravitational env iror:mcnts . 

ll . ,l;:;{f{,·l(;t g£ 1;hron'i;; COC. QKposti:r@ Gn e;ast:riG ahid sccrct.:.on 

in man . 

12 . Further stud.:.es of effect of chronic C02 exposure on 

adrenal cortical activity and calcium rpetabolism . 

The first nine studies should be given high priority as ground 

based work. The next two should be given moderate priority . Tne 

last study will require o .:bital capability for full simulation o f calcium 

interactions . 

12. Inert Gas (Chapter 14) 

General 

This review is most deficient in discussion of the engineering 

implications of inert gases . It should be remembered that there will 

be relatively little fire safety gained from the addition of 1 . 5 to 2 

psia of inert gas to 3 . 5 psi a of 0 2 . The ignition energy for solids 

will hardly change· (see Huggett ,AF - SAM - TR 66 - 85) . The rate of burn 

ing of fabrics as c ompared to a c omrre rcial jet cabin will be 3 . 5 times 

greater in 5 psia 0
2

; 2 . 3 times greater in 5 psia 70% o
2 

- 30% He or 

.n2 , and 2 . 0 times in a 7 psia 50-50 mixture . Use of an inert gas at 

l g and in suborbital phases of flignt is probably mandatory . In 

orbit , the burn rates in the different gas mixtur es will probably be 

equivalent to or less than those in ai r at sea level and 1 g . Ifeel the author 

has overstated the advan~ages to be gained by u se of small percent 

of inert gas in the orbital cabin fire problem. 

Another area of d i sagreement is the use of inert g<ls in space 

suits . In a space .,uit , the r i sk oi fi:re is so low and disadvantages 

o f separate suit and mask circuits are so great that 100% o
2 

in both 

circuits appears, in my view , to be the way to go . 
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Recommendations 

1. I agree with this rccomm..;ndation for a two - gas atmosphere . 

Past studies .i.n evaluation of ni7rogen vs. helium in dccomp r~ssion 

sickness have one major defect. The studies have been focused on 

the dccomprcs sion hazard. in EVA and crew transfer during the i~ rst 

few hours in a mission . During the un.,~eady state when nitrogen 1s 

oeing lost from the body and helium taken on, there is a sligntly 

greater decompression risk with helium. No data are yet available on 

the steady state cond ition after 10 - 12 hrs . of flight. Theory suggests 

that helium may now present a slight advantage. Work should be done 

to validate this cone ept. 

Present animal work comparing the inert gases nitrogen , helium, 

and neon has been naive and inadequate . Rodents cannot be used i n 

such comparisons. The rate of inert gas exchange in these small 

animals is 1-2 orders of magnitude greater ~han that in humans. Any 

gas difference would be masked under s"L:.ch conditions . It is recom -

mended that goats or chimpanzees be used in high priority, ground -

bas ed experiments to evaluate the relative decompres sion hazards 

of the 3 gases with exposure s both to space suit pressures and to 

vacuum . It is disturbing to see sweeping conclusions and extrapola

tions cast about in .the light of SUCl. inadequate data . 

2. Agree, program oriented, high priority . 

3. Agree, program oriented, high priority . 

4.. Agree. A recent finding presented at the Third Annual 

Conference on Atmospheric Contamination in Confined Spac es , Wright 

Patterson AFB, Ohio, suggests that chronic c ellular adaptations to 

5 psia 70% o2 - 30% nitrogen are of the same type but more severe than 

to 5 psia 100% o2 . There is no obvious rea...,on for these findin.gs in 

view o f the normal p 0 2 levels . This basic science work should be 

repeated at a moderate to low priority level. 

5 . Agree . See comments under recommendation No. 1 . Little 

is known about the bends susceptibility of t h e astronaut group . Future 
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prcc.iction of optimum chnitrogenation scheduling,_ bencis incidc:ncc, 

and severity depends on data not now available on average denitrogcna

tion rate and bends incidence under exercise provocation of mc:n 

with age and ?hysical fitness of the astronautcs . Litt:e or no data are 

available. Future computer programming of optimum scheduling 

demands such data.. I would suggest this as hiJh priority work. 

Computer programs such as those of ~tubbs (Stubbs , R . A. ar.d 

Kidd, D . J., A Pneumatic, Analogue Decompression Computer . RCAF 

IAM - 65 - RD - l , RCAF, Institute of Aviation Medicine, C anada, April 

1965) are now being used to s chedule decompressions in the Canadian 

Navy. Stubbs feels they could be altered to allow programming of :\ASA 

decompressions from mixed gas environments . This is the only metnod 

one can use for the unsteady state.inert gas conditions arising from 

use of different atmospheres within each mission. This work should 

be given top priority. 

There are sev eral clinical areas which require further study: 

1 . Deeper study of pathopnysiology of ebullism in primates . 

Past work has focused on survival time and psychomotor 

defects following dec ompression to a vacuum . Much more 

work is required on the defects and treatment of animals 

who are. exposed beyond the point of transient psychological 

defects . Ebullism will be a constant problem in EVA and 

planetary operations . We are neglecting this area . 

2. Efficac y of 11low pressure - high o
2 

profiles 11 in hyperbaric 

recompres sion for treatment of decompression sickness . 

3 . Empiric al and clinic al studies of various drugs , such as 

c erebral dehydrating agents, anticoagulants, and lipemia 

clearing agents, :for treating decompression sickness . 

The studies of Roth (Roth, E. M. , Space - Cabin Atmospheres . 

Part III. Physiologi cal Factors of Inert Ga!:>es, NASA SP - 117 , 1966), 

and Busby (Busby, D . E . , Clinical Space Medicine - A Prospective 
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Look at Medic a l P roblems from Hazard_ o f Space Operc:...tions, 1967 ) 

cover these points. The first suggestion should be given top priority 

and the other two, moderate priority in ground - based simulation. 

13. Trac e Contaminants (Chapter 15) 

General 

I agree with this discussion. 

Recomm endation 
.... 

1 . Agree with this statement. More emphasi s should be plac ed 

on fire products and fire-product - extinguisher combinations . These 

can be done in ground-bas ed studies and should receive high·priority. 

I do not see that the cardiovascular adaptation to zero g will interact 

strongly with the known contaminants. I would reserve the zero g 

studie s for moderate to low priority until an index of a stronger coupling 

is available for any contaminant or corn bination. 

2 . I would change this from hypersensitivity to idiosyncrasy. I 

know of no allergic reactions to the materials found in the cabins. 

None have been reported in submarines (Schaefer, K . E. , personal 

communication) . 

3 . Agree. This should be a high priority item as part of 

OART effort. 

4 and 5. Agree . Especially synergism with hyperoxic environ 

ments and drugs in high ·priority, g round-based studie s (see comm ents 

on dru'~s in Chapter 18). Such studies should be cons idered of basic 

science type and can be performed in ground-based laboratories . 

- 6. The alteration of toxicity by concentration of particles 

requires study . This basic science effort should be given a moderate 

priority . 

14 . Particulate Matter {Ae rosols) {Chapter 16} 

General 

Agree with discussion. 
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Recommendations 

1, 2 1 4, 5 . "'-b··ee. Basic science type of research witn 

moderate to low priority :tec;_uirin2: ~cro gravity simulation . . Little 
ei'..:ect on current prograr.ns . 

3. Ii similar filters arc not available, programmatic research 
of hi

0
h priority - ground-based. 

6. Very low priority, basic research . 

15. Infeckion (Chap: er 17) 

General 

The discussion of this chapte r overlooks many of the practical 

realities of day-to-day operation . Selection of crews for cross -

match compatability may be a long range goal. Isolation of crews 

before takeoff for infection control appears quite impractical. 

Recommendation 

1 . Ii a blood trans.i..usion capability is present in a mission, 

much care should be taken to get compatible crews. The value oi 
other immunological compatability appears remote . 

2 ". Impractical at first glance; tir:ning and scheduling should be 

considered as should socio-psychological aspects . 

3 - 6, Appear to· be long range basic science efforts of moderate 

priority . 

7, Th:~ ahou.ld have higher ~ rio::'..ty ar~d :res_uire5 both ground 
based ~nd flight study . 

16 . Respiratory Drugs and Manned Spaceflights (Chapter 18) 

General 

Alteration of drug response in space cabin environments has 

received little or no experimental study . Recent data indicate , for 

example, that the antibiotic, tetracyline, will kill mice at 5 psia 

100% o2 at therapeutic doses which give no lethality at sea level 

conditions . All drugs to be considered for space use should be tested 
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for such synergisms with the atmosphere. T.n.e review of Busby 

should be consulted (Busby, D. E., Clinica.1. Space Medicine - A 

Prospective Look at Medical Problems from Eazards oi Space 

Operations, 1967}. 

Recomrncndations 

1 and 2. For long range missions, these should be given 

high priori .. y. Relatively little group thought has been given to 

the problem of drug sekction for the space environment . Tnis is 

especially important for future missions where e:-nergency treat 

ment of astronauts for medical and surgical emergencies is required. 

Alteration of the gaseous environment should be a more significant 

factor than adaptive changes to weightlessness in altering drug 

effects . 

Summary of Bioinstrumentation 

1. It seems that several methods of dry spirometry are already 

available for easy conversion to space use . 

2. These appear to be of second-order importance to current 

programs. Calibration with chest wall movement appears fne 

simplest approach. 

3 . Many such devices have been used in ground - based studies. 

Flyable hardware may be available from Sandia Corporation or USAF 

SWC Lab, Kirtland AFB, New Mexico, where upper air sampling in 

ai+craft and rockets is a-?rime mission. The Inhalation of Fallout 

group at the Lovelace Foundation or the University of Rochester AEC 

group may be of help. Such work should be considered basic science 

with only .moderate p riority. · 

4. Recent studies by fi1e U. S . Navy suggest that chromatographs 

tied to omegatron mass spectrographs or a double resonance micro 

wave spectrographswould be best for screening such contaminants . 

Production of flyable hardware fox: continuous monitoring may be a 
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long range goal, but should have low priority in current programs . 

For retrospective an;ilysis, materials obtained from cold traps 

should be adequate . The current Parkin:-Elmer sensor should be 

adequate for simultaneous o 2 - C02 and water v::ipour . The large 

spectrographic S'-'mplers used for screening would }?l'Qbably be too 

unreliable as primary atrnospheric sensors . 

5. Peripheral vascular control in the ._; eriphery should be a 

high priority element in tqe basic science prograr""! . Impedance pleth 

ysm.ography along with the techniques of Mellander , Oberg, and Folkow 

in Goteborg, Sweden, appears to be the best approach to the problem. 

6. This technique has been difficult enough in ground - based. 

studies to warrant low priority for measurement in space. Value of 

such data for practical prograrr.matic use are distinctly limited. 

7. Suggestions for this :;_:Ho gram have been outlined (Roth, E. M ., 

Space-Cabin Atmospheres. Part II. Fire and Blast Hazards, 

NASA SP - 48, 1964) but require engineering followup . This 

program should be based on ground and zero J simulator studies . 

Highest priority should be given to the effort . 

E. M. Roth, M . D. 
Lovelace Foundation for Medical 

Education and Research 
Albuqi:e rque, New Mexico 

May ?2 , . 1967 
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